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must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may con-

tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
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How sweet it were, if without feeble fright,
Or dying of the dreadful beauteous sight,

An angel came to us, and we could bear
—TPo-see him-issae from the silent air
At evening in our room, and bend on ours

His divine eyes, and bring us from his bowers

——

NEw YORK, July 26, 1872,
POOR

CHILDREN'S

PICNIC.

You may remember that I have promised
some interior views, at a convenient season, of the working of our organized charI can not make a better beginning
111es,
than with the unorganized’ charity of the
Times excursions for poor children, just
now at the hight of the season.
I make the
frank acknowledgment
that this outburst
of pure sympathy and Kindness has partly

institu-

in

hot. weather,

or

become precocious swimmers and disport
at high tide while the ‘‘ cop ”is at the
other end ofhis beat. There are no other

creatures so

active, bold

and impudent.

mosquito

that

baffles

In point
.| the arm of justice on the bench,
of moral and emotional character they bear
most resemblance to those familiar creatures that nothing can restrain, the sharpest blows
merely troubling them to
dodge.
These are the uncaught Arabs of the
wharves and alleys, upon whom none of the
civibzing and educating agencies that have
sprung into wide-spread charitable activity in the last twenty years have been able
to lay a finger.
They are a numerous
class, and though generally unconscious
and contemptuous (of the communications
that may pass froni the missionary teachers

to the multitude

of children as poor as

themselves who submit to some

sort of in-

struction and restraint, yet the wonderful
events of the last three weeks to these chil-

dren could not be concealed.
Their fame
had sounded through every nook and cran-

grumbling in many

are

and
often

clutch

hardened

inward

repentance

and

Tick-

certain
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.
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1

23

writeas

anybody,

v

of

he artthe

.

His party pays better in

says,

than

they

can

do

been due to foreign agitators.

in

In times of

parent,

whatever

his wages,

or a

&e., who

circulated
little

“there was

the

story

wanderers,

a fearful

and

mortality

When I went into the garden the next
morning, there was a dirty hand on every
picket of the fence and through every other
space a little, stubbed,pugged nose protruded, bordered by an open mouth, and

mouth

declared

in sorrowful

dead grandmethers.

every

tones about

I must say, I was

af.

fected. A child’s simple grief is always
touching to me. StillI believe I mildly
remarked I couldnt furnish flowers for

quite so large a funeral.

That night I

dreamt the fence and open mouths

gigantic machine

made a

for intercepting and de-

Strange the ragged vagrants and street
gamins should so love flowers. The policemen of London say they will steal and
beg importunately to obtain them. The
love of the beautiful must be inborn in us.
Richter says of children, ‘they are like
stars,

re-

the“smallest,

nearest

God.”

to

those

who

have

the

nearest,

to

be

considered,
Vipr.

And

among

|

won’

moral

joys
|
Gi 1 3 od ly r by,bv. like
like some y otheryr MIgTato|

About

twenty

years

ago

there

HD
iridt!

Campaign mobs

surfice,

and

was

there

ever

such

RIOTS,

and riots are coming to

be quite common.
The different ‘stories
told by the stump speakers, the charges and
t-countercharges

that

are

made,

and

the

is introduced into the canvass, is stirring a
good deal of bad blood, which spends its
venom in clubbing and shooting its opponents. Ata Grant meeting in Charlotte,
N. C., the other day,Gen. Harriman of this

state was set upon
shooting,

lived

of the man

himself,

The

elm,

Mr. Webster used to place

and

from

speaking,

and

itself into

a mob,

clubs

and

bricks were

used, pistols were discharged, and several
bruises and wounds are the result. And so
it is all through the South. The chivalry
of that region will stand no chafing. What
a nice thing it would be if we could have
a campaign . conducted “on fair and manly
principles.

' GENERAL KILPATRICK.
This gallant General seems to be having
rather a hard time of it. Itis well known
that his career in Chili, while Consul there,
was a scandalous one, and the story of it

is now being told to the country. Of course,
if he had kept out of the campaign, there
would have been no trouble. But that is
one-of the dirty things about electioneer-ing. If aman has ever done a discreditable thing, no matter what his course

since,

he is confronted with it, and it is made to
injure him all that it possibly can. The
Tribune is even dragging oui the-recent
colored Cadet court-martial affair, and trying to prove that the President and his son
favored his expulsion.
But General K.
has brought libel suits against a dozen or
so of these papers that defame him, and
says he will get seme money out of it.
Evidently this is only for political capital.
He can’t have the audacity to suppose that
he will get damages from a paper for telling the truth about him.
LABOR

The

CONVENTION.

Labor-reformers,

Columbus

nominees,

new

to

deserted

by their

held a convention

in

New York last week to try and remedy the
defect.. But the meeting was a very eonfused one.
Almost every member had a
plan

offer,

which

found

bitter op-

ponents so soon as presented.
Many were
in favor of cutting presidential nominees

under which

his chair,

and threatened with

prevented

obliged to retire. At another Grant /meet~
ing in Savannah the audience soon resolved

his hand ; and the rolling acres, the unbroken-lawn, are thé impress and the reflection

in a back quarter of one of our large cities a
voung lumber merchant, whom, for lack of
another name, we will call Joe.
A stoutbuilf, clean-skinned,
lue-eyed young fellow, with a brisk, swe {-tempered little wife

entirely,

and concentrating the strength of

the
out
each
was
were
|
{ nine

party on Congressmen.
This called
was painted sitting in country farmer’s garb,
fierce
objections.
Delegates
called
other hard names, and said the party
differs from any shecimen of New England's
broken.
Nearly all of the eld leaders
royal tree that I have ever seen. The trunk"
denounced as traitors.
One, a oenis of the largest, and the limbs shoot out
and a baby or two i. a two-storied brick
working-man, declared that the worknot far above the ground, and, whether by | ing-men had fallen into the hands of *‘theohouse not far from his yard. . Nobedy knew |
00d better than Joe; nobody hought or | art or nature, are trained to cover a circle || risty, impractical lawyers and vendersof

ry birds, and in the Arctic silence perform | sold it more fairly,
In other matters than
theirclumsy antics?
I think they are fove- | wood, too, his strong common: sense and
ordained dwellers on the rose,
If they id
ownrichtness made their mark: he was a
were
some nice little. worms with brown
iitphom, in Westérn slang, ¢ you could
there
backs and green
heads,
would
be |
tie to:” whether it was a church meeting
some chance for resignation.
T l
| or temperairce gathering, or a mere social
ry in the gentle motions of the slender | affair among the neighbors, Joey modest,
n
N
Tyi1e
ov
Aa
RA i
el]
worn.
put 1let ‘ a rose-bug
crawl
over
a | practical, fine-natured, was i
made a
smoothe

is usually referred to

CAMPAIGN

is as Webster transformed it.The house grew
with him; the trees, except ‘the white-apple
tree’ and the famous elm, were planted. by

another:

|

themselves

Events of the Week.

winds and waters make us ;? but here nature

is quite apparent. We have already printed two or three of them for the entertainment of our readers, and we herewith give

My y_
Garden.

and

their employer, and his decision is considered by them ultimate and binding.

end, gather house to house, stocks to stocks,
to widen the contrast in these conditions.

here, like the beauti-

from scenes in every-day life, whose

of accident,

may be certain of being as kindly treated

candidate for President before one or two
campaigns, It is not improbable that some
day his highest point of ambition may be
reached. As a ruler he would satisfy many
of his followers. It is true he would have
as much idea of the science or philosophy
of government as an ox; the very alphabet
of political economy is unknown to him.
But he would complacently compare daily
his condition with that of Joe the lumber
trader,and,
with praiseworthy integrity to one

when they are so far away from him as in
this world and seem to us sometimes as altogether wicked, don’t’ they last of all lose
their love for beautiful things and long for
flowers,

pleasure

cases

as if he were in his own family. It is stated
that the result of this considerate benevolence is visible in the almost invariably
good conduct and laboriously conscientious
work of the men.
They "are likewise attached to each other, and any quarrel

wise,
He is successful, teo, in his trade;
has been Governer already, and talked of as

mother, my garden would have been freed.

than

in

to him and hereafter for all he knows other- whole system of kill-or-cure practice that

vouring the rose-bugs when outward bound.
Ab, if two bugs had died for évery grand-

ful creations they remember in the ethereal
gardens they have left?

laborer at Fond
|

1

liberally assist

when struck down by, illness the operative

among the grandmothers.

regulated, |

ar

other

he takes the measuré of other men, himself

unseen, He can tell to a penny how much
bleeding you will stand when you take a
billto him to pass. No man will grind
your ax better, but you shall pay for the
grinding. When eertain *‘ visionary theorists,” ¢* unpracticals,” thrust a measure into the Legislature on the merits of its justice
or philanthropy alone, it is a study to observe Joe's fat finger on flabby chin weigh
it is as he might a child's bubble, and then
crush it in his palm. *‘ Very. pretty, but
theoretical, Sir! Theoretical! The party
can not afford to indulge such whim whams.”
He gives a solid donation to the Church now
and then, but he is seen no more pew or
vestry meetings. His wife and children are
expensively housed and clothed, but Joe's
personal acquaintance with them is but
slight. Politics are the business of life here4

ing reason against so large an_expenditure

are gener- |
wharf and ||
the decent |

of comfortable mechanics,

they

my

How could I reThey went their

‘* Oh, Missus,

for transient

But there is much more
bandled in | in this connection.

gav ten dollars a week, such as usually
aa
iw
os
’
4
.
flictions and charities that meet and ming] >! spend most of their leisure and income in| {
vill have
have
|
in the great deap of metropolitan misery.
the eroeery or lager bier cellar, WHi
)
Years of enthusiastic
application to the! a room and bedroom for his family ina
problem
of a remedy for the causes of dos- | miserable attic or in a vast tenement hive,
.
:
ys
1
y
titution, working out always
to a dead 11 lock,
a discouraged and-slatternly wife little betlike
an
insoluble equation
wanting
the
t¢r than himself, amd a group of ragged,
omplemental
quantity or fact, at last de- | dirty children who would never see book, [
pre seed and discouraged the once exuber- | school or Sundav-school, but for seme of
ant flow of sympathies.
A fresher eye,
the various mission organizations.
A
therefore, not conscious of too many . things
Probably there are ‘more than twenty
warming

he

Outside and beyond, he would serve his
vital and permanent need to be relieved.
Other small creatures excite—some, dis- party faithfully—in order to insure his next
The conviction of love is after all the true
good 10 be conveyed in charity.
This is gust, and some, pleasure. One has no re- election. What more can Common Sense,
the very redeeming agency of the gospel, gard for those stray squash-bugs sometimes or Right, or the People ask of their servthe first condition of gratitude, and the met, nor those fat grubs one often hoes up, ants?
~
only antidote for the brutalizing tendency which eat the tender plants and almost exof alms-giving.
So far as it goes, this cuse
a call from the impolite skunk, who
Daniel Webster’s Old Home,
simple, pleasure-giving kindness seems to quickly noses them out,—and you too. But
Ld
i
———
be the purest medium for imparting the that little green snake, which lies in the
Edmund C. Stedman has visited the old
gospel to the poor.
It is something they wall, is pretty; and I shall ever feel kindly
can nof possibly pervert in their imagina- towards the angle-worms since little three- home of Daniel Webster at Marshfield, and
tion to the satisfaction of a supposed claim year-old Willie came running one morning thus describes some of its features in a let.
or right, nor interpret as an aet of decency to say, ‘‘ Auntie, what picked faces these ter to the Tribune :
“The
mansion—a
long,
low, cross-roofed,
and humanity to which common sensibility worms have!”
And when at night the
wooden
pile—has
been
so
often pictured
constrains us.
They are shut up to the myriad crickets join their cheerful ¢hirpings
consciousness of an unconstrained and af- until the sound swells and dies.away in that I need only speak of it as owing its
fectionafe sympathy on the part of their quick succession asif it was all made by attractiveness to an appearance of having
fellow creatures, for their minor privations one great cricket,—haven’'t you often no- grown, foot after foot, by alteration from
some old building, and of not having been
and pleasures.
Who that was poor enough ticed this?—I love to imagine them the mumade
bran-new and at once; to the long
in childhood to know the immense magni- sicians of the insect world, returning thanks
tude of some day's pleasure rising as it in one numberless band to the Great Pro- piazzas, where roses and the Virginian
creeper wander at will,to its peaked gables;
were to heaven out of a. dead low level of tector of all life.
Cc.
lastly, to the indefinite feeling one derives
common-life, can not understand how these
from it, that here has been a sturdy presence
picnic days;so unique and matchles$to
of manhood in the past, now gone forever,
them, must live forever with the poor chilJoe and his Party.
but
leaving its latent individuality. stamped
dren as a taste of paradise and a vague
tl
ps
upon
the less transitory inanimate objects
earnest of some transcendent good possible
Some one is contributing to the N. 7,
for them also in the goodness of God ? Tribune a series of little pen-pictures, taken - which surrounded it. ‘We are what suns and

lines of obedient and orderly movement in
school, and acquainted by habitual experience with the superiority of those who had

children

the

thereupon

it with

more

happily,

among

formation.
It is the beauty of these excursions that’ they can not produce such effects, and this consideration disposes in advance of thie natural objection of calculat-

permiited to mar the enjoyment
:

| charge of them, they could be
| mass, moved, halted, placed and
These
| with compurative ease.
{ally of a class between the little
utter rats first desgeribéd and

they

thankless greed
ever against

wild irraption of the small but unterrified
heathen swept down al the landing-place

to

better circumstances,
cases, and

ny of the Five Points and of the Fourth
Ward, and at the last Times excursion a

Trained

ways

and other suitable delicacies. The cost of
an excursion and feast of this kind is a little less than fifty cents for each child.
They are taken to some . pleasant grove in
the country, where the day is spent in
plays and games for which the proper
neeans are provided, such as bats and balls,
swings, &c.
I venture to say that nothing else was
ever done in New York that excited so
much joy and gratitude among the poor.
It is worthy of very thoughtful remark,
that gratitude,and the whole effect of human
kindness, are never measured according to
the tangible value of the benefaction. Nay,
the greater the tangible value, the smaller
generally the moral effect, and the greater
the attendant evils of charity.
It is discouraging to find that people manage to
extract about as much harm as good . from
the gospel ofloaves and fishes.
Instantly
seizing the notion that they are entitled by
their destitution to such relief from those in

I have a flower garden.
It is filled with
These
| {ill the public schools of the same wards. | small plants, roses and rose-bugs.
insects teach us an important moral lesson,
revived a zest outworn years ago by much
A man in New York whose wages reach
observation
and study of New York pauper- | fifteon dbllars a week, in a steady situation, | —evil is always mixed with good in this |
world.
Constant attention only will keep
isa and of the substantial futility of all the if of good habits, will usually have a decent
i
them
froin
devouring your most precious
home
and
decently
dressed
children
in
the
palliatives applied to it by public and pri- |
Why
[ believe
1 was
ate benevolence.
once
public school.
- A
drinking or gambling | flowers; likewise with evil passions.

i capable of writing,=" and did

in which he lives.
that State,

are ex-

cellent, and though they have in one or
two instances been disturbed it has always

of sick children of the same class who ‘can panion shouted joyfully,
not share the excursions, supplying them grandmother is dead!”
with medical attendance, ice, fans, fruit sist the little mourner?

benevolent agencies.
THE

and

Thelmutual

relations between masters and men

mud bath at low tide,

But the nine-tenths on board from the
Industrial Schools of the Children’s Aid
Society deserve a very different description.
By contrast they exhibited in strong light
the measurable efficacy of these simple

York Correspondence.

flowerbeds,and make moving appeals to my
good nature.
One red-haired maid persisted stoutlv in her demands, and at last,

regions

tbe showiest plaster palaces of the same city toy-making, or wood-carving.
Joe keeps his family now. He has his home
at the hotels. He is a Senator in the State

depression of trade the employers keep the
factories going, even at a direct pecuniary
loss to themselves; they. subscribe to the
sick and pension funds and the schools,

News of dear friends, and children who have
never
A
Been dead indeed—as we shall know forever.
Alas! we think not what we daily see
About our hearths—angels, that are to be,
Or may bé, if they will, and we prepare
Their souls and ours to meet in happy air;
A child, a friend, a wife, whose soft heart sings" "cident was
In unison with, ours, breeding its future wings.
of the day.
:
—Leigh Hunt.

New

sions from other like

tions. Money flowed in faster and fastef
as thé reports of these festivities appeared

ets were kindly allowed to a numbgr of the
smaller sizes, and some of the others succeeded in making their way with the agility and impudence of monkeys, over the
tops of wharf-sheds and piles to the upper
works of the boat. The crowd in tow was
thus increased from the intended 900 Industrial school children to considerably upwards of a thousand ; the excess being true
specimens of ‘the worst condition of humanity at that size, which can be found on
the face of the earth. Their excitement was
Rushing,
“unbounded and uncontrollable.
tumbling, whooping, dancing to the music,
and wallowing and clamoring for the re| freshments like wolves, they made a lively
and memorable time for the mission agents
and teachers and the four policemen on
board. It is not the least remarkable part
of the story, that no serious mischief or ac-

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1872.

marm, may I have a few flowers?” ¢ Gim
me Some roses?”
They always prowl
around just when I am at work over my

Washington, They pay well—on compulfrom day to day in the Times.
At the as a clincher, declared her grandmother sion. He is a big, puffy, white-whiskered,
present date $10,000 have been received was dead. That touched me and I gave purple-faced man, with diamonds in" his
and applied in this way, and to the relief unto her, when, to my surprise, her couwa- shirt front, and an eye-glass through which

and clamored to be taken on board.”

The Rorning Star.

House of Industry to commence with an
excursion from that quarter.
The affair
went off well, and was followed by excur-

cidental abrasions of dirt from the skin by
collision or friction, which serve to keep
personal identity in sight.. They, however,
whose haunts are near the docks, find a

king in state, or'the

received by

a-

a spot

neither of these can be procured, send the money in a

are particularly requested to make their remittances

&

worst

They are as insensible to rank and dignity
as the fly that alights on the nese of the

ducted from the amount
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at
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or

with others, huddle by night and go in and
out by day. Washing is limited to the ac-
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af

ree and judge.

In

these

political

of one hundred feet in. diameter, drooping
low, so that the tree casts a shadow beyond

pofitical
! charac

ken

that of any Windsor oak, and enhouses vou
like a banyan.
to a recent

and

and

‘touches

the

yielded

|

ground

|

fools.
Grant and Greeley men
eely in the convention, and so
that it became
he
GLrant men

with leaves still green upon it. As if a
servitor smitten in defense of the mansi 5)i,

|
|

The great limb has

blast,

quack
doctrines,”
and
another
od his brothers as worse than a set

his wounded
| - had sunk
.
ir
|
|

tree still holds

limb

to

its head proudly,

earth,
and

es

the | “present

wards

|

102

ef!

vention,
CCuly

besides

» work

was

i

so far as any

is concerned,
ally

in the
its own

accomy

Noth-

lished,

ex-

cept a good ! deal of quarreling.
a clumsy gallop!
And then such a horrid |;
wis questions
he held himself outside off the tempest’s’ onset with its unharmed
stain they-leave on your skirts!
Next year | of old rules made by one set of men, which | branches.”
GENERAL
BANKS GOES OVER.
besides what it sees, must
reflect to vou | thousand suchjhelpless children in the city, | I'll do without any of these torments,—but | are so seldom apt to suit any other: to bring |
It has been rumored for some time that
then, I must do without my roses too.
It everything down to the broad foundations
the bright and stimulating aspect: of char- | under fe Mfuence of the Industrial and
"Gen. N. P. Banks was about to cast in his
“The Workmen's Paradise.
itable work.
Now and
then “somebody
lot with the Greeleyites.
that principle of common sense and simple right was his
For
these, | won't do, however, to apply
At length, in reother mission day schools.
Switzerland may be termed in one sense | sponse to an invitation to address a Grant
keeps it through ; and whether by a Fortunatoo far, for, if the good is always destroyed effort, and gave his power.
abave'all others, and through the agencies
Nobody could
meeting” in Lynn, he writes a letter stating
tus purse of sympathy and hope or hy specially related to them, the Times excurto be rid of the evil, what will become of doubt that Joe, as a lumber-trader, a father, the paradise of the workmen, for employhe is no longer in’ sympathy with the
slight rveflection,—as our defects are always sions are designed,
No; I must bave the roses,~—what husband, and citizen, had found, precisely ers, the authorities and private- persons vie that
us?
They are children
present Administration, and feels it his duty
an essential part of our practical strength,—, who never see out of the city.
The sym- would June heayithout you, sweet things, the right niche, and was filling it thorough- with each other in zealously promoting to join the Democrats. He says: “Against
their ‘material interests.
Politically, and; my wishes gnd my personal interest, I am
I always envy those evergreen souls, per- pathies of a writer for the Times were ex- —and £0 must tolerate the torments.
Too ly.
:
:
suaded that they have the right if not the cited for them in the late heated term, often so in this world. Did you ever think
Satan comes to every man, however, once socially all are on a footing of absolute compelled to ‘believe and to say that the
reason of it.
while they were dying like sheep from the how much evil God tolerates in us for the in his lifetime. One spting, lumber was equality. = Education is alike for all, and perpetuation of the present policy of the
government is not for the advantage of the
In ho country,
I ought to have participated in the TVmes effects of the unmitigated heat, filthiness sake of oh, how little good? Yet it seems dull; there was'a corner in ash or a. waste wealth is very evenly distributed.
and that it will not tend to estabpienics as a first. experience, to do them
and pestilent atmosphere in which they live. to me nature makes all things for some in locust which Joe could not master. He other country are land and property so lish its former peace and prosperity, nor
pictorial justice.
Then would you have
Two other successive articles (not editori- good purpose,
though some naturalists went into the political campaign then in evenly divided among the mass of the peo- promote the interests of any class of its
|

seen creatures out of a world unknown
al ) appeared; soliciting benevolent notice .must explain away my particular doubts in ‘progress to keep his mind from the vexaalike to experience and fiction, and yet to the misery and mortality of this wretch- regard to the rose-eaters, to make me fully tious business. Hé had taken up the losing
real,
Creatures not mud-born, amorphus,
sidle, because ¢“ it had justice with it,” and
ed class of little human begs. Somebody believe it.
uncouth, simply organized and shy, though sent in to the Times office a suggestion
Ihave toads in my garden. I like the threw himself into it bravely. Honesty and
savage and monstrous; but creatures of a and a donation, which were published, for gentle toad. There is no hypocrisy about courage count even in politics in the long’
life intensified by keen and constant neces- some sort of an excursion to be given to him. He is much of a gentleman, for he run; the eos side won; and Joe found
sity'on the one hand and opportunity on some of the poor creatures.
Another then never intrudes, and, unlike the noisy robin, himself set on a pedestal as a strong and
the other; creatures of concentrated socie- sent in a note offering $100 for the" pur- does not wake you. up at a preposterous successful orator.
A.month or two afterty and activity ; as destitute of culture as pose. The editor then publicly - proposed time of night. He is in retirement until it ward he found himself endowed with a snug
wild cats, but with a preternatural devel- to receive all such contributions and see is time for him to get his grub, when he at- office in token of appreciation of his party.
opment ot shrewdness, quickness and au- them applied in some way to the object. tends strictly to business. And woe to the The income was double that of the lumber
dacity for anything they could meet with jn The gifts increased daily, and it was soon: small inhabitants who are late in betaking jobbing. Joe began to look less for the inall the complex - of civilization,
Their announced that the editor and his assistants themselves to shelter,
For all the animals tangible verities called cornmon sense and
clothing consists of anything that may fall had agreed to carry out in person the who pasture on the ample cabbage leaves, right, and to recognize that there was such
to them by trover, theft, or charity, or wishes of the donors by organizing a se- he has a wondrous affection, and embraces a thing as his party ; as pleasing, winning
rarer parental providence; tucked up to ries of excursions
with
refreshments,
them with his supple tongue. He is one a reality to talk and write incessantly about
any requisite depth at the wridts and an- ‘to -extend as far as the bounty of the of the easist of creatures to taime, and if as ever bridegroom found a bride.. Not
kles ; dangling in strips and gaps as fortune public should prescribe. - The: necessa- you will only bury a flower-pot sidewise in that he did mot still ground every act. and
pleases, and welcome ; cleansed with such
ry implements for making and dispensing the_ground, leaving just a small aperture word on the basis of a sturdy conscience;
shaking as wind and motion lend. Their ‘lemonade, with sandwiches, cakes and ice at the top,
his bright eyes will snap with but the party was an agreeable something
lodging at this season is much of the same cream, were procured in abundance, tugs, pleasure. He is far more agreeable to have that he had served and that had well paid
fortuitous and unvegarded description. barges and music were engaged, and ar- about than some. young humans.
What the service.
Any box or cart or entry is good enough,
All this was twenty years ago. In one of
rangements were made with the Fve Points plagues they are sometimes! ¢ Please,
a“

sd
-«

’

-

ple. As there are none so very poor, so
there are none so very rich, and there are
not more than three per cent. of the population who returp
themselves as being of
“ no occupation.” This is partly due to
the thoroughly democratic spirit which prevails, and partly to the small and manageable size of the republic.
It consists of
twenty-five cantons, each having its own
peculiar laws, manners and customs, The
principle of decentralization is carried to
its extreme point, and everything is done

by mutual voluntary

assistance,

| combination and co-operative
which masters, workmen,

and,

friendly

societies, in
indeed,

all

classes meet on an equal footing and in the
Juost fraternal spirit, to devise schemes for
the general welfare. The Swiss operative

citizens,” He then expresses his regrets
that he must take this course, but hopes his
old friends will approve of it;
And so
they go.
.
THE RESULT

OF SPOTTED

TAIL'S VISIT,

Spotted Tail and his band of Sioux had
their farewell interview with the Commissioner of Indian affairs and the Secretary
of the Interior last Wednesday,

and left for

New York. . The result offthe visit is that
Spotted Tail consents to the removal of his

reservation to the White River, some dis-

tance to .the northward, as desired by the
Interior department, and professes entire
satisfaction with the change and the general situation. He asked permission to go
with his band on a buffalo hunt on the Republican Fork this fall, that his annuity
0ods J
be issued semi-annually, and
thet a little

money

might

be

supplied his:

lives in his own hom, surrounded by his

company to buy Presents for their children
on their return
home. The last request

family, and at spare times cultivating his

will

his leisure hours, works at some handicraft
or trade, such as watch-making, weaving,

ed, and permission for the hunt will be referredto the Prgpident for decision,

be

granted, the goods will be distrib-

own land ; while the Swiss agriculturist, in: uted twice a year as soon as storehouses
“adequate for their protection are complet~
«
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Communications.
HEZEKIAH

BUTTERWORTH.
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:

* I am weary,~1 am weary,—let me gg home.

—Neander.
It is written, ¢ The secret of the

with them
that many
conscious
‘heavenly

MORNING

STAR.

Lord is

that fear him.”
It would seem
persons in their last days hecome
= of the near approach of the
world, before the accidents of

disease warn them of their final hour.

The

and his grasp could not he broken, Truly,
we are reminded of that divine assertion,

ing for the presence of God, the society of
the Saviour, the companionship of, holy be-

as the flower of grass.” Here the strong
man may learn his weakness and beauty
see its destiny and know the shortness of its
triumph. Here we may learn there are

- An Answer
:

to Prayer.

a

cords broken that bound us to earth, designed to prepare us for our eternal home, and

LJ

to teach

{

Within a few weeks
‘markable conversion

«All flesh is as grass, and the glory of man

we have had owe reto Christ.
A man

us the

uncertainty

earthly,

of all things

i

CoM.

C--b

sympathy of Christ grows closer and sweet-’ past the prime of life turned squarely round
Rev. William Warner.
er, and the veil that hides the unseen world froin the servee of the world and commenc—
Get
becomes thinner’ and thinner.
To souls ed the service of the Lord. He was one
of
This
acceptable
minister,
having served
thus illumined
the summons to . depart a large family, of which all the others had
hs
generation
by
the
will
of
God, has fallbrings no terror. The sojourn between the been converted years before; but he had reen
asleep
and
been
gathered
to
the fathers.
two worlds is full of heaveniy beauty, con- sisted the pleadings of friends and the
“He was born in England, Oct. 25, 1796. In
solation and peace.
pleadings of the spirit, and had lived a hard- early life his educational advantages were
Said Lady Margaret Steward, forewarned “ened life for fifty years.
but little. He learned in the course of a
of her speedy dissoiution, ** When the sun
One church, as he has since told me,
few years to read and write and obtained a
goes down this night, my sun will arise,’ made him a special subject of prayer
for little knowledge
of arithmetic, As he grew
never to go down.
I have prayed that some time ; and oneof our good old ministowards manhood much of Europe was
death may be neither a surprise nor a ter- ters, who
has long since gone home, had convulsed in war,
Napoleon had climbed
ror to me, and it 1s not, and I have also plead with
him and prayed for him, but still the throne of France.
His monarchy was
prayed ihat I might not be terrible to

in dying.”

others
Thé sun at last sank low in the

west, and as its last rays lit up the hill-tops,
she sank calmly to resy with holy ejaculations and in great ele¥ation of soul.
Robert Southey in his ** Life of Wesley *
speaks of Rev. Jean Guillaume de la Flechere, in the following words: ¢ No age or
country has ever produced a manof more
fervent piety, or moré perfect charity, no
church has ever possessed a-more apostolic
minister.
The love of God and man
abounded in his heart.” A short time before the commencement of his last illness
he was blessed with a remarkable mani-

festation of the

love

of God,

while

the

words, * Thou shalt walk with me in white,”

were powerfully impressed upon his mind.
He speaks of this season of spiritual exaltation in the following language:
1
sometimes find such gleams of light and
love, such wafts of the heavenly air so powerful, as if they would just then take my
soul with them to glory!
But I am not
filled. I want to be filled with all the fullness of God.” While he was sick he observed, ‘‘ I am filled, most sweetly filled.”
A little before his illness, as he was praying for Divine direction concerning a proposed journey to London, the answer seemed to him tobe,

““ Not

to

London,

thy grave.”
:
On the Sabbath following he was

but

to

much

worse, but was unwilling to have a neighboring clergyman perform the services at
church..
He accordingly attended church

wher¥, although laboring under such bodily
wedkness, that at times he appeared ready
to faint, he preached a sermon upon the

he remained hardened, and for thirty

he has been striving against the Spirit.

years

His

mother, a sweet and noble Mother in Israel,

had made him a special

subject

of prayer

during his whole life, and, gs he said, if she

prayed but once a day, had prayed for him
eighteen thousand five hundred times, and
yet he remained unconverted.
But he broke down at last. He stood up
as long as he could, but his hardened

heart

became soft as a child's after resisting prayer and entreaty for thirty long years. He
has been visited with more affliction, and he

says that he has expected it. I called a few
days since to see his sick and dying wife,

and as I took his hand, almost a stranger to
him, he said, “I am glad to see you,” and

I saw that his heart was

full,

I conversed

with him a few moments, and I found that

he was’all ready to step into the kingdom
of Christ. I prayed with him, and he in
broken accents repeated the Lord's .prayer
which he had learned in childhood, .supple-

menting it with the prayer of the Publican,
*‘ Lord have mercy on me a sinner.” His dy-

ing wife said, ‘* Praise the Lord.”

He went

almost immediately to see his mother

who

is going down the last steeps of life, and on
his knees asked her to forgive him for re-

sisting her prayers for so long a time; and
she said it was the happiest day of her life.
How beautiful is the setting of the sun
sometimes! The next step he took was to
settle a difficulty which had long existed
between him and one of his nearest neighbors. “If
a man say, I love God, and bate
his brother, he is a liar; for he ‘that loveth
not his brother whom he hath seen, how

can he love God whom he hath not seen?»

mercy of God, which was exprsssed in They had a melting time in that room as
terms of such solemnity
and power, that it they agreed to forgive and forget, and, I
produced a wonderful impression upon the
audience.
At the tlose of the sermon he prepared to
administer the Lord's Supper.
As he was
proceeding to the table he made the following remark: “Iam going to throw myself
under the wings of the cherubim before the
mercy-seat,”
He became so exhausted

doubt not, there was joy in heaven ” over
that scene. Now he says, * 1 can not thank
God enough for what he has done for me.”
But I have not written this account of my
dear friend’s conversion, so much to give
details as to show that prayer will be answered.—His mother had prayed for him

for fifty years; his brothers and sisters had

prayed for him; the church had prayed
he several times sank down upon the Com- for him; Lut for thirty years he remunion table; after the service was over he sisted all these efforts; and he says that no
was supported to his home; which he never man can tell what he has suffered in those
left again. On his awakening from sleep thirty years. Is it not true that ‘the way
he observed to his wife, ‘ Now, my
dear, of the transgressor is hard ”? . Is it not true
thou seest I am no worse for doing the also that * the effectual fervent prayer of a
Lord’s work.
He never fails me when I righteous man availeth much?” ¢* And shall
trust him.” On Mrs. Fiefcher's asking if not God avenge his own elect,which ery day
during the performance of this service, that

she

and night unto him, though he bear long

desiredto form her life by the pattern he
gave her, he replied, ‘* No, not by mine,
the Holy Ghost shall direct thee, I have
nothing particular to say.” She then said,
‘t Have you any conviction that God is about
to take you ?” ¢“ No,enly I always see death
so inexpressibly near, that we both seem to

with them 2”
:
From this answer to prayer, I have taken

he had any directions to leave

her,

as

stand on the verge of eternity.” @¥h Wednesday, he said to

his

wife

he

had

received

a full manifestation of the meaning
words, ‘“ God is love;” he

was

unable

find words to express his feelings.
my heart,” said he.

of"the
to

¢ It fills

‘ Shout !'shout alond!

I want a gust of praise to go to the ends of
the earth! But it seemsas if [ could not
speak much longer.
Let us fix upon a
sign between ourselves.
Now ” said he to
her, tapping her twice with his finger,
1
mean God is love. ‘And we will draw near to

God.

Observe!

By this we will draw each

new courage.

and if we are faithful in doing our work, the

kingdom of the Lord will speedily be established and Jmmanuel
over

us.—QO

will

Christian

come

toiler,

to reign

take

glory which shall be revealed in us.”—So

let us labor, watch and pray, till the Master
shall call us from labor to reward.
NN

\
)

Who has ever forgotten the home

Whenever Mrs. Fletcher repeated them
during
his illness, he would
answer,
‘‘ Boundless ! boundless ! boundless !””
He
now with much difficulty added,

»

of his

scenes of sadness ?

balmy November morning,

when we were called to stand by the bedside of a dying mother, our only parent,

*¢ Mercy’s full power I soon shall prove,
Loved with an everlasting love.”

On Saturday night he was seen to be dy-

His'wife said to him, ‘* I ask not for

the hard-fought battle of Waterloo.
Some
two hundred thousand on both sides were
engaged from about nine in the morning
till the shades of night came on. England
and the allied forces weve victorious. This
battle was at amazng expense of life, the
killed and wounded numbering about forty
thousand.
Two years later Mr. Warner came to this
country.
The next year he became the
subject of religious impressions and enlisted

in the army of Jesus Christ. This was in
1820, and for more than half a century he
was a soldier of the cross. He soon began
to improve publicly. His early labors were
in Canada, and at a Quarterly Meeting held
at Sutton, Vt., soon after 1820,He was liensed to preach. Jan. 17, 1837, he was or-

dained in Hatley, Canada East.

The Coun-

country.”

His death, I think, was in May,

His age was 74. Rev. E. N. Wright gave
a discourse at his funeral from 1 Chron. 27:
28, “And he died in a good old age, full
of days, riches and honor.”

“

”

Fragments.
BY HALE

ARLINGTON,

BR

—It is said to be an easy thing to be a
Christian, and

indeed

it would

be

if the

devil was not so cunning and the heart of
man so terribly deceitful.
——A golden platter will not satisfy a hungry soul.
:
——Reformation,

i3

somewhat

like

house

———Never destroy a house because it has a
few cobwebs in its attic, and never condemn

a good Christian’ because

he holds a. few

musty notions.

——In transplanting young apple trees, I
have noticed that with a plenty of vigorous
roots I was sure of having a good flourishing tree, even though the top was much cut

the

away and reduced in planting; and I have

land.

those mournful

How

vividly

I recall

scenes, so full of sad mem-

He immediately

raised

it

in

But why dwell upon those sad scenes?

time, then
the top of
was in pain
sank into a

Memory loves to linger around that hal-

again,

about half a minute a second
threw it up as'if he would reach
the bed. On being asked if he
he said, “No.”
After this he

and

lowed home, and will go

back to “those sad

days in the home of my childhood. O
death, what hast .thou done? what sighs

kind of slumber .in which state he remain-

hast thou drawn from our heart! what tears.

«d until about thirty minutes

trom our eyes!

past

ten, on

Sunday night, when without a struggleor

And yet I would

not mur-

mur, for it is the hand of him who doeth all

to

work,

will not, on close acquaintance, find
an enemy to them.

who are not

work

Saying that

is equivalent to saying that he
be called a. man.

who

possess

‘So let our lives and lips express
The holy gospel we profess.”

Let us remember that we are always cast-

ing the shadow of our real life upon some
one;

that

somebody

John

followed

is

Peter

cloud over the sky of the mind, when’ I re-

should repent and live, yet it is his will
that those who will not .repent shall be
damned.
:
——Sabbath-schools, when well conducted,

and has plainly

forbidden

into

fléct on the change

watches and waits in the decline of life for
unfolding of the eternal doors.
Pre-

visitedour family eircle,and recently a loved

mud, sticking to everything

one bas fallen, one in the morning of life,

nothing.

of that home and

our

.

Pd

us to glory

in

are useful in building, while others are like

©
o

the

us,

as

and good for

my

such

little services,

daily

prayer,

along;

it is

what

wil

‘Lord,

thou have me to do ?"—S8. 8. Times.

Noisy RECITATION.
A writer in the §.
8S. Times touches on a serious hindrance to

in the adjoining classes is such, that the
voice has to be raised above its ordinary

him *“ a wide. berth.”

Regarding

him

Tr

How shall the teacher know when the
noise made by his own class is too great?
The best and most earnest teachers sometimes err here. They and their classes become interested in

as

the

lesson.

The

noise

pitch in orderto be heard at all, and so, imhis | perceptibly, the tide of competing sounds
teaching, his instructions are neutralized Bf rises until, before one is aware of it, chaos

over, even when they

do

come

under

softly in the

the mother heard Lucy singing

nursery as she dressed herself

she could no longer take interest in her
book, and when her husband, who was a

lawyer, came in soon after from his library,
she said smiling: “Our Lucy is oing to
Sunday-school especially because it rains,
that her teacher may be encouraged by the
presence of at least one pupil. What say
You to going to ehapel ourselves for the
same reason, if we do not for a better?”

‘I'm agreed, my love; I was just thinking I never could plead a cause fo a vacant

court-room, and that our minister must find

it hard work te preach ‘to empty pews,”—

8. 8. Visitor.

cases

out of ten, the

evil is altogether un-

intentional, and springs from thoughtlessness. Teachers and scholars alike forget
themselves.
The

remedy,

so

far

as

the

individual

teacher js concerned, is to charge one’s self
habitually with the duty of thoughtfulness

in this matter.

Whenever

you find your-

self and your class raising your voices, in

order to make

yourself heard,

take

warn-

ing. A
1 plan in such a moment is for
the teacher to stop short, and say to his
class, let us listen for a moment to what is
going on in the rest of the school. Calling

attention in this way to the evil all around

helps the scholars 10 see the necessityof
greater care. Besides this, the example of
one class thus momentarily reined up, has
its effect upon other classes, and has a tendency to produce a lulk
:
Where a class is in a room by itself, there
is no objection to the scholars answering
loudly. It is rather desirable, and to be
encouraged.
Butin an ordinary Sundayschool room, where many classes are reciting at the same time, the scholars and
teachers of each class should endeavor to
regulate their voices so as barely to be

heard by the members of the class, without,

if possible, reaching the ears of those in the

adjoining classes.
Cisse

OpbprTies.

Baldwin writes,
Friend :

in

The

Rev.

the Heathen

S.

L.

Woman's

* School-children turn their backs to their
teachers when reciting their lessons.

When

Bro. Gibson taught the boys in his school
to cipher with Arabic figures, I noticed that
in making the o, they would invariably

commence at the bottom, instead of the
top.
:
** Chinese boatmen speak of east-south,
and east-north, and west-south-winds; and

to say ‘a north-east’ wind would seem as
strange ‘to’ them as if one should speak to
us of a chestnut-horse, and mean a horse-

“ Must Jesus bear the cross alone,
And all the world go free?’

|

reigns
supreme.
Sometimes.
scholars,
through mere love of mischief, swell this
chorus of sound intentionally, But in nine

chestnut.

?

*“ When a Chinaman calls upon you, instead of shaking hands with you, he clasps
his two hands together, and shakes them at
you;

which,

considering

the

cutaneous

diseases so prevalent among the masses, is
rather a commendable custom. We invite
a guest to ‘ take a seat’ on his arrival; but
a Chinese guest invites his host to do so
as he is about leaving him. The host replies, ‘Walk slowly,” which may be considered equivalent to * Take care of yourself.”
;

:

sepulcher.

—

all the influénces of life

some

No World

for Idlers.

that,

he

would

have

hills.

merce

Agriculture, manufactures and com-

call

for incessant

industry.

Our

quiet

mountain

district, where Sun-

day-school work languishes or is forgotten.
The good which a stranger may accomplish
in any such locality during his summer stay,
by helping a Sunday-school or making one,

can not
who

glens

go

and

be estimated.

to seek

green

mountain

If city Christians,

fields and shaded

streams, would at the

same time consider themselves regularly
commissioned Sunday-school missionaries,
this great yearly exodus would,

indeed, be

rich in good results. To find rest is, of
course, one great ohject of the summer
change; but the sweetest rest comes not
through perfect idleness; and, saying nothIng about profit to one’s self or others, a
summer . Sunday-school may afford more
real pleasure and enjoyment than any mere
mid-summer diversion.

So,

you

fugitives

work

fram noise and dust and dull brick and mortar, who are settling dotvn now for a quiet
time in the old birthplace, soft with green

have filled the world with thinking, planning and acting, which have often risen to

ave invaded the cottages
of Jour uncles
and aunts for a like pleasant purpose, and
all you who find rural homes nestling in

social state also demands

work,

and

of a higher order. The consenting and the
conflicting interests and passions of men
struggle.

Politics,

war,— how

these

human instrumeéntalities.
a "great interests have tasked the utmost en——8omé men are as square as bricks, and ergies of man! And out of all this turmoil

There is something sublime and beautiful
in the spectacle of the pilgrim who thus

family. For the angel of death has often

now

for

gives it all the way

Juica Gop?
In 1858, Sir David Brew
TEACHERS IN VACATION. The Independ- stér-was in Paris, and was taken to see the
flow back and meet .us at the judgment, ent speaks a timely word to Sunday-school astronomer Arago, who was then in deep
suffering, and was soon to die. He thus
we can lift up clean hands and spotless teachers who leave town in hot weather :
describes the interview :
robes and say, ‘“I am free from the blood | Not all the Saratoga trunks
We conversed upen the marvels of ereathat are now
of all men!” . Happy then to hear even one finding their way out of our great cities on stion, and the name of God was introduced.
soul saying to us out of the great multitude, high-piled express wagons are bound for This led Arago to complain of the
culthat following the shadow of our Christian Saratoga or any other crowded resort. ties which his reason experienced in finde»
Many of them, with their owners, will find standing God.
life and devotion, he found Jesus and hea- a resting
-place in some unfrequented hill‘ But,” said I, *“ it is still more
fliculs
ven.— Rev. T. Stork, D. D.
side village, or among farmers’ homes in not to comprehend God.”

Happy if, when

diplomacy,

will ever remain fragrant,

following

reward

a sort of moral porcupine, they prefer not
keeping his company.
Hence he repels
those to whom he might do good. - More-

impressions dissipated by the unseemly jest-

of the church by her side

no

order in school : _

to go out,

as she passed out of the sanctuary.
Her
irreverent and worldly spirit cast a repellant
shadow on that young lady not far from the
kingdom of God. How important that we
should always and everywhere walk worthy
of our high calling as Christians!

said Henryto his teach-

casion, these nobody thinks lovely, and
certainly they are not of good report.
3. To be easily provoked sadly cramps
and cripples usefulness. People don't Tike
to tome too near such an one. They give

impressed with the truth, and was ready,
under a conviction of sin, to ask, ‘“What
must I do to be saved ? ” had all ber solemn

B—,"

but Jesus

| patience, snarling and Juappishuecs, readi| ness to take offense at trifle s, and to fly in
father's one's face on small oceasions, or on no oc-

But when

A young

agonizing

"age in which he lived, and whose memory

serve

2, To be easily provoked is in violation
of the apostolic injunction to study the
| things that are lovely. Crossness and im-

lady who was deeply

destiny.

legislation,

unseen

“0 Mr.

others should be cross, impatient, peevish’
to us.
Then let us not be so to them.

to

leveled the mountains, and bridged the
streams, and put the metals on the surface,
——Education is mighty, but it seldom and made all the crops spontaneous and the
So far from this, everytransforms natural blockheads into reser- climates equable.
thing summons us to- work. We have to
voirs of wit and wisdom.
——=Secular learning
is a good servant, work to get our bread from the soil, and
our dwellings from forest and quarry, and
but a miserable deity.
the metal from the deep foundations of the

“Though itis the will of God that all

a

i

er, a few weeks after their first conversation, *‘ working for Jesus pays. We de-

that men Soi do tasyou, do ye even so
to them.” Certainly we would not that

A little boy was walking by his
side through a street in the city of New
York, when his eye catching sight of some
sleds displayed in front of a store, he asked
his father to buy him one. His father said,
* You have to have clothes.” That was all.
It was enought. No further words were uttered eifher for or against a sled, but the
next day ‘what was the litle fellow’s surprise
to find on his return from school a new sled
with a name just suited to his liking. But

the pitch of

into the

deserves

Enough.

heavily on the heart or hangs like a gloomy

his spirit passed

we wouldbe done by,
It is in direct variance with the
goldén rule, *‘ As ye would

a man has a mind of his own

things well. Yet, amid all these conflicts
I still love the home of my childhood. I look
world,
Such were the last days- of Fletcher, of back to, that ‘home, and many recollections are mighty agencies for good, but it 1s not
Madeley, a man whose labors and holy ex- are still dear to my heart. But there isa proper to worship or sing praises to them,
ample exerted a powerful influence in the: sad thought, a peculiar sorrow that rests while the great God claims our adoration,
groan,

enemies

Le had meant it for

children

again to that home, though no more wel- honor and usefulness, though circumstances
come; and removed one that had dwelt at first seem arrayed against them.
there more than fourscore years.

——Those

their way to education, worldly competence,

those

up thy right hand.”

his hand.
¢ If the prospect of glory be
sweetly open before thee, repeat the sign.”

Ri
AREA.

rh

le

Er

S$. S. Department.

The great Artificer did not make this
worid to be a lounging place for idlers. If

observed that

ories. Sad indeed, but not of rare occurrence. After a lapse of years death came

He instantly raised

1872.

world,

prineiple and purpose are very sure to find

myself, I know thy Soth Jur for the sake
of others, if Jesus be present with thee, lift

:

|

,

yet our states, manhood has emerged—physical, | day-school
heart, and your loving Father
burdens would be much lightened by mind- ‘intellectual, volitive, moral manhood.—Inbest vacation you have ever spent.
ing our own business.
In the
dependent.
it
last
great day some little ones may rise up
——A few: well directed words like the loftto tell you so.
hand thrust of Chud may sometimes silence.
opposers more effectually than hours of
debate.
i
WORKING FOR JESUS. “1 wish I could
do something for my Saviour besides loy.
——Many spend their precious lives in the
ing him; not in order to show my love for .
tombs of fossil remains endeavoring to dishim, since he can see my heart, but 1 want
Not
Easily
Provo
ked.
PE
tinguish themselves by doubtful theories
to do something for him because I love
So
——
dug from the dust instead of searching the
Dr. John Leyburn, in expounding this him, Iwill ask him, and he will tell me
what to do.”
mines of revealed truth for the riches of
|
:
characteristic of Christian love, in Sunday- - So talked a young
disciple to himself
life immortal. A single text of Christ's
school Times, makes this practical applica- few weeks since, Soon a friend, his Sup.4
gospel contains more valuable information
day-school teacher, came to him, sa ying :
tion to teaching:
for us than all that geologists have yet dis“ Henry, would you like to work in the
I have sometimes thought that teachers, vineyard to-day?"
‘covered. If all the bones of all the ages
and Sabbath
“Yes, sir,” was the eager reply; «I
were collected in one vast heap, and all the themselves -school teachers, too, allowed
to be provoked with schelars, was just asking for work—an
ything thatI
theories derived from them were piled by when they would not have done so had
will,”
I
help,
Jesus’
with
do,
can
their side, they could not cure the ills of they only been a litle more considerate,
‘Well, Henry, 1 want. the Christians in
life, nor lighten its burdens, or help the de- and more thoughtful as to the possible dis- our class, each to take a member of the
“advan
tage
of
those
they
were
so
quick to class who is not a Christian, and pray and
parting soul through the valley of death. |
be displeased with. All childre
In this short, hurried life,nothing in science the same home-training as n have not labor with him. I have given you Fred
to behavior,
or religion is of much worth to us unless it nor the same home-training‘as to learning Haines.”
“Fred Haines? oh, let some one else
the lessons, nor have they the same facility take him, I can't!”
bears the stamp of usefulness.
:
in
acquiri
ng.
A
teacher
who sees through
~——He who works on the Sabbath should
“No, you can't, but Jesus can. Good
be compelled to work during the rest of things at first sight, and some of whose morning.”
scholars do the same, can hardly underThus urged, this young disciple trem.
the week.
stand how long before, and with what diffi~——Fast growing trees are sometimes call- culty, a duli scholar reaches that point; blingly sought his wild classmate. He was
laughingly received ; his earnest words and
ed saplings, and fast going men are some- and hence, due allowance is not: made. tearful appeals seemed
; yet he
Hence
the quick-tempered twacher -grows left with a glad heart, forunheeded
times sap-heads.
Jesus had paid
impatie
nt,
and
shows
temper
most
inconhim for his work with his own loving pres.
At the rate some go in improving
siderately, most unjustly, most unkindly.
ence. Jesus gave him courage to go again
agencies for saving men there is some dan- . There are several obvious reasons
why and again, to pray and never faint, until
‘ger of their soon repudiating the necessity we should not be easily provoked :
his thoughtless friend learned to love the
~1. To be easily provoked is not doing as Saviour.
of a Redeemer.
:

ing of a member

JOSEPH FULLONTON.

for our father had ere this passed away to
Spirit

7,
se

his own improprieties,by his sharp, hasty
cil consisted of Revs. E. Harvey, C. Page,
words and bad temper, so that when the
|
it
is
the
immediateness
with
which
the
boy
W. Bartlettand I. G. Fletcher.
teacher rebukes the scholar, the latter says
He continued in Canada a number of refrained from further discussing the mat- in his heart, ¢ He'd better take that beam
out of his own eye.”
years, but labored some in Vermont and that we wish to consider.
4. And to be easily provoked greatly dis1. How many times a mother will say,
New Hampshire.
About 1848 he took up
pleases God. How unlike such conduct to
“I
wish
my
son
were
as
obedient
as
yours.”
his residence in Enfield, N. H., and became
his! How long-suffering and patient he is
pastor of the Enfield and Grantham church. Ah! Do you teach him when he says to us, notwithstanding we have been so
enough! Do you also give him to under- aggravating, so heaven-daring,
This pastorate lasted quite a number of
so wrathHe who is slow to wrath
years.. Afterward he resided for a time in stand that once is enough for you to speak provoking!
wishes that his children
NewHampton and preached in the vicinity. before he shall obey? If parents would those who would be his should be so. And
true children will
teach
their
children
when
they
have
spoken
While there, being invited, he gave a lect
strive to be so.
ure one evening on the battle of Waterloo. enough and that afler being commanded they
Some of the Professors of the Institution in- must obey, less ihmates for state prisons
GO, BECAUSE IT Ramns.
| suppose that
formed me that it was worth#of a Lyceum would be found, more protectors of society,
you won't go to Sunday-school to-day,
and
a
larger
proportion
of
manly
independlecture. Goldsmith speaks of an old solucy,” said a mother, one stormy Sunday, |
‘‘ Just as the twig is. bent the ‘settling
dier, who would ‘Shoulder his-erutch-and-{ eent-citizens.
herself to some reading after breaktree’s
inclined,”
is
no
less
true
of
individuals
fast.
show how fields were won.”
*‘ Please let me go to-day, mamma; I
Mr. Warner did as well or better. He than of trees, with perhaps this differance;
want to go because it rains.”
a tree if grown to any size will make wood
went into the assembly with a sort of mili** Why, Lucy, that is my excuse for stayhowever inclined, while a boy must
be
tary cap on, and a musket at his shoulder.
ing at home! How can you make it a rea‘trained in the way he should go"—by
This appearance, with his well-formed person for going2”
some means or other—or he will fail.
‘Our teacher always goes, mamma, in
son, martial bearing and full and vivid deW.H. M.
all weather, although she lives so far away.
scription of the battle, made the whole inShe is often obliged to hire a carriage to
teresting.
bring her, and she told the class that one
Unconscious
Influence.
About .eight years ago Bro. Warner
Subbath when she went through the storm
——
and did not find even one scholar, she was
moved to Wisconsin and united with the
It is said that among the high Alps, at so discouraged that
she couldn't help cryVineland church.
He did what he could
certain seasons, the traveler is told to pro- ing.
She asked us, too, if we did not go
for Christ in his advanced age. Some
ceed very quietly, for on the steep slopes to our day-schools when it rained harder:
months ago at a Quarterly Meeting he reoverhead, the snow hangs so evenly balanc- and she said, while we must always do as
quested Rev. E. N. Wright to attend his
ed that the sound of a voice or the report our pazents thought best, perhaps if we
funeral after his departure, which he felt of a gun may destroy the equilibrium and asked them pleasantly to let us go, and
were willing to wear our thick boots and
was at hand.
His residence was in Clembring down an immense avalanche that water-proofs, they would be willing, if we
ensville, where he was taken ill with conwill overwhelm everything in ruin in its were well. Please let me go to-day, mamgestive chills.
Grace enabled him to downward path. About our way there may ma; you know if it rains ever
so much
triumph. Religion was his theme.
He be a soul in the very crisis of its moral his- worse to-morrow, I'shall go to school, to
talked with his friends ealmly and urged tory ; trembling between life and death, and keep my place in my class,”
“ Well, I am willing, my dear, if vou
the impenitent to seek salvation, and in
a mere touch or shadow may determine its wear your scheol suit; go and get ready.”
less than four days departed for the ‘‘better

change in one’s doctrinal tenets.

childhood, or who does not recall scenes
passed there, though they may have been

I recall a

entered the British service as a soldier,
and about the middle of June, 1815, was in

cleaning. Brushing a few cobwebs from
the attic is not enough, neither is a slight

The Childhood Home.

“ Jesus’s blood, through earth and skies,
Mercy, free, boundless mercy cries.” -

not having come into

heart

The bearing of burdens for Christ's sake is
a grand service,and the rewards in this present life are large and satisfying. And with
Paul, “I reckon that the sufferings,—the
bearing of burdens,—of this present time
are not worthy to be compared with the

other to God.”
He always enjoyed repeating or hearing
others repeat the words,

ing.

Can it be that we shall doubt

longer when we have multiplied instances
of the power of prayer ?—The hardest heart
may be subdued by its wonderful power.
The Spirit works in his own way but surely,

not constitutional, he

power by hereditary descent, and was warlike as well as ambitious. Several of the
nations united against him. Mr. Warner

?

m—

AUGUST

‘enter- | ——This is a hard toiling

sires. . Waiting the love that shall never
grow cold, the beauty that shall never fade,
the things that shall forever endure. = Wait-

ings.
Instead of toil, rest; instead. of
trouble, peace; instead of shadow, glory.

-
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| his labors, the answer fp all his prayers, tained fond hopes for the future. But alas!
{ the consmmmation of all his hopes and de"Hy ~dedth came with his stern, relentless hand,

Deathof Fletcher of Madeley.
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—
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| ; paireda to— go, and
waiting
the rewards of all | with flattering prospects, one who
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:
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of endeavor in subduing Nature, in promoting agriculture, commerce, and the arts, in
governing men, in founding and detending

rass and fragrant with roses, and yon who

valleys and shaded on mountain sides or

vine-covered ‘by, lake margins, look about
you and see whi can be done these coming

Sabbaths . for “the children.
forgotten

your

Sunday-gchool

If you

have

tools,

send

back to town for somebody's series of the
Uniform Lessons for July and August, and
with these, and your Bible and your Sun-

He did not deny it.
“Only,”

added

he,

stain, for it is impossible

‘in
for

thi case I "4
-me to unde

stand the God of you philosophers.”
“It is not with them we are dealing,”
replied I, ‘ although I believe that true
philosophy necessarily
conducts us to beief in God; it is of the God of the Chris-

tian that I wish to speak.”

‘“ Ah!” he exclaimed, *‘ he was the God
of my mother, before whom she always ex-

perienced so much comfort in kneeling.”
‘“ Doubtless,” I answered. .

He said no'nore; his heart had spoken :
this he had understood.— Exchange.
COVETOUSNESS. There is a fable of a
cofetous man, who chanced to find his way__

one moonlight night into a fairy’s palace.
There he saw bars, a patently of solid gold,

strewed on every side; and he was perie
ted to take away as many as he could carry.
In the morning when the sun rose upon
his imaginary treasure, borne hofne with so

much toil, behold! there was only a bundle

of sticks; and invisible beings filled the
air around him with scornful laughter.
Such shall be the confusion.of many a man
who dies in this world worth his thousands,
and wakes up in the.next world not only
‘“ miserable and poor and blind and naked,
but-in.presence of a haap of fuel stored up

against the great day of burning.
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THE
‘Wretched

=i

mightily on the back, and sdy,

The

Thought

of God.

——

The thought of God is like the tree
Beneath whose shade I lie,
And watch the fleet of snowy clouds
Sail o’er the silent sky.

tng

work.”

‘Within a thought so great, our souls
Little and modest grow
,
And, by its vastness awed, we learn

bt bn TT

wo

slow.

love will not spring

Down in the thought of God,

d

Scarce conscious in their sober peace
Of the wild storms abroad,

religion, which, as

you

as

hold of Christ

the

ity of the heart's soil when it has been suband painstaking culture.
jected to long
“Meekness and temperance ;" these are the
acquisitions of a protracted self-discipline.
t us pray honestly.—Rev. H. M. Scud-

be-

more

fore the grubs were hatched, unquestionably that would be the proper thing for us der, in Christian Intelligencer.
to do; but such a course being impossible,
Simple prayer, without any such efforts, is
perfectly honest.
Paul as a Mathematician.
I propose to myself a sea-voyage.
It is
" ——
my duty to learn all that. I can about it beA gentleman of a good deal of intelliforehand. Certain laws have been ascertained in regard to the prevalence of storms gence said to me—we were comparing men,
in particular regions at particular seasons. and speaking of the Apostle Paul—that he
I study the whole subject, and mark out was indeed a very great and good man, of
my way wisely
I set sail. Ihave done a great and comprehensive mind; but he
the best 1 could.
Yet there shall come did not suppose him a great mathematician.
tempests which the sagacities of my science They had not in that age reached the highest
could not foresee. No effort of mine can mathematical methods.
avert them.
I can only pray, and I can do r . 1told him I thought Paul had.. At any
that honestly.
God holds the winds.
He rate, he knew how to reckon. He was cercan swing the threatening tempest in front tainly master of the highest arithmetic. ‘1
present
of me half a day in advance, or he can reckon that the sufferings of this
sway it behind, so that it shall go tramp- time are not worthy to be compared with,
ing over the angry waters fifty miles astern the glory which shall be revealed in us.
Likewise reckon ye yourselves to be dead
of nle.
indeed unto sin, but alive unto God through
So, too, in the realm of morality.
No
matter how vigilant I may be, unforeseen Jesus Christ our Lord.”
He #lso knew how to, count. . *‘ Neither
temptations, difficulties, and complexitjes—
count 1 my life dear unto myself, so that I
like the storms of which I have been speakmight finish my course with joy, and the
ing—may asgail me. I may run into them
before 1 know it, as a ship runs into a hur- ministry which I have received of the Lordof
1 can, with sincerity, pray that Jesus, to testify the gospel of the grace
~ ricane.
God.

those temptations may be made to cross my

Now,

tician of that

superheated

Bich a sacollin |

natural
logic and
then, if
poems,
patural

through

essay on‘‘Stud-

men

mathematics,

wise;

subtle;

rhetoric;

how

can we

and demonstrate for

for

a

ourselves

in

sum

others,

and

higher

the

the infinite, the eternal; his system of sins,
co-sines, and tangents ; the basis of his lox-

and

vealed to

SEE

is

That is not the law of consolation.
The
way to gain comfort isto contemplate certain facts and
truths which God has reloves

joy.

us,

me.

They

such

He

_ Father.

WR gi

this

for all then were all dead. The dying of
the Son of God is Paul's logarithms of the
eternal world; his method of approxima-

of light

as

afflicts
He

are

these:

not

chastens

draw me to himself.

SE

of eter-

gush

descend into their souls with a sudden

He

mistaken.

‘‘He

is

the feeling of my

to

has given Jesus

infirmities.'”

These and

A

vast

field

of ice,

miles in length,

more

and

than

the sunlight, wilt and die.

places,

a

cherry-tre

holds the informing and transfiguring
truths
directed upon us from God, especially con-

into

cerning’

Christ.

The

refraction ‘of ‘these

doctrines in a man’s heart is as good

as

polarized light
to tell where a man stands
spiritually. Paul could tell where every
man stood, and what to do with him, by

rooted

with

,communipn

with

him ?

Are you becoming meré
humble, more
meek, and more like your Saviour ? Have
you a deeper sympathy with earnest Christians in winning souls to Christ ? Do you
improve your opportunities of Christian influence ? Are you watchful that
you may
persuade men to begin a religious fite ?

These are sure indications of maturin

iety. *¢ Growth in grace,” says an excelent writer, ‘‘ manifests itself by a simplicity, that is, a greater naturalness of character. There will be mote
usefulness, and
less noise, more tenderness of conscience,

and less scrupulosity ; there

will he more

peace, more humility ; when

the

is in the ear, it bends
full.”
We must

down

full

corn

because

go forward, or we

shall

it is

inevi-

tably go backward. Advancing piety alone
is stable. From the natyre of the case, we
can hold fast whereunto we

only

as we

have

strive for a higher

attained

position.

** Forgetting those things that are

and reaching forth unto those
are before, press toward the
yrize of your high calling of
*hrist.”—Zion's Herald.

Hidden
:

—

behind,

things which
mark for the
God in Jesus
.

Manna.

have, by and by, come

the

Joyfulness of spirit which is wrought out in
them. Men do not at first recognize the
benefit which is being conferred upon them
by the discipline to Which they are subjected in the divine providence, ‘God
general-

village for others,

in the: meantime

- Just as the literal manna was received,
passed over into the lit€, and hour by hour
after it was taken kept becoming blood, and

wrought

im to God and have him made over anew
in God's image. If there be any higher or
more practical mathematics, we should like

i

the

to gq

last he returned,

tide had

risen,

the

mighty waves were rolling in, and the water, which at first had bare y wet his feet,

had now reached the unfortunate man’s
waist; the men who had come to his assistance,

had

been

forced

to

haste,

his

over

ito

would

case of instru-

him a great chain, one

to a ring fixed in a stone
fastened
bank, the other to an

anchor

sunk

tgo late,”

criéd

the doctor,

and

in

a

the

in the

river. Not seeing it, he stumbled against
it, and his foot passing through one of the
links of the chain, he could not draw it
back again. He struggled violently to ex| tricate himself; he turned his foot first on
one side, then on the other, but all in vain.

who were passing heard him and
:
to his assistance,
They strained every nerve to drag the
foot through the chain, but it was beginning
to swell, and all their efforts were in vain.
What was to be done? To unfasten or

side
and

plum-trees, and ‘apple-trees judiciously interspersed, would be very acceptable,
#Amen!” Would you not smite the. man.tChristian life.
.

disciplines them, chastening them with stripe

*DOMESTIS "8" Ms Co., 96, Climbers
St N'Y,

to us as a comparison.

You,

like this man,

see,

is the

;

Address

Providence Wringer.
;

1872,
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Moulton Rolls,"

Double Spire
Cogs.

Easiest Working

make the soil of the soul mellow—especiall
where the bods is brought under great sufiction, that the spirit may
fering and
have some chance of life.—H, W. Beecher.

go forth in the morning of life light-hearted and happy. The chain which through

carelessness he does not

REISE
AGL

LIFETIME."

nature, and

bregk up the hardness of their

CURVED CLAMP
Holds

Firmest;

Metal Journal

A Word to Young Christians.

snare

which Satan spreads for you. The ring in
which his foot is caflzht, is sin. He believes

You have consecrated your lives to the
:
:
OUT.
service of Christ. You feel and admit that
he deceives himself.
The rising tide is you can not do to much for him who loved
PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,
death, which is. approaching.
here is you and gave himself for you. You regret, 11 Warren St. N. X.. PROVIDENCE, R.X
6m18
not a moment to
be lost; every passing perhaps, that.thus far you have done so lithour renders the chain of sin stronger, sal- tle, and you intend in future to show comAGENTS and all Men WANTING
vation more uncertain. What will
become mendable zeal. It is a noteworthy fact that
/ THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
which will furnish a ¢ nance with
of you? 'No boat in the world can save many professed Christians have such a rebut little Capital to clear
you ; no smith has power to sunder that gret and intention, and yet permit years,
R
$100 to $200 per month. REMEMBE
chain, thére is no surgeon skillful enough to crowded with golden opportunities, to pass from
rns and do not il to send for our Circulars nine
sever that which binds you to your sin. unimproved.
’
eng
ing full description of the business, before
to
S willfindit
What will become of you? There is a
No man will accomplish much for Christ elsewhere. AGENTS and PEDDLER
their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with.
Saviour,one only,—Jesus is His name.
He who does not seize the present opportunity.
,
GUERNSEY
D.L:.
Address at once for terms
can save you, deliver you, set you free. The command is, *“ Go work to-day in my Publisher
and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 12m6
Turn unto Him, call upon Him for help, do vineyard.”
Tae obeying
that command
not delay ; for time is passing, and_now is implicitly, instead of making resolutions to
the day of salvation. Cast on Hip but one obey it pretty soon, makes all the difference
!
look of faith ; He is worthy of all your trust, between a useful and wasted life. Those
LEDS
eV
cP
0
dud all your love.
‘He became obedient who are going to work to-morrow are uo |
4
oy
g
5

that he will easily free himself from it, but

AGENTS WANTED

unto death, even the

death

of the

help to the Master. “How much

€foss,”

that you might live forever. Do not delay
to come to Him. Whosoever believeth in
Him shall not be confounded. Jesus will
be with you in the hour of suffering, of
danger, and of death, and He will deliver
you from them all. Come to Him at once;
for now is the day of salvation.
Reader, you can not doubt His willing.
ness to save, for it is written,

‘‘He

for past remissness, and tell him how

is ab

The

Minister's
Lm

The

You can not

Wife.

isjnot for young men

——

enjoins telibacy

Church

Romish

then

on its clergy, principally on the ground
that family ties interfere with that degree

of consecration to the

duties of the clerical

vinhdiea.
—

E—

How many, so long as they are surrounded by prosperity, live with* an unsubdued
nature, although they “are in many things
Christian! For Christians are very much
like farms.

Usually, at first, settlers

clear

ground,
up and cultivate about ten acres of
just around the house. Of the whole hundred and

sixty

acres,

only

about

ten

or

twenty acres are redeemed from the wilderness during the first year or two. After

that it is customary to cut away

five

acres

alone,

it is

LST

OR

CS

AAC

IT.

WANTS

RE VA AY

Address

Also for CAMPAIGN Goops.

HOUSE,
GOODSPEED’S EMPIRE PURLISHING
New Orleans or New
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
12w27

York.

much

Fire.

After the Chicago

you desire to honor him by being a faithful
servant. Ask him to make duty plain, and
help you to perform it.
Go to your pastor yourself, and tell him
how ready you are to help him, and ask
him to designate work for you. With you
as his helpers in Christ Jesus, all the waste
places in your vicinity may be enltivated,
and many sheaves gathered for the Lord of
the harvest.
3
You all can participate in’ the blessed
work of advancing the cause of Christ. It

and willing to save to the uttermost all that
come. to God by Him.” He has also said
will in no wise cast out.
doubt His good will.

you may

agcomplish if you have a strong desire ‘and
firm resolve to work to-day for Christ! Do
you ask, ‘“ How shall I begin?”
Make a new and entire consecration of
yourseltto the Lord Jesus. Ask
pardon

or so a year. And gradually the farm becomes subdued. But it is seldom that a
farm is redeemed and cultivated alike in
»
take away the chain was impossible. It all its parts.
So God deals with us. Little by little,
was a mass of iron which could only bef
From évery sorrow you receivein po
pain moved , with the help of a capstan, and and through many degrees, he clears up
of Christian resignation, from ever
€nd subdues
trial | there was no time to bs lost; for the tide the various parts of our nature,
great
every
you bear patiently, from
brings them
and
wilderness,
the
from
every
them
rose
water
the
and
in,
coming
was
to
asses
méet, there silently
e
you bravely
“Let us call a smith to saw the into a cultivated state. But there are unthose about you Stren h, and comfort, and | moment.
our nature. And the
a word, | chain,” said the men to each other, and one subdued parts of
encouragement. Without sayin
meekness, humiliatience, of them was dispatched ( for one to th @} are to be taught patience,
you are exhorting to faith, an
stedness, kindness and love.
disintere
of
ov,
distance
a
at
was
which
village,
nearest
|
the
others
in
inspiring
are
you
and trust;
that have gone through
nd man
The
Christian spirit and building them up 1n|two or thrée miles. from the spot.
ipg :what God meant,
tools
great:
the
that
found
was
it
but
came
smith
to know them and the master of them.—Dr.
Cheever, in Independent,

“WILL LAST A

and upon them in the providence of God to

few

moments the waves rolled over the unhappy
man’s heage—he was lost.
.
Reader, this terrible story may
be useful

was

on

feel

would

they

senses,

their

N

that He was the most worshipful of beings.
But when He feeds their spirit, and sacrific- |
es their senses thereby, and tries them, and

he cries; ‘‘cut off my leg, doctor, and save
my life.” But when the doctor reached the
spot he was obliged to get into a boat, and
it was only by strong strokes of the oars
that he could get near the man; the water seen better days,” and mourn over their
had reached his neck, and with great trou- hard lot. How little do men understand
ble they kept his head above water. “It is: those things which have been done in them

—

end. of which

feed

ui

Necessity.

upon stripe, taking away the foundation on
which they stand, hédging them in on every
side, bringing upon them sickness and povthem
erty, casting them out, and making
say,
exiles and strangers, they are apt
“It was not-always so with me; I have

‘Oh, do not lose a moment,”

of the new life. And I wish to lay special office which the interests of religion dehis right
stress on this point. We seemto. insist on _mand.. The Apostle Paul admits
it in our ordinary way of talking, that the to take to himself a wife, but evidently
soul must keep up some kind of conscious sacrificed his right on the altar of his destruggle to prevent its being overlooked votion to the work of the ministry. Protesand failing of its needed supplies. I sus- tants claim that the history of clerical celiproves the system to be generally
pect with many there is no thought of being bacy
spiritually~fed—éxcept on Sundays or at hurtful to morality, and conceive that a
prayer-meetings, or in the closet— no idea § wife may serve as a heipmest to a minister
But a view prevails
that between such times, and when the soul in his sacred calling.
is not thinking of spiritual things, in the at the present time that, in-choosing a wife,
rush and whirl of its cares,or in the round of the young clergyman is justified in limiting
its pleasures,it is just as truly being nurtur- his ideas of her service to the care she
ed,growing rich and strong in spiritual life. may take of him. And it not unfrequently
Yet so it is.
It cost the Israelites no happens that his notions are limited to her
thought, no struggle, to havé the manna
adaptation to his personal tastes and individgiven ; and it was doing God's divinely ap- ual habits. Indeed, some ministers imagine
pointed work just as truly whenit was eat- they perpetrate a witticism by informing
en and they thought nothing of it, as their people that the churches, in calling
when it lay like the hoar frost.round about them, did not call their wives.
the camp. So here, not because we strug- ~ But practically, it must be apparent that
gle, and pray, and toil, is the’hidden manna
a minister's usefulness is greatly affected by
sure ; it is sure simply and always because the adaptation or non-adaptation of his
of the unfailing love of Christ. Ang havin
to the peculiar nature of his calling.
wife
the feet once set in the way of the true pil- In her personal relations to her husband,
image, the bread of heaven never fails. she can either mitigate or Spguavaie the
here are no days of want and other days trials of a minister in the discharge of his
of fullness. If the soul desires, it can have,
official duties. She can manage to relieve
it will have, its spiritual needs always met. him of domestic cares, or to add these to
Christ is as near and precious at one time as his other burdens. She can enable him to
live within the limited salary which the
another.
More. The spiritual transformation which churches are generally careful their pastors
this hidden manna works will know no shall enjoy, or she can help plunge him inbreaks, will never intermit nor cease. to debt. She can annoy him with comChrist is yesterday, to-day, and forever, the plaints about church matters and gossip, or
unchanging bread of life. And the Spirit she can help him to bear manfully those she
charged with meeting the hungerings of can not, keep from his knowledge.
the soul, and effecting the transformation of
In her intercourse with the church, she
the divine nourishment he brings, is ever- can provoke criticisms that will impair his
more at work, and just as literally and influence, or neutralize censures which his
emphatically is he revealing Christ in us, imperfections might excite. She can bedisclosing truth about him, wakening desire come a cipher in the agencies of church-life,
for him, fastening the affections upon him,
or she can become a leader or sympathetic
and in all nameless ways fashioning us into co-operator in those measures of usefulness
to ‘woman's
his likeness, and making him, in short, be- which so etninently belong
come our life,—just as truly is he doing this sphere and adorn woman's character.
at one time as at another,—when we toil
Instances are numerous in which a minas, when we pray ; when we are thinking of ister of fine ability for doing good has been
of business, or of home, as when- we are crippled by the counteracting influences of
thinking of heaven. We are not so much his wife ; and, on the contrary, there are
strengthened, in fact, when we are at the many cases in which the principal secret of
table, as in the hours of uneonscious trans- a minister's success has been the beneficent
formation which come after, when we have services of his wife.
no thought of nourishment and no- sense of:
In choosing a wife, every young minister
hunger. And, doubtless, if we could but should remember that his consecration vows
note the process, we should find in many require him to take into prayerful consideraa week day and many a business - hour, the tion her fitness to become a laborer togethfiber of soul which we put to the account ‘er with him in the work of the ministry.
of Sunday and the prayer-meeting.—Rev. Every woman to whom such an opportunity
comes, .should realize that her ‘husband
E. P. Goodwin.
does not belong to her exclusively, but that
he was wedded to the church before he was
The Terrible Chain.
She may add tothe
wedded to her.”
crown and share in the
his
of
brightness
{ It has been related by a French writer glory of his reward, or she may rob his
.that the captain of a vessel was one day crown of its luster, and herself suffer loss.
walking carelessly along by the ride of a — Christian World.
river not far from its mouth, at low water.
As he looked about him, not minding his
steps, he did not perceive extended before
n—

A DOMESTIC

and other Wings which they desire, they
God is!” If He
would say, “Oh, how good

ments and everything necessary for the
operation.
The unhappy man sees him

approaching.

of
and

money,

and

stocks,

ships, and bonds, and

There is one last resource,

bringing

quietness

ey want, but by what they need; and |.
therefore it is not-appreciated by them. If
he would give them houses, and lands, and

only ove, but it is a terrible one. He must
sacrifice his Jeg to save his life. Will he do
it? Yos, he will sacrifice anything, everything, to escape death.
A surgeon is
sought without a moment's delay ; he comes
in hot

that

hy measures
his kindness to men, not by what

get into a boat,

and the smith saw he could do nothing for
him. What was to be done? Oh,the agony
of that moment.

to a disclosure

the divine intention, to

back to

that He would have all men to be saved,
and that whosoever cometh to Him, He

E—

men
Dresshsing Christ to him, and how to bring | He then called out for heip, and some
hastened

choice,

peach-trees,

to determine, even
quadrant, at noon,

soul, near to God or at a distance from him,

of pear-trees; and in heand

and

may be determined with accuracy by the effect of revealed light upon
him—God’s
light ; by the manner in which he receives
and the sense and sensibility with which he

I would like on this side of the garden
vines, which shall spread upon the wall,
and even hang over for street-passers to
tween,

us a method of calculating the latitude

The place and the motion of a man’s

Contheir

help themselves ; and on the opposite

so

structures and motions, how much more in
moral and iu relation to the course and pcsition of the ship of our immortality:

gaps. Stimulate various sorts of seeds to
come flying in upon the wings of vérnal
winds, and let them sink into the ground,
sprout, and bear blossonis and fruits, And,

I would like a row

of the

drawn

the position of the ship. If it be so in physical. science, and in relation to material

to.an appropriate softness, Induce this obstinate and indolent soil to dig itself up,
speedily and effectually. Inspire the stones
—they are apathetic, dead things, O Lord!
—to crawl into the corners and arrange

my

soul

toward it, and yielding to its attraction,

rate of refraction, as
without the use of the

Cause the clods

Lord, if thou wilt vouchsafe me

the effect

longitude by the degree of refraction at different points. It may be measured so precisely, and the rate ascertained according to the
istance, or the distance accerding to the

which are now hard to break themselves in-

themselves in heaps, out of the way.
strain the ‘broken hedges to mend

certainties

that perhaps he had gone even beyond the
science of this modern age, even in that
which is the culminating boast of its discoveries—the properties and laws of light.
It is said that our discoveries in light.—the
polarization of light more especially—shoW

forty or

fall

unfathomable, and obtaining all

all

light inapproachable upon the

fifty in breadth, has lately been traveling
southward from the Arctic regions. Its
vanguard of icebergs has reached
the coast
of Newfoundland, and has destroyed many
vessels with their crews. What should we
think of the captain of a ship who should
kneel on the deck and pray, ‘‘O-~Lord, graciously preserve us from icebergs,” and at
the same time should sing out to the man at
the helm: ‘Head the ship for the icebergs” P
:
e must pray for a good heart. Can the
result be secured by prayer unaccompanied
with effort? A man sits in his back parlor,
near the window, and looking out, sees i
garden overgrown with rank and noxious
weeds. He prays.
Let us listen: ‘Oh
Lord! I wish this back-yard to be turned
into a fruit-garden. Be pleased to fulfill my
desire.
Make these weeds loosen their
roots, spring out of their

the

meridians

tion toward it in the soul;

Christ says: ‘‘Pray that ye enter not into
templation,
It is a dishonest prayer on
cour lips if we willfully run into tempta-

thousand

absolute,

.
from that eternal approach.
Paul could measure the effect of that approach, and of the first beginning of, #..mo-

kindred
truths,
when
meditited upon,
yield consolation.
God
does not
confort without the co-operation of the comforted.

tion.

of the

at the same angle, continually approaching,
but never reaching the inapproachable and

He

in- order

measurement

odromic curves, cutting

my

willingly.
me

tion to'the

to be my elder brother, who is touched with

gb JE

was

mathematics of the eternities, that if one die

think that the consolation will, from above,

a,

and

nity by the love of Christ, could measure the
infinite and-immeasurable by that, and had
been taught to make that the quadrant and
guide of ‘hit, own being and actions for time
Hear him while he lays
and eternity.
down the. method and the conclusions.
« For the love of Christ constraineth us because we thus judge;” that is, thus reckon

expect to have a fruitful intellect? To pray
for a culture without a cultivation is dishonest.
Sorrowful men and women
pray to be
comforted. That is right. God-is
‘‘the
God of all comfort.” But many seem to

pode

for

won Christ,

faith,

thoughts, desires, affections} choices, service

exchange

And Paul could square the circle

Philosophy, deep; morals, graves;
rhetoric, able to contend.3 What
we read no histories, peruse no
study no mathematics, master no
or - moral philosophy,
and go
no logic or

give in

had

intimate

printes it, is it being

He

did.

in

other, if the soul reaches forth and appro-

continually endeavoring to teach others the
method and rule of the same arithmetic.
Then, again, he was master of logic. He
knew the method of comprehending the incomprehensible.
* That ye, being rooted
and grounded in love, may be able to combreadth,
prehend with all saints what is thg
Wight, and to
and length, and depth and
passeth
know the love of Christ v
knowledge, that ye might be filled with all
the fullness of God.” He knew how to
preach the unsearchable riches of Christ;
and out of the same, by the Divine Spirit,
could draw bills of exchange for his believing hearers on eternity.

and ill-ventilated rooms; if we do not exercise it enough to make the blood-currents
permeate the extremities—then we may
pray for bodily health seven times a day,
or seventy times seven, if we please, but
the prayer is not honest.
We ought to pray for a fruitful intellect.
witty ; the

Paul

his soul ?”

blossom with gout; if we defraud it of
sleep; if we drive it as we would not drive

RE,

rule

mathema-

or this ever

age

or what shall a man

derfeed it, so that the blood becomes thin
and poor; if we overfeed it till our feet

make

the

strong

in love; comprehend

supplied to the soul, and day by day, and
hour by hour, and as much gne day as an-

worked under the question of his Lord and
** What shall it profit a man if he
Master.
gain the whele-world-and lose-his-ewn soul;

it ; if we do not properly diet it; if we un-

says: ‘‘ Histories

under

and prove, and had done it as no

There is, howéver, a much larger field of
prayer, wherein, to pray honestly, we
must co-operate.
We should pray for bodily health; but if
_we do not-wash
the body -with—water—and
keep it clean; if we do not suitably clothe

jes,”

here are two sums

become

he had brought with him were not powerfu

enough, and he was obliged

bone, and muscle, and nerve, and brain, so
of this hidden manna.
It is constantly

of Loss AND GAIN that Paul could work out

er, unmixed with work, is honest.

Lord Bacon, in his famous

Yea, doubtless, and 1 countall things

but loss for the excellency of Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss
of all things, and do count them but dung,
that I may win Christ.”

"path before I reach the spot of transit, or
may be swept far to the rear of my track,
In these and the like cases, concurrent
effort on our part being impracticable,we
are exempted from it, and our simple pray-

educate it in

is the

all saints the breadth,
apd length, and
depth, and hight; and kfow the love of
Christ, that you may be filled with all the
tullness of God ?
Do you find in your experience an increasing spirit of prayer ? Do you Joulisg
a greater nearness to Christ?
Is there

‘‘Goodness ;" thatis the qual-

shill thrive.

may

and grounded

Redeemer, and follow him. ‘Long-suffering and gentleness ;” there must be subsoil
ploughing before these deep-rooted plants

J

Solomon, in his dedicatory prayer, teach-

if we

affirms,

talities of religious improvement, by which

him.

imitate

and

Jesus,

forsake evil, lay fast

es us that itis right to pray against the
advent of caterpillars. If we could find
out where the eggs of those pestiféerous

a horse;

Baxter

What are means of grace but instrumen-

up in our souls unless

“Joy” we shall have no true joy except
in the fulfillment of duty. *‘Peace;” it
shall not become our possession unless we

— Faber.

creatures were, and could destroy them

upon

gaze

we.

Honest Prayers.

the , Church,

¢ life of God in the soul of man,” inculcates
in piety. It is a warfare, in which
Progress
|
geng,
viz.: “love, joy, peace, long-sufferin
we are to be ‘‘ more than conquerors,
tleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperIt is a race
The through Him that loved us.”
Now, mark the difference.
ance.”
in which we are to “ so run that we may
wholare
They
“works.”
called
are
former
obtain.” It is natural growth, ‘‘ up into
ly man’s. God does not co-operate in their Christ,” to attain the stature of a perfect
‘‘the
producyion, But the latter are named
It is like vegetation, * first the
garden of an man.”
it of the Spirit.” A fruit
blade, then the ear, then the full corn in
orchard is. the joint result of Divine and the ear.” There are talents given to be
human labors. ~ If we pray that our hearts employed and improved. These all teach
may become such a garden, we must do the necessity of ‘‘ abounding more and
our part. Consider the list of plants in this more ” in holiness.
spiritual horticulture, ‘‘Love;" this divine

It is a day-break to our hopes,
A sunset to our fears.

So is it with our humbled souls,

to

enjoins on all, on each, on you, * grow in
grace.” Every scriptural representation of

heart, denominates them the ‘‘works of the
flesh.”
These are the weeds.
Farther on,
he mentions several cultivated
rodnots—

It is a thought which ever makes ’
Lafe’s sweetest smiles from tears,

The wild flower on the grassy ground,
Scarce bends its pliant form,
When overhead the autumnal wood
Is thundering like a storm,

breath, as his last counsel

In Galatians, the apostle, in enumerating
certain natural productions of the human

Tis like that soft, invading light
Which in all darkness shines,
The thread that through life's somber web
In golden pattern twines.

The art of walking

Growth in Grace.

hypocrite, get up, pull out the weeds, break
the clods, mend the'fende, pick the stones, _ Are you a Christian ? Are you growing
dig, plant, draft, weed, water. True, you in grace ? ‘This is at once the duty and
grants
can not effect any thing unless God
privilege of every child of God.
He is at
rain, sunlight and air, and you should pray first a babe, then a young man, then a fatemand
these,
that he will so administer
ther. Have you considered how often the
per them to your plants, that your garden Bible brings this subject to your attenshall prove a success; but you are moon- tionk .
stricken if you dream of success without
The inspired apostle as with his dying
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REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENT
we have

ofall the money we had placed on loan,
cases
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those
the Fire
in which the buildings were consumed and
Insurance companies

have failed.

. NOW. IS THE TIME TO INVEST

here, and to place on loan.

equally

OFFICE

for the
young women.
Not a
few
pastors can testify that the sisters in the
church have rendered them even more efficient help them the brethren. It is but little the pastor can do without the hearty
co-operation of the friends of Christ; with
it he may expect large and blessed results.
“He
that reapeth
receiveth = wages.”
* They that turn many to righteousness
shall shine as the stars forever and ever.”
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. 166 LASALLE

Street,
CHICAGO.
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"More New

Books

For the Sabbath School.
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

Eyes.

1.50

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

ml

eyes, tearful eyes, meddlesome eyes,

$150
125
125

- The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,

What a variety of eyes there are in the
world! There are loving eyes, admiring
eyes, longing eyes, inquisitive eyes, jealous
eyes, envious eyes, malicious eyes, smiling

125

Building Stones,

200
95
50
100
100

Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Bengon’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
«
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,

pene-

trating eyes, and eyes that look and yet see
nothing ; besides many other kinds of eyes
which, in their own peculiar way, are peering into the world’s mysteries.
A good way to make loving eyes is to be

Nattie Nesmith ; or, The

1, devoted, and thoughtful of home comorts.
:

A Fine

100

Bad Girl,

; or, The Good Boy,
Blue-eyed Jimmy
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
L R.BURLINAMGE,
Dover,

100
100
N.

Premium.

To attract admiring eyes,be cheerful, tidy,
To any person sending us three new
and industrious.
_ To cure longing eyes, call in and
give.
subscribers,
with a year’s subscription
some supper to the poor, half-starved little
creature, who is gazing in at your bounti- in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
nally supplied table.
:
0 satisfy inquisitive eyes, let them see paid, the ¢ CriticAL GREEK AND ENGLiIsH CONCORDANCE
OF THE NEW
the very thing they had rather not.
To avoid jealous eyes, be neither disTesTaAMENT,”
a
work
of the highest
trustful nor do that to another which you
value to all careful students.
The regwould not have done to you.
To avoid envious

eyes,

be

squint-eyed,

hump-backed, squatty, disagreeable, and ular price of the work, here and elsewhere, is $2.50.
no sort of use to anybody.
To keep clear of malicious eyes, die at
once and go to heaven.
To cause smiling eyes, speak kindly, deal
This semi-monthly, plished by the Freegently, and be light-hearted and merry, restablishment, for the
will Baptist Printing
membering life is to enjoy.
Have tearful eyes whenever the heart is use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
full. It isa good way to work off troubles and much improved about the first of April,
and lighten the spirit.
1869. It is printed on paper of a very supe. 4To avoid SAY
éyes, stay at home,
rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
Bok dll doors and draw the curtagns.
Then
if they look in through the key-hole, throw equal to that of any other paper of its class.
hot water on them, if you are over-sensiAll communications intended for publica-~
tive; otherwise go ahead with your own tion should be addressed to ‘‘ THE MYRTLE,"
WBsirs in your own way, and let them medDover, N. H.
dle.
All orders and remittances for the paper
Penetrating eyes must lock-up and try to
forget all the secrets discovered of the should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Doshort-comings
of others, only remembering
ver, N. H.
the beautiful things which the blind can
TerMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year
not see.
* For eyes that look and see nothing there Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
is no cure, excepting an awakening of soul cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
or intellectual energies.
Will it not be
PostaGE.—The postage on a single copy
heaven when all eyes see clearly and from of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
kindly motives P—Elm Orlow, ~t
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any

THE MYRTLE.

——Where

number between one and

is He?

——

This question was. asked hundreds of
years ago, and has been asked
many,

many times since.

The Jews were search-

April.

ing for Jesus on a feast-day in Jerusalem,
not for any good purpose, for ‘¢ there was
much murmuring concerning him, some saying he is a good man, others nay, he deceiveth the people.”
sought

those

since,

ever

him

earnestly,

with

love

for

him

Sample copies will be sent. free on appli

Now Ready.

in their hearts, .have also been found of bk

him. Blessed thought! that Jesus, in undying love for our race, is always waiting
for us, willing and ready to be found. We
need not say

with

some of old, ¢‘ If haply

we may feel after him and find him.”
He
ig a friend to walk with us through life,—

his hand is stretched out lovingly, that we

may take hold of it and receive
ance we need.
Several years

the assist-

ago, a lady, after listening

to one of
Dr. Kirk's solemn sermons, went
to him to speak of the salvation of her soul.
He

drew,

in

graphic

words, a picture

the Saviow® standing with hand

of

stretching

out toward her. * Can you nof,.:take hold
of that hand ?” said he. She saw and felt,"
and

exclaimed, “I

walked

can,

I do;”

and

has

rejoicingly with her loved Leader

from. that glad hour. Let us hold on to
that loving One ; we need not ask, ‘ Where
is he?” for lo, he is by our side. . . °°

Orders are solicited.

cation.

have

‘who

sent to

No percentage is allowed on money sen
us for the Myrtle.

Many found him as their Savigreln those

days; and

10, when

ne address, than on a single one. The
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in

The Commentary onthe Gospels by:
Rev. John'J: Butler,

D.

D.,is

now

réady for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the.
first volume,

have already

been

sold..

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that:
others think the work a good one and

that they appreciateit.

At this rate of

sale this whole Edition will soon be off
Postage,
Price $2,00.
"our hands.
‘extra, 24 cents.
Special terms. given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Or
i
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Star.

T.

DAY,

Editor.

AF All communications designed for publication
sieuld be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

land, towns

that lie within reach of the

ocean's breath. Pleasant homes and friendly
hearts have “been readily found. The cour| tesies are too many for mention ; the friends
| too numerous to specify even by name.

business,

remittances

of money, &c.,

should

be

ad

Fresh
.

Wishing

at Cape

Elizabeth, where

Bro.

Pritchard

ate of five years, and where

his successor

is waited for, a waiting which we hope will
the friends who | be brief. Of the many kindnesses shown by

to encourage
in the

A Sunday at

has just closed a pleasant and useful pastor-

Premiums,
Gn

take an interest

be told.

"| Saccarappa put us face ‘to fice with the
church and . congregation
which
Bro.
-Whitcher is gathéring and “building up by
hard and patient work, such as can never
be wholly fruitless. Some days were spent

dressed to the Publisher.

circulation

of the | him and his family, and of those meted out
so freely at the pleasaut home of Bro. Har-

Star, we make the following offer :

To any person sending the names of two | mon, it would take far more space to tell
than we can command, and some things are
new subscribers with a year's payment in
too choice and personal for the public. They
advance, $5.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay belong in the heart's secret drawers, and
postage, &c., we will send a copy of the | are to be lookéd over now and then in
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26 | silence and solitude.
inches, entitled *“MERCY'S DREAM,” the sub- | A delightful . day was spent among the isject of which is taken from Bunyan’s Pil- lands that beautify Casco Bay, where we were
fortunate enough to fall into the hands of
grim’s Progress ; or,
a company of Portland picnickers, who
If preferred, we will send a copy of Ms. treated us in a way very unlike that adoptRamsey's Poenrs, a volume containing the ed by the spoilers of the traveler from
choicest products of her pen, and which our Jerusalem to Jericho. We were feasted
readers must: know, make up a collection of rather than stripped, and ‘‘assisted” very
effectually at a chowder most Rich-ly got
real beauty and worth.
de
up,
and in more senses than one. It would
e will also send either of the above prenot be disagreeable to fall into such- hands
a
to any present subscriber to the often:
Star, who will make payment for his own
A day or two partly spent in Rockland,
copy one year in advance, and also forward and two or three days, including a Sunday,
on Dix Island, were not avithout noticeable
features.
We do not dwell upon the dust

the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,

and 10 cts. additional for postage, &c.

which the sun piles up in Rockland in the
shortest time ; nor upon the mud which two
hours of rain softens to a perilous depth;

N. B. No percentage isallowed on money
sent for these premiums.
The number of
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
and we can fill orders for it only till the
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be
necessary in order to secure this rare work
of art.

nor upon the immense ambition of the little
city to stretch its enterprise into a length
that makes its breadth so small as to suggest

Dowx East, Ave. 1.

It is not unpleasant to an editor to run
free for
a little time, especially when the
cares of the office have become burdensome,

and the heat half takes away the breath,and
the inexorable calls for ‘‘copy” begin to
sound somewhat likea judge’s sentence over
a criminal. And when to these things are
added the fact that hosts of other tired
workers have

turned

exhilarated

tourists,

and are crowding the trains and steamers,
and reveling amid the glory of the strengthgiving mountains, and forgetting exhaustion amid the cooling breezes of the sea,
and sleeping themselves full of rest and
satisfaction in the quietude of the’ country,
a short good-bye to the office is given witha sense of relief that can not be framed into
words, and the joy of freedom is not unlike

that which comes to the captive when his
prison door opens and he steps into the
liberty for whicl: he has waited and pined.
"This is not fancy but fact; not hyperbole but
sober statement ; not

editorial rhetoric

but

actual human experience. We speak of
what we know, and testify of what we
have felt.
A little trip ‘down east”

Itisa good place to go.

is just

ending.

We do not dispar-

age other places in saying this. We only pay
a deserved tribute to the indented sea-coast,
the picturesque islands, the sociable frankness,and the quiet but whole-hearted hospitality of Maine.
Winnepesaukee and the
mountains of New Hampshire speak for themselves. The great beaches, stretching all
the “way from Hampton to Nahant, are
kept transfigured with newspaper compliments.
Narraganset Bay, whose shores
smoke with clam-bakes and whose surface
is like a kaleidoscope as sail-craft and
steamers sweep up and down through the
livelong day, can never be thought of but
with a little of the

feeling

with

exile remembers his home.

which

an

Fashion flaunts

and flashes and bewilders amid the beauty-of
Newport and’ Saratoga till the staid obsery-"
ers wonder, and untaught and confiding
simplicity almost worships. The Adirondacks are no sham, even though they have

badly

Murrayized.

Niagara is al-

ways overpoweringly
majestic.
Long
Branch shows the aristocracy of the nation
in full blossom, and meretricious art clasping hands with the severe simplicity of natare. The Rocky mountains, the Sierras,

snd the great slopes of the Pacific never
exhaust their grandeur, and the Mariposa
and Calaveras groves, with the matchless
Yo Semite, leave

admiration

dumb

in

its

conscious incapacity for fit speech. We
forget none of these. . We ignore none of
them.” We do not seek to belittle them by
invidious comparisons.
We do not fling
the

epithet,

‘‘sour

grapes,” at

& thin pocket-book

them,

or a

be-

limited

leisure puts them beyond our reach and
tires out desire in its fruitless leaps after
them.

They are all fine in their way,doubt-

‘Jess, and may perchance
in these columns at

geta

good

word

some other time, when

"our good fortune carries us into their presence and puts us face to face with their
real and highest attractions. But we are
not there now. We are half way down
east. And half way is far enough to find
zest, exhilaration, calmér nerves, muscles

that begin to be a bit elastic, sleep that becomes steady

and

restful

and

refreshing,

"and abundant evidence that Maine has much
good medicine

for flaccid muscles, a jaded

brain and a torpid soul. Going only so.
far, she is offering more than we can take;
we should almost certainly run over with

the excess of her benefactions before we
bad finished Mount Desert and Eastport,
' Moosehead Lake and the wild magnificence
of the Aroostook.
When our receptive
and appropriative capacity is larger, we
may seek her great fountains of blessing
~ that lie nearer the sunrise, and Jet her flood
us with her benedictions.
w
ve this season stopped a little amid
the
gtiet scenes of her sea-coast and’the in-

A UGUST

LY

meeting gave evidence that religion had
gone down to the depths of experience;
the preaching service proved that they had
found Mary's place at the feet of Christian
teaching.
It was not a small privilege
nor a slight responsibility to stand up be-

[it is his duty to insist on exercising them.
| He may be oftener underpaid than other| wise, though we are not quite prepared
| to admit all that. But this disposition to
| ¢take the whole matter under his own’ con| trol can only result in his injury. It viofore such a company of men, who demand
lates one of the first principles of peace and
honest dealing and have a real contempt for confidence, for when the power is all asreligious cant and moral shams, and speak sumed by one side, trouble is sure to arise
to them of the great things of the gospel. eventually.
One or the other party must
They need and deserve the best and most then become a tool, and that is what human
quickening. word which the preacher has beings, and especially those of “the yankee
learned to utter, May every voice that type, will not guietly submit to.
bears a divine message to them be full of
It can hardly need more than another
wisdom, sympathy and power.
yearto fully demonstrate to the Crispins
This provision for the religious necessi- the folly of their notions, In fact, the mass‘ties of the islanders owes itself largely to es of them are, if we mistake not, pretty
the interest taken in the matter by Hon. well convinced of it already.
The order is
Geo. Goodwin, one of our large-hearted merely a small despotism, authority
being
and earnest brethren, of Wells, Me., who, assumed by a class instead of by one person.
on being assigned to official service there by It is wholly out of sympathy with the spirit
the Government, at once proposed the and methods of American life, and how can
measures which have. been effectively it hope for existence under such circumstanseconded and supported by officers and ces?
We incline to the belief that the
men, so as to make religion a constant and second thought—at least, the third or fourth
powerful element in the life of those work- —af those who make up the masses of the
men. "Of the grateful courtesies received at Crispins will disclose to them the falseness
the hands of himself and family, and of the of their pesition, and insure the adoption of
pleasant acquaintances made during. a brief a wiser policy.
stay on the island, we do not stop to speak.
But they will abide inghe memory.
Charles Sumner’s Letter.
And of the remaining experiences connected with this run *‘down east,”
touch not a few other points and

which
other

choice friends, we must now defer a specific
But we repeat the statement
mention.
with a strong emphasis,—Down East is a
good place to go.

Shoemakers

and

Crispinism.

The recent trouble among the Lynn shoemakers is important only as it illustrates
the folly of Crispinism. But the folly is so
clearly shown thatthe partial strike becomes
quite an important affair.
It is only two years ago that an agreement was made between the shoe manufactures of that city and the Crispins, fixing the
scale of prices that should be paid. We
have always believed that the manurfacturers
committed a folly in thus recognizing that organization. Treat with a brigand instead
of shooting him, and you have given him a
kind of license to rob the next party that
comes along. But-there was an agreement,
and each party kept it for a while, Then it
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Not so with our city “children. -Confired
in narrow streets,—many of them,—deafened by the constant rattle of carts, their eyes

take a lively

—————
interest in the

operation of

this beneficent law, hoping for some benefits
from

its enforcement.

greeted every hour by unwholesome sights,

—

even what green things. theré are covered _——A
NOTHER PUBLICATION.
The purchas. if
by dust and grimed by smoke,—no wonder ed rebel shire doing
-good service iy
that the announcement of a “picnic throws
the hands of the 'Republican campaigy
‘them into a panic of expectancy, and sets
committee,
The first publication, —that of
them
seeing
pictures
and dreaming|. Thompson's report,—which
was referred (,
dreams of silvery lakes and -enchanted
groves. The one day of their young life, last week,and proves the existence of bands
to burn all our larger cities during 1864,
with hundreds of them, is when they can
thus get out of their narrow and heated besides the existence of the darkest plots,
is followed by that of the report
limits, breathe the free air of the country,
and have sufficient to appease the clamor-

ok

ous appetite that is aroused,

We don’t believe in speeches and recitations on such occasions. Tho young folks
get enough of these in the vestry.

Besides,

they are constantly hearing voices from the
groves and the birds and

the

breezes

that

tell them greater truths than any human
speech-maker could, and harboring thoughts

and sentiments that.they could find in no
Give

Let

them

play.

run,

and

swing,

and

and sing, and pick flowers,

and

‘‘ pretty verses,”
them a

chance

dance,

to

gather berries,—we would substitute hop
for ¢“ dance ” just back there if it would suit
anyoody better,—and have an untrammele«,

merry day of it,

|

~

No doubt the mere effort for pleasure at

The public
has been for some time | thee gatherings is often excessive. The
anxiously awaiting an answer to a letter | results are therefore injurious, and for this
addressed by the colored people to Senator | reason the whole matter is by many con-

Probably the most of us have
Sumner, asking him which
candidate— | demned.
sad cases of intoxication or other
Grant of Greeley—he would advise them.to | seen
vote for. The letter appeared last Wednes- | forms of sin on these occasions. And we

concerning
the Niagara Peace Conference,
We gq
remember how Mr. Greeley attempted to

negotiate a peace with mere southern ag.

venturers during the darkest time of the
war, and how he perplexed and wearieq
President Lificoln by his puerile teasing for

authority to close the war.

One of his pet

theories was to pay the South $400,000,000
for the loss of their slaves, but the firmness
and sagacity of Lincoln saved us

deplorable

and

disgraceful

from

results

would inevitably have followed.
This re.
port, just published, and which was made

by James P. Holcombe to the rebel Secreta.

ry of State, shows not only that he and his

associates were entirely irresponsible parties,
but that Horace Greeley was creduloys
enough to seriously consider the proposals

they made.

His poor judgment

rehearsal

of

the charges made in his thirty-first of May
speech against the President, and the other
part is an exhaustive catalogue of Horace

charge the Sabbath-schools ‘with drunken-

betrayed

him into a wéak act, and but for the firmness
of those in power he would hafe betrayed

his country into committing

a{ great piece

of folly.) Mr. Greeley's whole career has
‘been botched by just these folliey and blunders; Is there any reason to sujpose that
he would stop them if he should be elected
President ?

day, and its voice is emphatically for | have no word of excuse or apology for them,
Greeley. Mr. Sumner notes the antecedants- either. But these are no part of the day's
They should be guarded
of the two men, and takes care to say all | amusement.
good and no evil of Greeley, and equal care against, of course, and all efforts used to |
——ANOTHER TREATY TROUBLE.
to say all evil and no good of Grant.
In | prevent them. But when they are witnesswell known that a Commission
ed, as they sometimes will be, let us not
fact, one part of it is a simple

the

that

session

in Washington

last

whs

in

winter and

spring, composed of representatives from
the United States and Mexico, and baying
inmorality and vice.
if
!
for its object the settlement of differences
So we say, let every Sanday-school, and
Greeley’s virtues. The real question, *‘what
ed cable; nor upon its multitude of everbetween the two countries. . Matters were
action the colored voters of the nation especially those in our cities, have “their
smoking lime-kilns that make the air algoing on swimmingly for a while, but lateSummer
picnic,
Even
two
or
three
would
n't
should take in the Presidential contest now
ways hazy and sometimes a bit odorous;
ly the commissioner on the part of Mexico
pending,” is hardly touched except’ by in- come amiss. As compared with their bennor upon the blunder of a tourist who mishas
been superseded, and his successor
ference, his main purpose seeming to be to eficial effects, there is almost no evil comtook our valise for his own, went off with
threatens
to undo all that has been &ecomsay bitter things about the man who has ing from them. We venture to add, that
it toward New York in the train, and after
plished.
A statement of the situation would
snubbed him.
:
there is no other day in the Sunday-school
riding forty miles and discovering his misbe
akout
like this: The Mexican governTo be sure, all good Republicans regret year more profitable to the children, both
ake,atoned for his carelessness by taking the
ment laid before the commission 366 indithat
they
haven’ta
candidate
to
‘whom
they
| physically and morally, than this day in the
return train and bringing back the pluncan give more hearty and unequivocal sup- grove. They spend hours in free play with vidual claims against the United States for
der, to the equal relief of its owner and the
was gradually violated, and for a few port. But he certainly has some redeem- nature, and can hardly fail of taking about two million dollars, and known as
gentlemanly and anxious proprietor of the
These
months past wages have been paid more in ing qualities, at least as a soldier and patri- home impressions that they would receive ‘ the Indian depredation cases.”
hotel ;—all these are things that must pass
cases
were
argued
by
both
governments
beaccordance with the usual custom.
It is the green, bright
ot. Couldn't Mr. Sumner have said a cred- in no other way,
with an allusion, for they are chiefly interThe slight occasion of the recent trouble in itable thing about him if he had wished it ? day of the Summer, which throws its influ- fore a board of commissioners, and subesting to the writer. And this thriving
Lynn represents pretty well the spirit of the And if he had been a perfectly impartial ence about all the others of the year. It mitted for their award. The commissionlittle city of Rockland, wide-awake, resoorganization.
On the bare difference “of adviser, wouldn't he have mentioned some keeps up an interest in the school—since ers differed, and on the 8th of May last relute, not without impressive features, and
half a cent a pair for trimming shoes, the of the errors,’blunders and weaknesses of children are children—that is both healthful ferred their disagreement to an umpire for
almost beautiful for situation, has no reason
Crispins received from headquarters orders Mr. Greeley ? . His purpose is too evident. and profitable, and makes it run along as his decision, directing the Mexican Secrefor being sensitive over a hurried tourist's
In the
to quit work until the additional half cent It is to put the President before the coun- cheerfully as the brook by ‘which they have tary to deliver to him the papers.
surface criticism. Long may it flourish.
was paid them. Thus for five mills,—and try in the most unfavorable light possible; played. Finally, if your school has not yet meantime the Mexican government appointDix Island is reached by steamer in a lited a mew commissioner. He took his seat
tle more than an hour from the Rockland | the differencein the aggregate would not it-is-to sway his-whole influence in behalf had its Summer picnic, arrange for it at June 21, and finding that . thé Mexican Sechave made a great sui,—the members of the of the Democratic candidate, accepting the once.
pier. ltis but three miles, as the crow
retary had not yet executed the order of
p-give up work, spend their time in idle- contingencies of a Democratic triumph; |
flies, frog the main land.
It is but one
reference to the umpire, he volunteered to
, risk the support of their
families, and it is to secure the defeat of a personal
among many islands that beautify this rehis colleague to examine the cases, to sce
Current Topics...
call their employers the meanest of enemy, although that may mean the defeat
gion, that give constant variety and picturif he could not agree with him in an opin|
—
taskmasters
for
subjecting
them
to
such
a
ofthe
best
existing
party
of
virtue
and
esqueness to the landscape and sea-views,
ion, and thus save the necessity of executstrait.
It
was
indeed
as
slight
a
sum
for
equality.
pra
and take away the discomfort which sensiing the order of reference to the umpire.
on€ party to refuse to pay as for the other
Mr. Sumner certainly places himself in
tive stomachs suffer where the long swells
But the new Mexican commissioner reached
party to refuse to go without.
But there no enviable position before the country.
strike thé poetry out of experience and was-a principle involved, and its safe keepthe conclusion, that neither the board of
turn the dinnér out of doors. The sail ing seemed to be in the ‘hands of the manu- Does he really believe that the Democratic promulgated. The worship there now is commissioners nor their umpire had any
professions of good faith in case of triumph about equally divided between Confucian’is a pleasant one, and a day spent in lookauthority to decide for or against the claims,
facturers. They appear to have preserved are genuine?
Can he
believe that it ism, Sintuism and Buddhigm. The gcving over the island will exhibit much and
it from violation.
means with them any more than an oppor- ernment has held careful consultation with but that they should be suspended and the
suggest more.
It has an area of about fifthe leaders of each of these sects, and it is two governments advised that they cout
‘But, fortunately, in this case there seem tunity to regain their old ascendency, and
ty acres.
Two-thirds of thé broken surto be no serious results anticipated. The a determination to make the best - selfish decided, that all must conform to the new | only be settled by a new treaty, and that
face is rock,a fine, tough, enduring granite.
till they were thus settled they should he
Crispin workmen themselves obeyed the use of a victory if won?
We would im- order. It will be enlightened, simple, and
Its superior qualities have. gained public
|
order to quit with extreme reluctance, feel- pugn ‘no man’s motives, ner be slow to adapted to common sense, and it is said held up and kept intact, at the same time
attention, and the General Government ofWe announcing his firm resolution to take that
ingjthat the organization had already too welcome all real indications of reform. to meet the approval of all classes.
ficers have provided for having the stone
His colleague, the
his n stullfied itself to merit very quick obe- But, taking the Democratic past along with might also mention the fact that the Mikado course with them.
for the new Post Office building in New |
American
commissioner,
not being able
dience, and'it is chiefly the action at head- its present, do we have much reason to has recently made an excursion to some of
York quarried and cut and carved here.
to
agree
with
any
part
of
his
views, requirhis southern provinces, accompanied by
Nearly 1500. workmen are now employed, quarters that can be criticised. The order hope for anything good from it in the fued
the
execution
of
the
order
of May 8th,
eight war-steamers, and call this a sign of
:
making the island a hive of skillful industry was couched in the words of command, ture ?
and
the
delivery
of
the
cases
to
the umpire,
It seems almost certain that Mr. Sumner progress, too. For it is the first time in and the Mexican commissioner explicitly
and a striking examrle of a dense popula- showing the arrogant spirit that actuates it,
Japanese
history
that
the
Mikado
has
.aken
His frequent altion. Every stone is cut and trimmed and as well as the servility of the parties who has overshot the mark.
refuged to allow it to be done.
His colcarved on the island, and marked for the yield to its rules. It is the existence of just lusipn to those matters that have always such a trip. He seems to have a wavering league then proposed to refer their differthis arrogance and servility that is now rap- vexed him prove the animus in which he desire to see the country over which he
exact place it is to occupy in the structure,
ence as to his right to rescind the order of
so that'the building goes up like the temple idly disclosing itself, thereby weakening the has penned this letter; and his extravagant rules, and its people, and to learn their the board for any reason, and to suspend
flattery of the Democratic party shows that condition and needs. This, and a disposi- the cases, to the umpire. He rejected this.
of Solomon, without the sound of ax, or | | order even in the ranks of its members.
How
much
more
honor
is
there
in
being
he aims at winning their favor.
But the tion to break through the old seclusion that Finally the American commissioner anhammer. Large boarding houses provide
necessities and even comforts for the work- controlled by a party of discontented vision- suspicion that will be awoke by the former, has so long isolated the’ mation, indicate nounced that he would treat this overthrow
men.
Every thing~is reduced to system. ists, who presume to say that you shali work and the distrust and disgust accompanying that the Mikado is younger by a thousand of the authority of the board and of the
Life goes on with the regularity of machin-. for so much, not a cent less or more, than the latter, can carry over but few of his old years than ary of his predecessors.
umpire and this suspension of the cases, as
enthusiasm
ery.
The managers are considerate but in agreeing to the terms of fair-minded supporters, or create much
a forced interruption of the labors of the
manufacturers, who generally adjust their among his old enemies.
firm.
Their rule is thorough and rigid,
commission, until the two friendly govern——
TH:
INTERNATIONAL
PRISON-CONGRESS.
But the letter will have an influence.
but always thoughtful and meant to be kind. prices to suit the best interests of all conments
should remove the’ difficulty, and
Judging from the brief accounts that reach
No liquors allowed on the island. An in- cerned? It is this question that the Cris- That is what it was written for. There are us, the recent Congress in London to dis- would at once refer the questions raised to
dolent or unprincipled or turbulent work- pins are now asking themselves oftener than a great many in every town who are jiist cuss the best methods of Prison reform was the two governments. The convention reman is speedily detected, a bill of his time ever before, and they are answering it in a about making up their minds about voting. highly successful. There were represeuta- quires that every case laid before the comis suddenly put into his hands with which he very practical and creditable way. It is It will win some of them to Greeley ; it will tives present from all the leading nations of mission be decided by the first of February
It will unis sent to the treasurer’s office, and the next with comparative difficulty that a strike drive others of them to Grant.
next, and unless this is done nothing is
the world, and they entered into the work
boat from the island finds him making his among them can now be inaugurated by the doubtedly act powerfully among the blacks of the Congress with interest and spirit. done. The suspension of 366 cases, with
of the South,—to whom indeed it is more
final passage to the mainland. Life is mar- mere dictum of a few at headquarters.
no right to decide them, is therefore a comThe injurious effects of Crispinism have particularly addressed. There is no mis- While there was a care to avoid mere sentivelously quiet and agreeable for such a
plete overthrow of the convention, and
ment
in
expressing
their
views,
the
conviccommunity. Nothing like boisterous row- been greatest among the members them- take but it will make a strong campaign tion was frequently uttered, that greater breaks the treaty, unless the two gqverndyism appears. A cheerful but manly mer- selves. Not only have they forced them- document, and the most of its service will kindness and more frequent appeals to the ments provide a remedy. So the American
riment fills the evenings. : The Sunday selves out of employment in pljces like be on the Greeley side. Perhaps it would humanity of the prisoner would prove commissioner viewed the matter. Pendbrings a hush that abides all day long. And North Adams, and their places filled by in- be well enough to say that considerable highly beneficial. Woman's work, in visit- ing the solution of the difficulty through disince last autumn, when the company erect- dustrious Chinamen, but they are reaping uncertainty hangs about the result. But if ing prisons and consoling and comforting plomatic channels, the sessions of the
ed a neat; convenient and quite spacious tares in almost every field they haye sown— men will be earnest; if they will abide by in many ways those confined, was cordially board are suspended. It is an eminently
high convictions and work for truth’s sake ;
hall, the officers and workmen have made a if we may speak of shoemakers in an agriThose who have taken so deep Mexican affair, but nothing serious is likeif they will stili remain Republicans and approved.
cultural
sense.
Their
rigid
scale
of
prices
generous provision for preaching every
an interest in the welfare of our criminal ly to come of it.
Sabbath.” The hall is full, and the men has compressed the manufacturing season strive for the principles that huve always classes, and have labored to discover the
gather, with only a handful of women and icto seven months of the year. For the been the glory of the Republican party, best method of treating. them, may feel
children among them, to listen with a rare manufacturers, being often compelled to pay those principles will as surely triumph as greatly encouraged by the results of the
comes November,
+
eagerness and an intelligent criticism.
It the prices which the Crispins demanded,
Congress. We trust that its good effects
is not-often that one is permitted to preach have kept’ their factories closed until they
may eventually be witnessed among just
had
accumulated
a
large
number
of
orders,
to such an amount of masculine brain as
that class who need its benefits.
Cairo Mission.
Sunday=school Picnics.
gathers before him j
crowd of bronzed, and then rushed their work through in the
——
\ >
most rapid way. Formerly, they manufactmuscular, resolute mén. American, English,
Having
recently
visited
Cairo,on
business
ured
goods
in
advance
of
sale
;
for
they
hirWe are right in the midst of the Sunday- ——JACK TO 3E PROTECTED.
Scotch and Irish faces are mixed throughout
The recent
surprised
were
we
ed
workmen
at
reasonable
rates.
and
were
enmission,
the
to
relating
school picnic season. You hear the merry numerous cases of abuse of sailors by their
the.assembly, and it is plain that they esabled to give them steady employment. laugh of the children coming from numerthat have taken place
officers have interested Congress in thir be- at the gredt changes
pecially prize and call for plain, vigorous,
But
an
effect
of
Crispinism
has
been
to
naryears. Seven years
few
a
within
there
ous groves, see the children themselves half; and a new law for their protection went
manly teaching.
They want something
row
the
months
of
labor
to
the
fewest,
its work.
commenced
Society
H.M.
the
ago
dancing about under the awnings of many in to effect August sixth, We landsmen
else than mere sentiment and commonplace.
They welcome the solid substance of thought, and in those months only the necessary or- of our lake and river steamboats, and ‘mak- hardly know how the poor fellows are ahus- of educating the freedmen and estab
It was
caring not so much for the fashionable finish ders can profitably be filled. As a result, ing the whole country radiant with their ed. Drugged while ashore, they are then lishing churches among them.
there
is
no
incentive
for
smartness
and
skill
during
the
war,
and
the
colored
people:
bright colors and happy faces. It is the often kidnapped by waiting harpies, taken
of its literary garb. There are genuine,
were
just
from
slavery,
poor,
ignorant,
to
assert
themselves.
Every
workman
of
a
season
they
lohg
have
sought,
and
aboard
strange
ships,
Kicked,
cuffed,
whipnow
they
brave ard earnest Christians among them,
ped, beaten, obliged to serve without pay, despised und persecuted, Their poverty ‘who set forth at once the strength of Chris- class gets the same pay, whether he be slow are highly jubilant at finding it.
or quick, capable or otherwise,
and thus : The Sunday-schools in the country can and deniedfredress even when they seek it, was distressing, their food scanty, thelr
tian purpose and the tenderness of Chris- |
the head is reduced to the mere level of the hardly know the meaning of a picnic to the But a Commission has now been appointed clothing the cast-off garments of soldiers,
tian sympathy. They have courage enough
hand,
brain being thrown wholly out of children in the city. They can run a little in our principal ports to look after poor coffee sacks, and any thing to cover them,
for a hard battle with temptation, and tenthe
question.
Alsp
a spirit of discontent is way almost any day across a flowered field Jack. ‘It will be the business (of the Com- their homes old hovels and holes dug in
derness enough for sympathetic and gratesorrows
ful tears. -One sees the first quality in their fostered, and the average Chrispin is led to and sit down in the cool of a green and shady
mission to see that sailors are not shipped the ground; and, to add to their

a Jack of chest and abdomen, and puts it
in peril of being broken like an over-strain-

Editorial Correspondence.

cause

STAR,

r——

A few things may

been

"

ness, nor say

that

picnics

give

place

for

Denominational ews and Notes.

| pagolute faces, and the second in the mist | believe that he is the most abused
'
’
LS
| which moistens eye and cheek as some pre- | the world,

cious view of Christ is held up before them,

Of course this is

not

a

matter

party in grove.
the

except of th eir own free will; that they are

to notice its sweetngss, and they are so fa-

not defrauded in the “matter of advance
wages, and-that the whole business of ship-

miliar with nature that her most
forms often fail to attract them.

ping seamen is fairly conducted by both
contracting parties. Humane people will

mon music
that

earnest’y | employer should have the sole right of contheir hearts run out after God; the class- rolling. The workman has his rights, and

| The prayer-meeting showed how

The singing of birds is’ such comwith them that they almost

fail

beautiful

they were a despised race,

Their right

to “life and the pursuit of happiness” was
emphatically demied. ~.We. have
most
‘heard them relate their tales of woe while
in bondage, have seen the sears on the...

Veit
[|

7, 1872.

STAR, AUGUST

THE MORNING
4

of Christian men made by the cruel

backs

slave-driver’s whip,and worse than all were

advanced classes be

examination

in

subjected to a careful

the

studies

previously

pursued by the classes which they propose
the ears Of ignorance and vice on the mind to enter. . Wd believe that those who re:
oppression.

caused by
ceive the honors of the Institution should
If you want to know how sweet liberty is,
fairly earn them.
visask him that has been in slavery, We
All classes in mathematics
examined
was
he
age,
of
years
ited a man some sixty
gave evidence that they had received careful
from
was
He
less.
Triend
and
poor, sick,
and thorough instruction. We were much
Ky. Said he had a kind master, Was
pleased with the accuracy of statement re,
nigger
this
never whipped, no ‘scars on
quired by the teacher and exhibited by the
his
in
him
at
ed
1look
eat.”
to
and plenty
scholars. ~ Other classes afforded equal
here
poverty and sickness, and thought,
proof of the efficiency of the instructor, but
‘to
return
to
prefer
truly is one that would
the classin Trigonometry merits especial
a good home and slavery, and so I asked
praise.
It afforded a complete "refutation
his
to
bim if he would not rather go back

a' third

and -peace of some south-

ern Pharaoh, or northern office-seeker.

The freedmen were not only poorand

them ood,

despised, but those that gave

raiment, and educated them were also
despised. A “nigger teacher” was not to
be associated with, and was abused as ithe
;
colored people were.
Among this unfortunate race, and at this
a work

commenced

churches

our

time,

worthy of their profession and honorable to

not

They

themselves.

only paid their

intel-

more

to

organize.
precious

is laboring hard, and God is blessing his
work.
‘
The business of the Y. M. was transacted

harmoniously; the preaching and social
meetings were spiritual and we trust profitFo]
beloved Bro. Payne (late

land),

pastor

of the

of

Eng-

with both’ teacher and

pupils.

and

statement

were

and voted to be sent to the‘ Morning

imens of pronunciation and translation afforded were creditable, and a fair acquain-

forty

acres,

and

are

in

Star

of

WELLS

a council,

The city

to their homes.
teachers

them

pay

and

and one of them teaches
Our superintendent, Bro.
for many years faithfully

great victory ; is esteemed very highly and

occupies the same position he has so honorably filled.

Two colored young men from

this mission have attended Hullsdale College the past year, with credit to themselves,

by

respected

The classes in Nat. Phil.,

Geology, and Botany expressed in their
now employ our own language' the ideas derived from
increased wages,
books and teachers with an ease and freea white school. dom as novel as gratifying.
Tolford, who has
The class of young ladies in Moral Phicarried the bur- losophy evidently have more than a verbal

the reproaches, has gained a

den and borne

as earnest study.

and stu-

faculty

the

dents.

Not only have these poor ones been edacated and taught the ways of sobriety by
the mission, but we have 41 churches, 36
ministers, 1,813 members, 4 Q. M's and one

Y. M. The church in Cairo numbers about
200 members, and has a noble Christian
man for pastor; they have bought a lot and
are preparingto build them a new house
Several of the brethren have
of worship.
gone and others will go further

south, will

knowledge

of

fundamental

and

pay also.

Bro.

M. thought they would

pay him $300.00 the ensuing year.
For the

time

and

money

mission has done great

good,

the freedmen but to the
The churches in the west

most to earry it forward,

expended this

moral

truths:
In our opinion, no study will afford them
greater profit and satisfaction when they

says of the graduating

ty will be glad to hear an earnest, hard

class

would,

taken

together, compare favorably with those of
former classes.
Some of theessays would
do credit to writers of established reputation.
:
While
we. doubt not that the Institution
affords excellent facilities for the study of
music, we would suggest to you the propri-

ety of devoting some part-of future Anni_versary weeks to such exercises as will af| ford a test of the attainments of students in
this Dept.
We take pleasure in expressing our ap| preciation of the care, patience, taste, and
skill exhibited in the numerous: drawings

A constant intercourse with both teachers

and students during Anniversary week,
has satisfied us that the goyernment of the
school was never administered more wisely,

“In conclusion, we

congratulate you upon

of their the Institution which you love may be favor-

GEO. E. CHASE,
A. DEERING,
;
FRANCES STEWART MOSHER,
LizziE CALLEY.

New Hampton Institution.
EXAMINING

COMMITTER'S

REPORT.

New

To the

President and

Trustees of New

Gentlemen

for 1872 sub-

We trust we shall be pardoned if we preface the statement which we make with a
suggestion.
We
believe
the
excellent

Sid

The fifteenth: annual session of the Minnesota Y. Mz was held with the Minneapolis
i
church, July 12—14th.

Each of the three Q. M's composing the
was

represented by letter

and delegates, reporting a fair degree

more rigid application of the conditions for its churches and

two new churches organ-

and Classical ized. The Winona and Houston repofted
Courses, We would recommend that stu- one church revived from a low state, and
dents, before beginning either of these one disbanded to enter a new organization,
the

English

all the churches sustaining preaching, social
acquaintance with elementary English stud- meetings and-Sabbath schools.
The Hennepin Q. M. reported 81 baptizies afld that candidates for admission to

“courses, be required to give

evidence of an

gess.

¥

:

,

be
on

Rochester,
Farmington,

¢

New Durham,

¢
Arr.

at

small

The lettersindicate a fair measure

of

the

Winona

& Houston

Q.

M.

Each

of

which it has

ROCKINGHAM

undertaken

in

Minneapolis

HUNTINGTON Q. M, MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE

East,

meet

Rev. D. H.

Miller was present, representing an entirely new
tield north and west of where we have any de-

nominational organization.

WATCHMAN.

Meetings.

£0 seswas

enjoyed.
e were favored with the ‘labors of
Rev, M. Atwood, of the Strafford, Vt., 9 M.,
the Rev. W. G. Willis, of the

Q. M., and Rev.

A, N.

Jefferson,

Woodward,

which added to the interest of the

N, Y.

of Mich.,

session.

its June session

The

with

com:

A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

GENESEE;
Mich., Q. M.—Held its June term
with the Wellington church, on which occasion
most of the churches were represented, and we
enjoyed a very good. nieeting.: Conference was
just enough spicy to make it interesting.
Elder

Doyle, from the Oxford Q. Meeting, was with
us, whose words of cheer did us all good. Also

reaching
by Elders Courrier, Andrews, MecEiroy and Wells.
comNext session’ with the Venice church,

mencing Friday, at 2, 2. M., the 18th day of Oct.
i

ELisHA KINSMAN, Clerk.
3

4.05
4.08
415
4.29
4.42
447
5,05

200

for Gilmanton

WORMS,

For

146

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can

PIMPLES,

Patches,

4 cents each for two

free

by

mail,

to

do

Broadway, New

church,

Cleveland

at

its next

commencing

73-4, A. M.

Teams

the

Union

will be

i; Pow
F<

Rev'd MW Farnham, W Lbanon,
Me.
"au
/
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do

do
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single,1.00
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single,
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single,
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single,
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2.10
1.00
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single,
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24

do

do
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2.00
.08

04
44
02

24
2.44
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TheGospels,

do
Choralist,

dozen,
single,
dozen,

04

29
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20
2.16

2.66
1.20
11.76

~.04
28
04
28

77
.75
7.20

19
1.72
19
1.73

22

20
J2
144

of General Con-

ence,
#a There

is no

single,
.75
20
discount on the Minutes by

£1
of"
i

97
87
8.64
95
the

dozen.

New

1v18

+

10, by Rev. J. Burnham
and Miss Ella M. Dow,
p
by Rev. L. P. Bickford,
a graduate of Dartmouth
Hoyt, both of N.

Question Book,

MARY

BY

LATHAM

CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for customers. . Itisadapted

to classes that have

just completed “The, Story of Jesus.”

The Great Family Medicine of the Age.
OVER THIRTY YEARS
——

at

at Berea to

13

Have elapsed since the introduction of the Pain-Kil-,

ler to the public, and yet atthe. present time it is
more popular and ‘commands a larger sale than ever
before. Its popularity 18 not confined to this country ‘alone; all over the world its beneficial effects in
curing the * ills that flesh is heir to,” are acknowl.
edged and Appreciated, and as a PAIN-KILLER. its
fame is limited to ne country, sect nor race. It needs
i
only tobe known to be prized.
THIRTY YEARS i8 certainly a long enough time to

with the Chepachet chureh, August 28 and 20. The
delegates are earnestly requested to come prepared
to stay through the entire meeting.
Conference, Tuesday, August 27, at 2
|. Ministers’
o'clock, P. M. Each minister of the Con. is request.
ed to prepare an Essay for the occasion from 2 Tim,
D.C. WHEELER, Clerk pro tem.
3; 1

Ofce Addresses,

2.83

| tors,

Q. CoN. will hold its next session

’

43

.15

received the prize

offered

not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pas-

meet those Xho notify the subscriber that they are
coming by
R. R.
ress
gy
A. G, WILDER,
. Brunswick, Medina Co, 0.
/

tWesTERNR. I.

29

2.40

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,
Communionist,
single,

9

04

dozen,

This book

Those

depot

93

o

The Acts, Romans,
& Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sunday in

MARRIED

session with

Aug. 23.

.25

StoryofJesus,(
Ques. Book) single, .15
0
do
dozen, 1.44
WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
.15
do
do
dozen, 1.44
Butler’s Commentary,

to

1.26
12.52

do

Vol.2

PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. will hold its next session at

coming by railroad will leave

08

16
1.96

do PaperCov.single,

Treatise,
0
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
do

Bellevernon, West Moreland Co., beginning at 7
o'clock, on Friday evening, Sept. 13th.
T.
W. BURTHOLDER, Clerk pro tem.
CLEVELAND Q. M, will hold

.85

do

doVol.1

at 10
commence Wednesday at 10 o’clock, A. M. Sermon
at 11 «clock, by Prof. B, F, Hayes, of Lewiston.
. H, BOWEN, Clerk,
332

the Liverpool

single,

1.16

1.40
13.92

do

session

its next

+16
1.92

20
2.40

do

nny foe
In Lawrence. Mass., July
Davis, Mr. Lucius E. Hogle
both of L.
LE
In Xorthwood. July . 81,
Mr. Martin W. Hoyt, A. B.,
College, and Miss Addie E.

1.00
9.60

single,
1.20
dozen, 11.52

°

Minutes

Yoik.

single,
dozen,

History,
do

Life of Marks,

|

same

9.14
1.88

Church Member’s Book,
do
do
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by all

the

Price. Postage. Total.

96
23
3.26

0

is

Books.
on

dozen, 8.18
single, 1.60
dozen, 15.36

do

eruptions

book

Postage

Christian Baptism, Bound, single,

AND FRECKLE

This

Or-

Butler’s Theology,

do

make any one their own doctor, Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. S. FITCH & SON,

Bible

32mo

d

Freckles

one.

also

do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
do
do
do
dozen, 10.56

TheBook of Worship,

PHYSICIAN,”
any

dozen;

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep,
0
do

DR. 8. S. FITCH,
pages,

the

.

Sold by Druggists everywhere,

his “FAMILY

or more copies.

Prices of Freewill Baptist
Single and by

6mi2

gends

be had

dors are solicited.

LOTION.
The well known, reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face.
Prepared only by Dr. B.C. Perry, Dermatologist,49 Bond

street, New York.

now

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

Iron Works.

disfigurations of the fate. Sold
Depot 49 Bond 8t., New York.
Moth

~

_ TREATISE.

with the Free Baptist church in Augusta, Sept. 4th
yebeding,
and 5th. Minister's Conference Tuesday
Y.M. will
o'clock, A. M. The sess.on of the

cial Jeting was very interesting. Preaching
to with interest. Collection for
was listened

next.

is the

10.45

ranted to cure FLESH

Low Prices for

P.M.

10.15
10.13
10.25
10.38
10.55
11.00
10.15

AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH

Vi.

~
Doctrine of Sanctification ?—M. B. Gove.
FRIDAY EVENING. Sermon, The necessity of Divine Revelation—Rev M. C. Henderson, Essay, The
obligations of Christians to the community—Rev. R.
Minard. Essay, The power of character in ChrisM.
Essay, How to obtain
tian life—Rev. J. Moxley.
success in the gospel ministry—Rev. T.A, Stevens.
Essay, What are the duties of a pastor of a Christian
church ?—Rev. J. Tucker. Ave there any prophecies
of the return of the Jews: to their own land yet unof
fulfilled ?—Rev. L:. Sargent: Essay, The power sinthe conversion of
personal effort in romoting
4th
Theology,
Lesson in
Waldron.
ners—Rev.J. D,
Clerk.
T. A. STEVENS,
Lecture in Butler.
MAINE CENTRAL Y. M, will hold

church, commencing May 31st
the Hastings
closing June 2d. The business of the conference was transacted harmoniously, and there
was a good attendance of members from the vaQ. M. Reports from
of the
rious churches
an inwere * encouraging, showing
churches
The so“crease of interest and of membership.
Mission, $14.00,
Next session with the Redfield church,
mencing August 30th, at'2 o'clock, P. M.

will

to be present.

Essay, What

6: 4-86—Rev. D. 8. Frost.

LAWRENCE, N.Y., Q. M.—Held its June’
sion at Hopginzion,
A very good season

at Warren,

Leave Alton daily

BLOTCHED
Druggists.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Sermon by Rev. R. L. D.

the day is not distant when there will be a new
Q. M. organized in the vicinity of Sauk Rapids

Quarterly

Sept. 4,

evening,

6.45
6.50
6.57
7.J2
7.30
1
7.55

SEIN DISEASES.

Preston. Essay, What relation does the church susEstain to the Sabbath school >—Rév. M. L. Bentley.
say, What is true Christian faith ?—Rev. J. W. Burevidenconversion and its
gin, Essay, What is true
Essay. What is the natare
ces 7—Rev. J. F. Buzzell.
of the saint®’ future blessedness?—Rev. O. Dike
Sketch of a sermon—Rev. Z. Elliott. Exegesis, Heb.

He is confident that

on the upper Mississipfil.

Wednesday

‘All members are earnestly requested
Assignments as follows :

Dover.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is war-

in

session

next

its

17.09
715

Perhaps no real medicine ever gained the rapid popularity which Castoria has done. One person
relates his ‘experience of its good effects to another, It is a vegetable preparation, perfectly harmless,
pleasant to take; does not distressor gripe, but regulates the system, and is ‘sure to opera
when a
other remedies have failed. Any jereon who has
ever used Castoria for Stomach
Ache, Constipation,
Croup, Flatulency, Worms, Piles or deranged Liver,
will never again’ use nauseating Oil, Bitter Pills or
Narcotic Syrups.
The Castoria contains neither
Minerals,
Morphine nor Alcohol. By its soothing,
nieting effect it produces natural sleep, and is particularly adapted to erying and teething children. It
costs but 35 cents, and one bottle will save many dollars in doctor’s bills.
4w30

Fremont, commencing Sept. 4, two weeks later than
J. FULLONTON; Clerk.
the stated time.

to establish a mission

formerly the city of St. Anthony.

will hold

Q.'M.

631
6.45

Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.
i
WM. MERRITT, Supt,

1, P. M,, Communion and closing services.
. L. VAIL,
0. T. MOULTON. § Com.

the

. 17.01

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Straf-

FRIDAY, at 9, A. M., prayerineciis; at 10 1-2, sermon by G. P. Ramsey, J. M. Cranda f, alternate; at

Q. Ms are organized for Home Mission work
within their borders, and are doing something
and promise to do what they can-in addition to

aid the Hennepin Q. M.

Clerk.

alternate.

Hoxie,

3.52

3.59
4.04

Extremely

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
70 BROADWAY, N.Y.
GOLD, STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
AND
SOLD ON COMMISSION.
REFERENCES. —Jay Cooke & Co. N. Y.; Mechanics Banking Association, or any old Banking House
or Commercial Agency in New York.
N. 8. Pampelet on “ WALL STREET AND ITS
ore BaTiO S » furnished free on application.
v

days and Fiidays for Alton, in season to connect
with trains for
Boston and Portland.
Leave Gonic’

F. F. BAILEY, Clerk.

7 1-2, sermon by M. C. Brown, —

11.37
11.40
for

3.15
6.08
6.26

32
336

11.30

Alton,
Alton Bay,

BOSTON, MASS.

Randal H. Foote & Co.,

P.M.
1230
3.00
3.17

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes-

and conference; at 101-2, sermon by J. M. Langat 1, P. M., sermon by
worthy, C. L. Vail alternate;
Moulton, followed by:Covenant meeting; at
0. T.

prosperity and the delegates seem hopeful for
the future. A new church has been organized
in the city of St. Charles within the bounds of

People !

Established 1860.

Sandwich and Centex Sandwich.

°
7 o'clock. P. M. Sermon by G. H. Belden, at 71-2.
THURSDAY, 8, A. M.. conference opens with half
‘an hour for prayer; at 9, social meeting for. prayer

dele-

Best for Young

cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,
all modern improvements;
for $275 cash, ~ Now ready anew kind
of
PARLOR ORGA N, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made,
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
Books.
1y22

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,

OTSEGO Q. M, will hold its next session with the
church at Turlington Flatts, commencing Thursday
evening before the fourth Sabbath in Sept. next.
Opening sermon by Rev. H. Belden.
D.M. MILLER, Clerk.

it

Bay.
A.M,

11.05
11.17

“Boston,

GRAND RAPIDS Q. M. will hold its next session at

on

composing

were represented by letters and by

gations.

En-

Committee of Assignment.

Casanovia, Aug. 16—13.

and

makers, including Waters'St

R.

A.M.

minister is requested to present a plan

E. SMITH,

BOOK!.

A GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE WATERS,
148 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
PIANOS, MELODEONS and
ORGANS of six first-class

:

830.
10.45
11.00

eave Alton Bay,
“ . Alton,
© +¢
New Durham,
¢
Farmington,
“
Rochester,
¢“
Gonie,
An.
Dover,

OTSEGO Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church at Burlington Flatts, commencing Sept. 18, at

Minneapolis

three Q. M’s

Each

ROAD.

for Alton Bay.

for Alton

Trains

One

Christian

=

Trains leave

¢
¢

ford.

Signs of the Morning.
The. Minnesota Y. M. met

Essay,

ence, Tuesday at 2 o’clock, P.M.

J

&

&

Trains

WEARE Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Grantham & Enfield church, Aug, 27-29; Confer-

J. L. KRUBERTS, Clerk of Council.

the 12th inst. , The

Purinton.

RAIL

Leave Boston,
*
Dover,
“
Gonic,

Essay, The Pulpit and Politics,—

or3 sermon,
2w32

By vote of a council called by the Freewill
Baptist church of Charlestown, Mass., Rev. W.
F. Eaton was installed its pastor, July 12th, the
service being performed by ministers of the
Quarterly Meeting, assisted by Rev’s Boyd and
Deering from abroad.
The sermon was by Rev.
J. Frank Locke, of Amesbury, from 1st Cor. 16:
13. * Watch ye, stand fast in the faith,” &ec.,
and was full of rich thought, delivered in the
author’s usual earnest, eloquent manner.
Bro.
Eaton is evidently *¢ the right man in the right
place,” and 1s doing a noble work.

!

W.

MAINE

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.

the Atonement,—Rev. M. Waterman. : Sermon before
the Conterence, Tuesday evening, by Rev.J. S.Bur-

.

Installation.

of

standard in scholarship always maintained prosperity and stability.
in your Institution, wouldbe raised bya
The St, Croix Q:"M. reported revivals in
admission to

man of a dozen years’ experience in the field.

OSWEGO Q. M.—Held

nn

Yearly Meeting

-

tRnsiasm,—Rev. F. Reed. Essay, the Church and
Fashions,— Rev. H. F. Wood. Essay, Expository
Preaching,—J. Fullonton, D. D. Essay, Nature of

working

were renewed for one year.
Next session at Pierepoint, Sept. 20—22.
D. S. SmrtH, Clerk.

Minnesota Y. M.

of the

Hampton Institution :—

The Examining Committee
mit the following report:

+.

AND

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.

10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P. M.

following

Essay,

QUESTION

Nature’s great remedy for Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Gout, Neuralgia, Jjduey, U
, Nervous, Heart,
and other Chronic'DiseaBes, is
bottled and sent direct from the spring at Gettysburg, Penn., to invalids wherever residing.
Jice pst single case of two dozen
quart bottles
$8.00, 25 per cent. discount in favor of cle
en and
hysicians on water for their own use.
Medical pro‘ession must be certified by the nearest Postmaster
or other responsible
persons.
Where druggists
do not keep it, invalids may enclose a certified check or Post-office mone
po
to
WHITNEY BROS, 227 South Front St., P'
elphia.
Wi
.

Trains leave Dover for Portland,
AM. AM.
PM. PM.
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
. and Friday at 8.10 ,p. M.
3
a

Christian Denomination,—Rev. G. W. Gould, Essay,
Ecclesiastical Liberty,—E. N. Fernald. Essay, Maine
Missions,—A.

250

Trains leave Dovey for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M.
5.50 8.00 11.20" 5.14. 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednes+
days and Fridays at 7.40, P, M.

Rev. C.F. Penney. Essay, Pastoral Labor,—Rev.
O. Pitts. Essay, The Ordination of Women to the
H. bowen,

MAIN,

The Gettysburg Katalysine Water,

4,00

*

Essay, The College and Church, — Prof. B. F.
Hayes. Essay, The
Bible in our Public Schools;—

Licenses of Brethren A. L, Morey-tnd M. White

Hampton, N. H., June 27, 1872.

[The following report reaches us at rathera
late date, but we in§8rt it for the benefit of those
interested.—ED.]
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MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of the Me. Central Y. M.

RoY.W

&

York and Chicago.

10 00

~ Special Notices.

.

who pay full fare in coming.
wi
A. L. GERRISH, Clerk.

Christian Ministry

BIGLOW
New

A NEW

116 00

over the Maine Central Railroad and its branches
will be furnished at the place of meetingto those

Rev. E. W. Porter.

by

17%138 and 40 Cornhill,

ey

Susan Farwell

BEACH, ME.

The

Published
32tf

DONORS,

A D Fairbanks

Notice.
PENOBSCOT YEARLY MEETING will hold its next
session at Dexter, Aug. 20-22. Free return Tickets

Tuesday, Sept. 3d, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

-

:
AND EXAMINE IT,
Or send $1 23 to the Publishers for a Specimen Copy.

some months since
gifts of kind friends
in until the sum has
are tendered to the
list,
O. R. BACHELER,
8. P, BACHELER.

Horses at

will meet in connection with its next session to
holden with the church in Augusta, commencing

“Coronation,”

reas

of

E W Page

be

showed that, instruction in Elocution has
not been neglected. The orations and es-

enter upon the duties of actjve life.
The declamations to hl
we listened,

moneyto the H. M., to save souls and ex- ed by the constantly increasing patronage
tend our borders.
and confidence of the public, is the earnest
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec. ‘| 4nd united prayer of your Committee.

-

will

ASK YOUR BOOKSELLER FOR THE

Treas’

AT

assignments have been made by the Committee:

at its prosperity. If any one is inclined to your success in retaining the present board
think that the H, M. Society is doing noth- of teachers.
ing, or thinks best to withhold funds from
That your councils may be characterized
going beyond his own locality, let such by wisdom, your plans speedily ripen into
study the history of this mission, and tien the largest and ‘most beneficent results, and

give God the glory, and a portion

obituary

REV. J. M. W. FARNHAM, late missionary to
China, will lecture on Missions as follows: —
The first Sunday in August in Milton, N. H.; the
second Sunday in August at Milton Mills, N. H.;
the third Sunday in August at Lebanon Center,
Me.
We presume all avho have the opportuni-

not only to nor was

will rejoice

SETH W. PERKINS.

REv. K. F. HIGGINS will resign the pastorate

there ever a time in the history of
denomination. the Institution which might more approprihave done the ately be termed the era of good feeling.

and

An

forthcoming in due time.

1,50
5,00
25
49,53

Mrs I Johnson

WELLS

of the Newton and Rensselaer churches, in Jasper Co., Ind., next October, and the churches
desire correspondence with the view of obtaining a pastor.
This is an important and promising field for a faithful laborer. Address, A. D.
Swain, Rensselaer, Jasper Co., Ind.

establish churches, and in a few years there
will be Freewill Baptist churches scattered
through the valley. of the Mississippi to
The seed is being sown,
New Orleans.
and it will produce fruit to the honor and
glory of God.
to which our attention has been*‘invited.
It is encouraging to the friends of the
We feel - warranted in saying that the
Home Mission Society that already this work of the last school year has been well
(Cairo Mission is self-supporting ; not one of done. The sickness of the Lady Principal
- these 41 churches, not one of ti 36 minis- during the summer term involved a loss to
ters receives one dollar of appropriation from school which would have been irreparable
the H: M. The Society pays its missionary, but for the faithful and self-denying efforts
Bro. Manning, one-half of his salary to la- of her associates, who have esteemed it~a
bor and organize churches in new fields, privilege to take upon themselves her cares
he is also to visit and counsel with these and labors,
Q. M's already organized, and for this they

peace with God and man.

»

#.-D. LOTHROP & CO.,

homes,

their society, now welcomed
from ed
banish

3,00
1,00

19.00
221

PRECIOUS WORDS!

Johnston,

E'J. LOCKE,

WHY

1#8.—~CORONATION has the best of authors.
2d4.—CORONATION contains at least one-third more
tunes than the other new books,
3d.—CORONATION contains the most thorough and
concise method for earning to read music, and
hence is the best adapted
for Singing-Schools,
Conventions, etc.
4th.—CORONATION is printed on fine paper, in the
best syle; and is firmly bound,
To satisfy
yourself,

The Latest

respect

or to secure

Stabling for

REASONS

1D Stewart, D W C Durgin, N Brooks, Susie R Libby, O
B Cheney, W T Smith, A W Greenslit, Permelia’ R
Wight,
Mrs A G Reed, W Rogers, a friend at Carvers
Harbor, W-J Dudley, Mrs Lucy Prescott, Mrs 8 B Hanson, G H Ricker, Mrs Rickef,
attie G Ricker,
00 each,
17 00
C O Libby
500
J G Moshier and wife
200
Gilmanton I W
100
Nary Clark
g
:
100
G T
Day, Mrs G W Bean, W Hurlin, Mrs Perkias,
Price 15 Cents,"
:
2 00 each,
8 00
N Kallock and wife
\
2,00
BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
Mrs M M H Hill
500
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderfuk
Abby T Thissell. C Hurlind Mrs W Boulter, D D
Garland, D W Holmes,
Ilolmes, H Riggs, 1 00
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
each, H. B Holmes ,75, TheNjttle Jew,25
800
All orders promptly filled by
Mrs Lucy hayes
—y
3 00
E B Fernald
25 00
Minnie L Oliver, ‘A 8S Dudley,J A Marston, I Hyatt, |
r, O Btuler. M 8 Butler, Mrs L M
Mrs M A Coo
Thompson, J
tevens, J Curtis,
L W Stowe, Wm. P
Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.
Haines, J F Joy, D Moody, Dea. 8 Cole, Mrs Stinchfield, Mary Shepherd, 1 00 each,
00

Grammar was evinced.
_... 2G. LATTIN, Clerk pro tem.
GREEN-HOUSE FLOWERS !!
Fox Lake, July 6, 1872.
The class in "Analysis manifested a fagilneatly furnished, and exhibit much thrift iarity with the structure of our own tongue,
Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS
for the
Rev. W. H. EDGER having resigned the pas- Funeral or Church Service, Weddings
and enterprise. We learned from some of and a faculty for discrimination between
?
the city officers that there was compara- delicate shades of thought that reflect great torate of the Plainfield, Wis., F. B. church, to and Parties. Also
pursue theological studies at Hillsdale, his parCUT FLOWERS,
little intemperance or crime credit upon their teacher, and give promtively but
ishioners wish to express their esteem, and furnished promptly to order. CHOICE PLANTS for
among them. They are industrious and ise on their part of an appreciative and would
heartily recommend hint to the confidence
the Garden or Parlor; Roses, Flowering Shrubs,
some
to
While
yers.
faithful to their emplo
Vines, &c., &c., at low rates. Please call at the PINE
scholarly use of the rich treasures of our of Christians.
extent the idea of caste is continued, they English speech.
STREET GREEN-HOUSES, EXETER,N. H.
Smlt
CHARLES BURLEY.
are not despised as formerly.
Rev.
WiLLtam
Woopsum
died
in
Peru,
The examination of the classes in the
Our teachers, by their Christian lives, Natural Sciences revealed a real enthu- Me., July 24, aged 82 years. ‘He- was ordained
their persevering, sacrificing labors, have siasm,and gave assurance of patient aswell fifty years ago, and has been in the Mistry be-Notices and Appointments.
tween50 and 60 years, He died as he lived, at
won the confidence of the citizens,—once

cottage

15,0)

C.0. LIBBY,

July 25, 1872.

.

our concurrence or consent.

:

A Card.

Wells Beach, can do so by applying, in person or by
A
letter, to

desire for a council, and if the Waupun % M.
has passed such 4 resolution it has been without

Mission.

Pa, per N, H Farr

In response to a proposition made
to give usa general donation, the
have been from time to time coming
reached $116, Our warwest thanks
generous donors of whom we give a

A FEW

“Coronation” is the Best.

EXPRESS.

Dover,N, H.

Price, $1.50: per doz, $13 50.

STAND’ THE TEST!!

READ

Bowdoinham, Me, per E G Page
2d Buxton, Me,
per B P Parker,
Children’s Mission Box, Reading, Mich,
r M J Parmlee
Temple, Me, per C Campbell,
Mission Box,
Western R 1 Q M, per G E Hopkins,

It acts

every

Cottages

to obtain

Parties wishing

IT WILL

D M Miller, Oneonta. N Y,
:
Mrs L B Hill, Waterville, Me. per 6 W Bean,

BEACH.

Board 1n private families,or

Forwarded,

Foreign
Salem,

mals and articles for exhibition at the grounds. The
prineipal railroads in New England will transport
animals and articles for exhibition free and passengers at reduced rates.

we therefore beg leave to report,
That the statements are incorrect.
We never
had any difficulty with our former pastor, we
never calleda council and never had a wish or

The spec-

about

;

.

F, SEWARD & CHESTER G. ALLEN,
ASSISTED BY

400 large pages;

D Lothrop & Co., Boston, Mass.

railroad trains discharge passengers as well as ani.

for

June 26, in connection with the report of Waupun Q. M., in which we are represented as havng suffered by various difficulties with
our

called

)

fol-

:

as having

:

a

Dr. LOWELL MASON,

P
N

L Wheeley, Hayward, Minn,
°
Homer Rarey, Ingersoll, Ont. 3
A Moulton,
Derby Line, Vt.

The Ninth New England Fair will be held at Lowell, September 3, 4, 5, and 6, 1872. The grounds contain

By THEO.

BY MAIL.

It is nourishing and strengthening.

+

Whitewl' 5

Books

adopted

publication :

former pastor, and

Witham~J G West

desirable for the purposes of the Fair. There is an
exhibition building which contains more than a half
acre of space. An abundance of pure water both
for visitors and animals is furnished in various parts
of the grounds. The premiums offered in the different departments are more liberal than ever before
and amount in the aggregate to nearly $30,000. In
addition to the usual attractions there will be a trial
of Steam Fire Engines on one day of the Fair, All

Star,

Whereas, a resolution ShpoaTs in the

Clerk.

directly upon the blood. It quiets the nervous system. Itgives you good, sweet sleep at night. Itis a
great panacea for our aged fathers and mothers; for
it gives them strength, quiets their nerves, and gives
them Nature’s sweet sleep,—as has been proved by
many an aged person. It is the great Blood Purifier.
It is a soothing remedy for our children. It has relieved and cured thousands. It is very pleasantto
take; every child likes it. It relieves and cures all
diseases originating from impure blood. Try the
VEGETINE. Give it fair trial for your complaints;
then you will say to your friend, neighbor and ae’
quaintance, *Try it: it has cured me.”

church,

church and congregation June 30, 1872, the
preamble

RYANT,

“

“CORONATION,”

er—J H SBawyer—S8 Sawyer—dJ F Smith—E A Stocker—M

Burkgospel

WHAT IS VEGETINE ?—It is a compound extracted
from barks, roots and herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy.
1t is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upon the

Ministers and Churches.

lowing

Terrin—T
Tebbetts—M
G Towle~8 H Tolman—I
Thompson—C H True—8 Van Norwick—W Winson—E
Wright—L Wheeler—=P C Wadsworth—M
—

A. F.

THE

Potter—K G Page—A C Peaslee—L8S Par-

from the First church to license T. W.
holder, and he was licensed to J ach the

system.

Minneapolis

H Omsbe—L B

melee—W Peck—T J Rogers—L
Rich—W Randall-D F
Small—LE Sparks—J 8 Staples—J Silvernail-E L Saw-

There was a man in our town *
And he was wondrous wise,
He had a pain from ear to ear,
Another between his eyes; And when he saw he had Catarrh,
With all his might and main
He purchased Sage’s Remedy
And has his health again,
It is sold by druggists everywhere.

new Q. M. will be formed there.’ Bro. M.

able.
Our

the

HY

v

New Church Music Book!!!

Jordwell—A
A
nnett—M
Burlingame -B
A
Churchill—E H Cook—~0 C Cotton—S Coburn—1 B O Coba raid W Crandall-8 Curtis—C Campbell=F W Crosb
=8 Currier—M W €obb—C W Conrad—J 8 Dinsmore
H OM
i avia—M ¢ Eyelet, Estes J EdgeA
w—,
ernald—
etcher—J
Green—J L Gray—S8 Griffen—C R Gardner—D G Homes
—J W Hills—J B Hilton—~C H Hurd—H N Herrick—B F
Haley—P A James-—-8 Keyes—J J Knox—G O King—EKnowlton—E P Ladd—A F Marston—D M Miller—A K
Moulton—D Moyer—J Mason—A Moulton~R Martin—

HARRISBURG
Q. M.—Held its last session
July the 12th, with the first church of H. Both
churches were represented. A request came
for one year.

harvest; wé Hope that at no distant day a

ligent and in general appearance greatly tance with the general principles of French
; are well clothed,

changed for the better
many of them have pretty

soon

3 A Braden—L Berry—E T Boudrye—8 P Blalsdell—-E W

general firmin the Free
among
the
with

BUY THE BEST

Letters Weceived.
x.
J Axtell—F P Augir—J 8 Burgess—B Baker—8 Breed—

goodly

A. J. Davis, Clerk.

was, on account of excessive labor and extremely hot weather, so unwell as to be able
to attend only a part of the time. But by
Book-keeping and kindred studies quite
God's blessing we hope that his health may
as worthy of the attention of young women
be restored and he continue long to feed
as of young men; and we
cordially
the flock of Christ.
¢ idl
commend them to the favor of both sexRev. H. N. Herrick was appointed agent
es.
:
to solicit funds for the mission.
We find the instruction inthe Classics
On Sunday evening, after preaching and
has been faithful, conscientious, and comthe Lord's supper, we took the parting hard
prehensive. The rules of syntax have been
of those we loved, for another year's labor
carefully interpreted and critically applied ;
for Jesus, if God permit.
while the study of the Greek and Latin has
J. D. Batson, Clerk.
been constantly pursued in the light of
their relations to,our own mother tongue.
We have seldom attended recitations surpassing those in Sallust and the Aunabasis.
AT a public meeting held with the Fox Lake
We much regret to find the number of la-

did it to these, ye did it unto me.”
The improvement made by the freedmen
They are

expected

waiting for¥Borers to gather the

money to support-teachers, but many a
box of clothing and barrel of provision was
sent to the poor freedmen. The amount of dies in the Classical Dept. decreasing.
good done can only be known in eternity. Whenever it is expedient,we hope they will
Some of these benefactors have already
be encouraged to take the full Classical
goneto the better land to associate with
Course,
some of those poor ones they blessed on
The examination of the class in Frénch
the
soon
and
g
on,
earth, others are passin
showed
conclusively that a genuine love
Master will say to them, “Inasmuch as ye of learning had been the ruling motive
is truly wonderful.

is

a

churches.
Next session commencing Oct. 11th
Free Baptist church in Woodland.

It is anew and fine region of country, and

dently have had not merely text books but
Grant, . I heard of but one
teachers,
and oral instruction predominGreeley, and he was part
ated. This Dept. affords new evidence of
:
’
its claims upon the patronage of the pubWe are told that the gqueslic.
In view of the avenues of effort conand the war on old issues,
stantly
opening to women, we. consider
mentioned lest we disturb

the conscience

number turned out to meeting. A
ness of Christian faith, and interest
Baptist doctrine were reported

the region north-west of Sauk Rapids, and

department to young ladies.
rather be free.” One thing is remarkable of
method of instruction in the Com~The
have
who
forget
don't
they
this people,
mercial
Dept. can not be too highly combeen their friends. Politically they are
mended.
The class in Book-keeping evito
almost
Republican party, and
with the
a man for Gen.
in the city for
white,
But I forget.
tions of slavery,
are not to be

the churches. It also reported that it had
undertuken to establish a mission in East
Minneapolis (formerly St. Anthony), and
asked the codperation and sympathy of the
brethren throughout the Y. M. and state.

were in the midst,
of grain harvest, yet

at that point. Rev; D. H. Miller, cf Sauk
Rapids, was present and reported that two
new churches had been organized by him in

The old man hiesi- mathematics. Indeed, we feel compelled
‘No, massa, I had to award the palm for superiority in this

now did and be free.
tated, then answered

GRAND RIVER
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church in
Eagle. Though our people

Efforts are being made’ to secure an efficient laborer to devote his entire strength

df the old theory that ladies cannot learn

old home and die a slave then suffer ashe

ed, Sunday-schools and meetings generally
well sustained, unity and stability among

rove the efficacy of any medicine, and that the Pain-

(

k iller is deserving of a 1its proprietors clam for it,
y the unparalleled popularity it
is amply proved
attained. It is a SURE and kFFECTIVE remedy.
has
Sold by all Druggists. «Price 25 ctss, and $1 per bottle.
Directions accompany each bottle, 4w27
.

superintendents and

teachers as

being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately.

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

4 cents.

:
[]

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical account of Man's Creation:
tested by Scientific Theories of his Ofigin and Anti,

Bb. D., LLD,
P. THOMPSON,
By Joseph
quity.
Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
one vol., 12mo,
3
post, on receipt of price, by
o
be
"
re
|:

Freewill Baptist Books, inciuding Sunday
School Books, may be obtained at Dover prices
Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich,

~
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STAR.
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work, and she was expecting soon

he must reach the main path sooner of voyage, and there's nothing else to tell. | he re at eight
*‘Oh, Ido’
later.
To
Nothing happened to-day—or at least nothguess,” said
He does not know-this part of the wood, | ing particular,”

him there, when, alas! a fellowsworkman
wrote her word how he had met with an

accide pow he was very bad, and wanted
his wife th come and nurse him. But as

of a Summer.

The Song

er

she has two children, and is

must walk
heart when
die among
him,
She does

———

I plucked wn apple from off a tree,
Golden and rosy, and, fair to see—
The sunshine had fed it with warmth and light—
The dews had freshened it night by night,
And high on the topmost bough it grew,

Where the winds of heaven about it blew,
And while the mornings were soft and young

Golden, and rosy, and fair to see.

How could I guess, neath that daintiest rind,
That the core of sweetness I hoped to find,—
The innermost, hidden heart of the bliss

‘Which dews and winds and the sunshine’s kiss
Had tended and fostered by day and night,—
‘Was black with mildew and bitter with blight;
Golden and rosy, and fair of skin,

Nothing but ashes and ruin within?
Ah! never again with toil and pain

‘Will I strive the topmost bough to gain—
Though its wind-swung apples are fair to see,
On a lower branch is the fruit for
me.
— Scribner's N August.
tes

Farm.

tl

Mary, let’s kill the fatted calf and celebrate the
day,
For the dreadful mortgage on the farm at last
is wiped #wWay ;
1 bave got the papers with me, they are right as
right can be—
Let us laugh and sing together, for the dear old

farm is free.
the

T’ve risen many mornings, an hour before

No.

the

part in rowing

to

the

little

store;

village

5

You did not spend the money in dressing up for
show,
But sang from morn till evening in your faded
calico.
And Bessie, our sweet daughter—God bless
loving heart,
The lad that gets her for a wife, must be by
her

lonely

off the

her

hours-to
on

Lay by your faded
town,

calico,

The clergyman

calm and serious pleasure.

has reminded him of his father, and his
careless heart is filled with the echoes of

finest

pa-

his voice and of his prayers. He thinks of
what the clergyman said of the care of our
Heavenly Father for us ; he remembers how,

to

me

give

us

now alarm,
Spruce up a little, Mary, there’s no mortgage
the farm!

on

While out hearts are now so joyful, let us, Mary,
not forget

of

out

being

debt,
For he gave the rain and sunshine, and put
strength into my arm,
And lengthened out the days to see no mortgage
on the farm.

— Selected.

:

little

The

warm.

and comes softly out of the porch, full of a

not

for

is

He hears the opening sentences of the
sermon ; and then he remembers his home,

shining

To thank the God in Heaven

it

still and listen.

and

And get yourself and Bessie a new
gown;
Low prices for our produce need

for

up

with

go

and

open,

that

with
the

and

too,

*

:

You shall not make your butter
and down concern,
For T’ll go this very day and buy
tent churn.

when he left home, his

father

prayed

that

he-might be preserved through every danger; he does not remember any particular
danger that he has been exposed to, excepting in the great storm ; but he'is grateful he has come home in
hopes whenever he shall

which he supposes
he hopes that then
will: watch over
And so he presses
of the wood.
¢ Are

safety,
be in

and he
danger,

he shall be some day,
the providence of God
him and protect him.
onward to the entrance

not - two

sparrows,”

he

hears,

« gold for a farthing ? and one shall not fall
to the ground without your Father's notice.
But the hairs of your head are mumbered.
Fear not, therefore, ye are of more value
than many sparrows.”

The man is there before

Let out of Danger.
Who is this ? A careless little midshipman,

ets full
coach ;
on the
him.
They

fore, and then he comes out,

pock-

of money.
He is waiting for the
it comes up presemtly. And he goes
top of it, and begins to look around
sodn leave the chimney tops

them; his eyes wander
the harvest

fields;

he

behind

with delight over
smells

suckle in the hedgerow, and

the
he

him. He

has

pushed himself i
he thicket and cut a
heavy stake ; he suffers the boy to go on be-

idling about in a great city, with his

honey-

wishes

he

falls

into

the

path, and follows him. It is too light at
present for his deed of darkness, and too
near the entrance of the wood, but he

knows that shortly the path will branch

off

into two, and the right one for the boy to
ls
take will be dark and lonely. dint)
But what prompts the little midshipman,

when not fifty rods from the branching
the path, to break into a sudden run?

of
It

is not fear—he never dreams of danger.
Some sudden impulse, or some wild wish
for home makes him dash off suddenly after
he sees a great wain piled with barley, and
he wishes he was on the top of it; then the his saunter, with a whoop and bound. On
checkered shadows of the trees lying across he goes as if running a race; the path
the white road,and then a squigrel runs up a bends, and the man loses sight of him.
¢ But I shallhave him yet,” he. thinks;
bough, and he can not forbear
to whoop
The
and halloo, though he can not chase it to “he can not keep up the pace long.”
boy has nearly reached the place where
its nest.
The ‘other passengers were
delighted the path divides, when he starts up a white
with his simplicity and child-like glee; and owl that can scarcely fly, as he goes whirlthey encouraged him to talk about the sea ing along close to the ground before him.
«and ships, especially Her Majesty's, where- He gains upon it; another moment and it
in he has the honor to sail. In the jargon will be his. Now he gets the start again;
of the seas he describes her many perfec- they come to the branching of the paths,
was down among the hazel bushes, that he
might strip them of their milky nuts; then

tions and enlarges upon her peculiar advan-

and the bird goes down

tages ; he then confides to them how
tain middy, having been ordered

a certo the

The temptation to follow it is too strong
to be resisted ; he knows that somewhere,
‘deep in the wood, there is a cross track by

some-

which he can get in the track he has left;

_mastheadas a punishment, bad seen, while
sitting on the top-mast

crosstree,

thing uncommonly like the sea serpent—
but finding this hint réceived with incredulous smiles, he begins to tell them

hopes that some day he shall
to have charge of the poop.

how

he

be promoted
The passen-

gers hope that*he will have that honor ; they
have no doubt
cheeks

blush

that he
with

deserves

pleasure

as

it.
he

Hi
hears

them say so, and he little thinks that they
* have no notion in what * that honor” may
happen to consist.
The coach stops; the midshipman, with
his hands in his pockets, sits rattling his
money

and

singing.

There

is

a

“You came by the coach we told you of2

poor

‘woman standing by the door of the village

“inn ; she looks careworn, and well she may,

~ for in the spring her husband went up to
Londonto seek for work. He goes for

the

wrong

one.

it is only to run a little faster, and he shall
be home nearly as soon.
‘
On he rushes; the path takes a bend, and

he is just out of sight when

Arthur,

particular, I

indiferently.

“Run

away!”

and

the

The

fern

“take it back, for you know,

good

deal

I

blue eyés grew

without this blessed presence.

Literary Wiscellany,

and

his pursuer

Novel-Reading.

Miss Ellis smiled, but only said, ¢ If you

long time since I gave anything to any- will come with me, Artie, I'll show you a
sad little sight, that is very different from
»
body.”
“ Very true, my boy,” his. mother an- your nice, pleasant home. The little boy
swered ; *“ but you should not be careless we are going to see hag never walked in his
with your money, and few beggars are life his ‘mother is dead, and he lies all
alone in his room, while his father is at
worthy objectsof charity.”

« | suppose you got dowh

at the cross-

roads ?” said his elder brother.
“ Yes, and went through the woods,
I
should have been here sooner if I hadn't
lost my way there,”
‘ Lost your way !" said his mother,alarmed; “my dear boy, you should not have
left the path at dusk.”
“|

gO

Mal” said the little

midshipman,

work.

a

¢ Only to catch

a little

owl,

but I didn’t catch her atall.

The novel has become,

Goose and other extravagant and

ing up a furrowed mass of gray clouds, and
one or two stars are blinking through the
branches of the trees.
Fast the

boy

follows, and

fast

the man

But it is very

well

that

we

should

beauty, that Arthur held

world by ¢ very ma
per
that finds its

his

breath.

The face, with its look of patient

brightened as Miss Ellis

The

suffering,

entered,
and a lit-

tle thin hand was held out to her.

constantly on thas loving Providence which
watches every foptstep of a track always
balancing between time and eternity; and
that such reflections should make us "both
happy and afraid—afraid of trusting our

runs on, with his weapon in his Rand.
Suddenly he hears the joyous whoop—not souls too much fo an earthly guide or earthbefore, but behind him. He stops and list- ly security—happy from the knowledge that
ens noiselessly. Yes, it is so. He pushes there is One with whom we may trust them
himself into the thicket, and raises his
wholly, and with whom the very hairs of
stake, when the boy shall pass.
our bead are all numbered.
Without such
On he comes, running lightly, with his trust, how can we rest or be at peace ? But
{hands in his pockets.
A sound strikes at with it we may say with the Psalmist: *‘ I
the same instant the ears of both, and the will both lay me down in peace, and sleep,
boy turns back from the jaws of death to for thou, Lord, only makest me dwell in
listen.
It is the sound of wheels, and it
draws rapidly nearer.
A man comes up,

driving a gig.
‘“‘Hilloa!” he says in a
loud, cheerful voice.
‘‘What, benighted,
youngster ?”
Oh, is it you Mr. D——?" says the boy;
“no, I am not benighted; or, at any rate, I
know my way out of the woods.”
The man drew back among the shrubs:
“Why, bless the boy,” he hears the farmer
say, *‘to think of our meeting in this way!
The parson told me he was.in hopes of seeing thee some day this week. I'll give
thee a lift. This is a lone place to be in
this time o’ night.”

safety.—Jean Ingelow.
N

How

Arthur Ran Away.

Arthur was a sturdy
five years old, with hair
French marigold, and a
that was a very pleasant

did not happen

little
like
little
face,

fellow, about
sunlight on a
freckled face,
too, when it

to have a 3hade of discen-

“Lone,” said the boy, laughing, “I don’t
mind that; and if you know the way, it's

tent on it, as it did just now.
Arthur was giving his opinion quite freely to the great yellow cat, who sat perched
on the gate-post, eyeing him with no very
loving glances. Yoff don’t remember, but
doubtless Kitty did, the innumerable times
when Arthur had tied the string of *¢ bell-

as safe as a quarter-deck.”

peppers” round hr neck,

So he gets

into the farmer’s

gig, and

is

once more out of the reach of the pursuer.

But the man knows that the farmer's house
is a quarter of a mile nearer than the parsonage, and in that quarter of a mile there
is still a chance of committing robbery.
He determined still to make the attempt,
and cut across the woods with such rapid

and left her to

sneeze her unoffending head off at her leisure ; nior the time he tied her to the vestrydoor by the tail, and she favored the company assembled at a Methodist watch-meet-

ing, with dismal howls in varied keys.

Well, as Arthur told his troubles to his
feline friend, she listened with grave attention, though a close observer might have
strides that he reaches the farmer's gate just detected an expression of latent malice in
as the gig drives up to it.
ST
the small green disk of her eye.
“Well, thank you, farmer,” says the
“TI don't see why great big fellows, five
midshipman, as he prepares to get down.
years old, that dress their own selves,
“I wish you good night, gentlemen,” | ought to be sent down town for a dozen
says the man, when he passes.
pearl buttons, every time Miss Scissors
‘Good night, friend,” the farmer replies. comes.
Mother never gives me a choco“I say, my boy, it’s a dark night enough; late-drop when I get back, e¢iver, and Miss
but I have a mind to drive you on to the Ellis always does, and”—
parsonage, and hear the rest of this long
Here his eyes fell on a tall, angular figtale of yours about the sea-serpent.”
ure, stalking down the lane, enveloped in
The little wheels go on again. They pass an unusually gaudy Bay State shawl, and
the man and he stands still in the road to - carrying a few necessary articles, such as
listen to the sound till the sound dies away. a parasol, a bundle of patterns, a reticule,

Thenhe flings his stake into the hedge, and

an extra shawl, ete.

grotesque

omes.

¢ and weekly newsway into Christian

Among all peop

les and all sorts of

and of every religious
people, of every a
and social school, Sis the only universallyistory, poeaccepted form of literature.
try, philosophy, science, social ethics and

great, wonderful blue eyes had a light more
of heaven than earth ; the white forehead,
where the blue veins showed plainly, was
shaded’ by long curls of pale gold-color.

reflect

It

Ihave been to see him very often,’ lishing houses and Sunday-school libraries,
and prepared for the eyes of the adult

“Pm so ‘glad you have come!" he said,

‘ What little boy is
down a bank, and caught my jacket against ‘with a little sigh.
ward, the moon shows her face on the a thorn-bush, which was rather unlucky. that ?”
.
black surface of the water and the little Ah ! three large holes, I see, in my sleeve.
“It's little Arthur,
Teddy,” said Miss
white owl comes and hoots, and flutters| And so I scrambled up again and got into Ellis; ** he has come to see you, because he
over it like a wandering snow-drift. But the right path, and asked afthe cottage for is so sorry you are sick.”
the boy is in the wood again, and knows some beer. What a long time the woman
“] am glad you are well, little boy,”
nothing of the danger from which he has kept me, to be sure. I thought it never said Teddy, gravely,
‘Is father there?”
A bundle of rags, with gray head above,
escaped. All this time the dark passenger would come.
But very soon after Mr.
follows the main track, and believes that D——drove
up inhis gig, and brought rose from its kneeling posture at the foot
of the bed! and came round to touch the
the boy is before him. At last he hears a me on to the gate.”
crashing of dead boughs, and presently the
«¢ And so this account of your adventures little face with a tender, loving touch.
“How Jong has he been so, Dennis?”
little midshipman’s voice fifty yards before being brought to a close,” his father says,
j
him. Yes, it is too true; the boy is on the ¢ we discover there are no adventures to asked Miss Ellis.
‘“ Since yesterday, mum,” was the reply.
cross track. He will pass the cottage in tell.”
the wood directly, and after that his pur‘No, Papa, nothing happened—nothing ¢“ The docthur says he can only last a little
while now, the little saint he is, father's
&uer will come upon him.
particular, I mean.”
The boy bounds into the path; but as he
Nothing particular. If they could have poor little patient saint I”
There were tears in Mis eyes, but he knelt
sees the cottage, he is thirsty and so hot, known, they would have thought lightly in
that he thinks he must ask the inhabitants comparison of the dangers of the jib-boom’s down by the bedside, drawing his rough
if they can sell him a glass of ale.
end and the main-top-mast
cross-trees. coat-sleeve across his face.
‘Little Teddy,” asked Miss Ellis, bendHe enters without ceremony.
Ale?” But they do not know, any more than “we
says the woodman, who is sitting at his do of the dangers that hourly beset us. ing down, * do you suffer much now?” .
*t Not much; ma'am ; only tired now.
I
supper. *‘ No, we have no ale; but per- Some few dangers we are aware of, and
‘haps my wife can givethee a drink of milk: we do what we can to provide against guess I shall sleep soon.” Yes, little Teddy, the sleep is almost
Come in.” So he comes in and shuts the them; but for the greater portion our eyes
door, and while he sits waiting for the behold that we can not see.
We walk se- here. The little life of pain and deformity
milk footsteps pass. . They are the footsteps curely under His guidance without whom will soon become “‘one grand, sweet song,”
of his pursuer, who goes on with the stake ‘“ not a sparrow falleth to the ground ;” and the song of redemption.
“Teddy, could you say a little prayer
in his hand, angry and impatient that he has when we have had escapes that ‘the angels
after
me?”
not yet come up with him.
have admired, we come] home and say,
“I'll say anything after you, ‘cause I
The woman goes to the dairy for milk, perhaps, that nothing has happened—at
know ’t will be so good, ma'am,” and the
and the boy thinks she is gone a long time. least, nothing particular. - =
little clear voice repeated slowly :—
\He drinks it, thanks her, and takes his,
It is not well that our: minds should be
“ Now I lay me down to sleep,
Jleave.
much exercised at these hidden dangers,
1 pray‘the Lord my soul to keep;
Fast and faster the man runs before bim. since they are so, and so great that no hu- |.
If I should die before I wake,
It is very dark, but there is a yellow man art or foresight can prevent them.

streak in the sky where the moon is plow-

or for

inventions, it is placed in the hands of
older
childhood and youth through the distributing agencies of a hundred thousand pub--

creature, strangely bent and twisted, but
with a face so sweet and touching in its

Mamma;

good

is givento youngest childhood in Mother

In a small rdom on a low bed lay a little

I got a roll

for

evil,the daily food of the civilized world,

and have read to him, and taken flowers to
him ; but I am afraid I shall never do that
any more.”
They went into a dark, . dirty. street,
known as ‘‘ Rag Alley,” and stopped before
a house equally dark and dirty, but into
which a ray of light had fallen, four years
before.
:

with a smile, ‘¢ you're always thinking we
are in danger. If you could see me sometimes sitting at the jib-boom end, or across
the main-topmast cross-tree, you would be
frightened. But what danger can there
be in a wood?
¢ Well, my boy,” she answers, *‘ I don’t
wish to be over-anxious, and make my
children uncomfortable by my fears. What
did you stray away from the path for?”

was. soft

of patience,

Mamma, it is a

sym.

pathies, A home may be small and . mean,
but ifit is the shrine of a mother's love, it
is a happier place than a palace would he

shouldn't wonder, eiver, if I had run away.”

asked his father.

great many scratches, he gets free of the
thorn which had arrested his progress
when his feet were within a yard of the
water, manages to scramble to the bank,
and makes the best of his way through the
wood.
And now, as the clouds move slowly on-

and listens. The clergyman has just risen
from his knees, in the pulpit, and is giving
out his text. Thirteen months have passed
since the boy was in a house of prayer, and
a feeling of pleasure induces him to stand

na-

mortgage

With-a

midshipman steals up the porch, looks in

I'll build a little cottage soon, to make your heart
-.-rejoice ;
1 buy a good piano, to go with Bessie’s

voice ;

why

enough. I'll never stray away in the woqd
at night again, There, free at last! And
my jacket nearly torn off my back !”

There seemed, indeed, little chance

is wide

ture smart—

__She’s
gone without piano,
charm,
To have a hand in paying
the farm.

been for this bush.

of his escape: the half-fledged bird just
fluttering down from bis nest has no more
chance against the keen-eyed hawk, than
the little light-hearted sailor boy will have
against him.
And now they reach the village where
the boy is to alight. He wishes the other
passengers * Good evening!” and runs
lightly down between the scattered houses.
The man hasalso got down, and is following.
The path lies through the village churchyard ; there is evening service, and the door

sun,
And night has overtaken me before the task was
done;
:
When wearygwith my labors, ‘twas this thought
that
ved my arm,
Each day of toil will help to pay the mortgage
on the farm.
to the shore, By taking eggs and butter

little midshipman!

know ! nothing

Her child experience had. told her she

{could place confidence in .a mother’s

* Oh no, said Artie, disdainfully, ** that
we were changing horses, and I threw down
ing wayfarer might have heard. your cries (as I thought) a shilling, but as it fell I saw wouldn't be running away at all! 1 shan't
and come to save you. Now you are run- it was a sovereign. She was very honest go home till to-morrow, anyhow, and perning straight on to your death, for the for- and showed me what it was, but I didn't haps I sha'n’t for sixteen years!”

go through the wood ; he will rob the little
midshipman ; perhaps, if he cries out and
struggles, he will do worse. The boy, he
thinks, will have no chance against him; it
is quite impossible that he can escape; the
way is lonely, and the sun will be down.

of July,
Because ‘twas then that freedom’s sun lit up our
nation’s sky?
Why shouldn’t we then celebrate, and this day’
ne’er forget?
Where is there any freedom like being out of
debt?

And, Mary, you have done your

O

o'clock in the morning ”

him ; or if he had overtaken you, some pass-

makes

down,

The man decides to get

fourth day

;

“Oh, yes, Papa! and when we got about sober, * “ Why, Artie! But I suppose you
there was'a chance that you might outrun, twenty miles there came up a beggdr, while mean you are going right back?”

and now he watches the boy more closely
than before.’
He is a strong man, ‘resolute and determjned ; the boy with his pockets full of
He has
money will be no match for him.
told the others that his father’s house is the
parsonage at Y——, the coach goes within
five miles of it, and he means to get out at
the nearest point and walk, or rather run
over 10 his home through the great wood.

*

Don’t all the Yankees celebrate

on.

did you chase that owl?" If you had Kept
the path, with the dark man behind you,

she

not think of begging, but seeing
she

runs

a courtesy, and he withdraws his hand and. -est water is deep and black at the bottom
throws her down a sovereign. She looks of this hill. Oh, that the moon might come
at it with incredulous joy, and then she out and show it to you?
The moon is under a thick canopy of
:
:
looks at him.
heavy, black clouds, and there is not a. star
« It's all right,” he says, and the coach
starts again, while full of gratitude she to giitter on the water and make it visihires a cart to take her across the country ble. The fern issoft under his feet as
to the railway, that the next night she may he runs and slips down the sloping hill.
At Tast he strikes against a stone, stumsit by the bedside of her sick husband.
The midshipman knows nothing about bles and falls. Two minutes more and he
will fall into the black water.
that—and he'never will know.
** Heyday !"> cried the boy, ‘ what's this?
The passengers go on: talking—the little
Oh,
how it tears my hands! Oh, this thornan
has told them who he is, and
midshipm
where he is going. But there is one who bush! Oh! my arm! I can’t get free!” He
struggles and pants.
‘‘ All this comes of
has never joined in tir@onversation ; he is
a dark-looking and restless man—he sits leaving the path,” he says; ‘I shouldn't
have cared for the rolling down if it hadn't
apart, he sees the glitter of the falling coin,

Till the day I plucked it from off the tree,

on the

but

all the way, and she is sick at
she thinks that perhaps he ‘may
strang ers before she can reach

the boy's eyes attracted to her,

The wild-birds circled, and soared, and sung—
There, in the storm, and calm, and shine,
It ripened and brightened, this apple of mine,

No Mortgage

destitute,

*

left, and though it is now dark," he thinks | Ma, I' did. write you an account of the |for a kis 8,-%¢* what brings wy little bbypup .

to join

I pray the Lord my soul to take.”

Arthur, gazing through
wondrous change upon the
Teddy lifted his hand
look. “Don’t-you hear de

re igion are accepted respectively by class-

es of readers, larger or«smaller; but the
novel is read by multitudes among all these
classes, and by the
great multitude outside
of them, who. rarely look into anything
else. The serial novel is now ac invariable component of the magazine in America

and England; the French feuilleton has
been so long established as to be regarded

as a necessary element in the newspaper;
while in Germany, the land of scholars and
philosophers and scientific explorers, the
story-tellers are among the most ingenious’
and prolific in the world..
It all comes of the interest which the human mind takes in human life.
If history
and biography are less read than the novel,
it is because the life found in them is less
Interesting orin a less interesting form.
The details of individual experience and of
social life are far more engaging to ordina-

ry minds than thé proceedings

of parlia-

ments and
the intercourse of nations,
From these latter the life of the great masses is far removed. The men and women
whom one meets at a social gathering, and
the dramatic by-play and personal experience of such an occasion, will absopb a
multitude of minds far beyond the proceedings of a Board of Arbitration that holds in

its hands the relations of two great natidhs,

and possibly the peace of the world.
The daily life of the people is not in politics, or philosophy, or religious discussion.
They eat and drink, they buy and seil, they
lose and gain, they love and hate, they
plot and counterplot ; their lives are

filled

with doubts and fears and hopes,and realiza- tions or disappointments of hope ; and when
they read, they choose to read of these. It
is in these experiences that all classes meet
on common ground, and this is the ground
of the novel.

In truth, the

novel

is social

| ‘history, personal biography, religion,

als, and philosophy,

|

mor-

realized or idealized,

all in one, - Nay, more; it is the only social
history we have.
If the social history of
the last bundred years in England and
America has not been written in the novels

|

of the last fifty, it has not been written at
all. In the proportion that these novels
have been accepted and successful, have
their plots, characters, spirit, properties’
and belongings been taken from real life.
There is no form of literature in which the
people have been more inexorably determined to have truthfulness than in that of
fiction.

History,under the foul influence of

artisanship, has often won success by lying, but fiction never. Under the inspirations of ideality, it has presented to us some
of the very purest forms of truth which we

his tears, saw a possess,
little face.
So universally accepted is the novel that
with a listening it has become. one of the favorite instruIfa great wrong. is to be
boofer moosic?" | ments of reform.
righted, the sentiments, convictions and efAnd after a minute, ‘‘De boofer moosic,
forts of the people are directed aginst it
and de pitty light, shinin’ for Teddy !”
through the means of a novel.
It'is mightYes, the *‘boofer light” had shone out ier to this end than conventions, speeches,
If a sofor little Teddy, and would shine on him editorials and popular rebellions.
cial iniquity is to be uncovered that it may
forevermore.
be cured, the pen of the novelist is the
After a while a little child walked into power employed.
The adventurer, the
Mrs. Marden’s kitchen, and threw himself drunkard, the libertine, the devotee of fash1on and folly, are all punctured and impalon her neck.
:
“0 mamma, I was going to run away, ed by the same instrument, and held up to
the condemnation or contempt of the world.
aud not come back for twenty-five years, At the same time, we are compelled to look
and I went down to see little Teddy, and to our novels rather than to our histories
he never walked in his life, and hadu’t any and biographies for our finest and purest
idealizations of human character and hu‘mother, and he is dead, and, O mamma,
There is nothing more real
mamma, don't you want some pearl but- man society.
and nothing more inspiring iu all history
tons ?"—Qur Young Folks.
and cognate literature, than the characters
which fiction, by the hand of its masters,
has presented to the world.
.
“Asa Little Child.”
There was a time when the church was
! ——
afraid of the novel; and it is not to be
A pastor was in his study, absorbed in denied that there are bud novels—novels
preparing for the Sabbath, when he heard novels which ought not to be read, and
which are read simply because there are
little feet patter up to the door, and little people as bad as the noyels are; but the
fingers tryingto knock.
At first he took church itself is now the most industrious
no notice, but by-and-by, thinking there
roducer of the novel.
It is found next to
mpossible to induce a child to read anymight be some important message, he rose
thing but stories; and therefore the shelves .
and opened the door.
of our Sunday-school libraries are full of
*“What do you want, my little boy?
them.
These stories might be better, yet
The little fellow looked up and falteféd” they undoubtedly contain the best presentaout: “I came—to be in.”
:
tion of religious truth that has been
The pictures
‘Who could resist that plea? The door made to the infantile mind.
was opened wide, the little fellow climbed of character and life that are to be found in
a multitude of these books can not “fail of
into an easy chair, and nestled down quiet givin ¢ direction and inspiration to those
and unobtrusive, perfectly contented “to
Among much
or whom they are painted.
be in,” in his father’s presence.
that is silly and preposterous and dissipatThere are Christians who seem to keep ing, there is an abundance that is wholesome and supremely valuable. ° Religious
their piety pat away, like their best clothes,
novels, too, have become a large and tolerafor Sunday use. They want no Christian
bly distinct class of books of very wide aclove, save at

the

sacramental

table.

But

there are others who bear that love always
in their hearts ; whose delight it is to be in
the company of Jesus.
Like the child,
they come to Jesus, wanting “to be in"—
in His churth, in His spirit, in His presence,

constantly,
Happy they whose chntentment is undisturbed because they abide ‘with him they
lov.e— Christian Weekly.
Sa

Is There any Mother There?
A little girl once followed the workmen

ceptance and usefulness in the

hands of

men and women,
The church, least of all
estates, perhaps, could now "afford to dispense with

the

novel,

that the novel will be
versally consumed.

because it is found

produced

and

uni-

The trash that is poured out by certain
portions of the press will continue to be

produced, we suppose, while it findy a
market. The regret is th at such stuff can find
a market, but tastes will be crude and

mor-

als low in this imperfect world for some
Let us be comforted in the
'| time to come,
fact that sensuality tires, that there is edu-

cation indirect if not direct in coarse art,
come out of
and that there will naturall
this large sting of trash a desire “for more

solid food. A long look-t
the yellow weaHis evil purposes | ““ Mother Marden, you don’t mean Miss from her father’s grounds when they went
ries,
and
then
the
eye
asks
for
blue.
If we
has turned to the right—the man takes the have all been frustrated—the thoughtless Cilicia is coming here again ?”
{home to their dinner, because she was fond
look back upon our own experience, we
boy
had
baffled
him
at
every
step.
.
left, and the faster they both run the farther
5 ¢ Yes, she is,” was the reply from with- of a kind old man who was one of them. shall doubtless find that we demand a very
they are asunder.
;
from that which
And now the little midshipman is at in, “and I want you"— What she wanted When he looked from his door he saw her different novel. now
The white ow} still leads ‘him on; the home ; the joyful meeting has taken place ; Arthur did not stop to see, but darted up sitting on a log waiting for him, and invit- formerly satisfied or fascinated us, and that
we ourselves have passed through a procthey have all admired his growth, the lane, as'if grizzly bears were in hot ed her to go into the cottage,
She looked ess
path gets darker and narrower; at last he- and when
of development which helps us to propursuit.
in, saw the strange faces around the table, nounce as trash much that formerly pleased
finds thatspe hag missed it altogether, and and decided whom he is like, and measured
He finally stopped before a large, old- and hesitatéd.
When he urged her, she ‘us. Let us hope foythe world that which
his. feet are on the soft ground.
He flound- his hight on the window-frame, and seen
ers about among the trees and stumps, him eat his supper, they begin to question fashioned house, with laverider, heath, and raised her.sweet little face and inquired:
we have realized for ourselves.—Dr. J. G.
Holland.
:
vexed with himself and panting after his him about his adventures, more for the sweet-williams, growing within the white ' “Ts there any motherin there?”
race. At last hejhits wpon another, track, pleasure of~hearing him talk than-from palings, and--yes, a fair young lady just:
‘ Yes, my dear, there
a mother in
“44
stepping out of the door. It was his Sun- here,” he answered.
and pushes on as fast as he can. The any curiosity,
:
We wrestle fiercely with a vicious habit,
ground begins sensibly to descend; he has
‘ Adventures,” said the boy, . seated be- day-school teacher.
‘Oh! then I'll go in; for
not “afraid which would have no hold upon us if we
Artie,"—and Miss Ellis stooped if there's a mother there,”
lost his way-~but he keeps bearing to the tween father and mother ona sofa, ‘Why, . “Why,
ascended into a higher moral atmosphere.
comes where

the

paths

divide.

The

boy

v

goes

back

again.

|

»

0)

on

|

-
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CH]

Lord

Jesus

Christds no

more

in

need of

bison, reindeer, red-decr,

the

great

upon the scene

much.

world

as they

was as compe-

are), they attempt too

It i3 easier
to disbelieve their judg-

ment, however honestly they may hold it,
than it is to disbelieve the evidence of his
public life, lived as it was

under

the almost

omniscient sorutiny of the eyes of the whole

world.

What Abraham Lincoln was when

he livedat New Salem and wrote an antiChristian tract (which the friend to whom
he showed it, somewhat

violently but most

judiciously, put in the fire) is one thing,
and it may be necessary
for an impartial
historian to record it. What he was when
he died at Washington with those most
Christian words of the Second Inaugural

V

upon his lips, and

that mest

Christian rec-

ord of four years of patient tenderness and
charity behind him, is quite another thing.
Evidently there is no room in the philosophy which underlies this volume (the phiosophy of Colonel Lamon and of
Mr.
Herndon,—the philosophy which these genrsuade us was the extoll“p= tlemen would
ing power of Mr. Lincoln's life) for any
such radical change of character as would
explain this transformation, and make of the
free-thinking attorney of an Illingig village
the religious statesman of the ufos Capitol. That he could have learned any more
than they did from the sublime events in
which the providence of God had given him
a part so much more considerable than
theirs, seems to these
gentlemen quite incredible. © That he should not have assured
them of a change, of which he had hardl
had the leisureto assure himself, in whic

indeed he had not had occasion formall
to scrutinize himself, seems to
them in high
degree absurd. And so they go on piling up
their negative testimony from witnesses,
—whose

least,
he:
man.
So
for a

be a Christian

man?

It would be

amusing if it were not melancholy
to see
the innocence with which this
k assumes that there is no intermediate grou
between the severity of perfect orthodoxy
. and the antagonism of utter disbelief; that
faith is the same thin
with opinion, and
subscription to a creed
the essential thing
in Christian character. What if it were
true that, in many important matters of
doctrine, he differed from the received
opinion of the majority
of the Christian
world? That fact would neither make nor
unmake
him a Christian
while holding, for example,

man.
But if,
‘the theologi-

cal opinionsof Theodore- Parker,” as Col.
Lamon says he did ‘* substantially,?. he

pretended, out of a base expediency, to
occupy a different position ; if, for the sake
of ‘a morbid ambition, coupled with a

mortal fear that his popularity would suf
fer by an open avowal of his Deistic convictions,” as

Mr.

Herndon

thinks’ he

did,

he * permitted himself to be misunderstood and misrepresented by some enthusiastic ministers and exhorters with whom
he came in contact,” if he was not only
‘“a wily politician,” but a consummate hypo-

crite,—~that fact would settle the question
ut once. The eagerness with which this
volume strives to cover Mr. Lincoln’s memory with an imputation so, detestable is one
of the most pitiable exhibitions which we
have lately witnessed. Fortunately the
animus of this endeavor is too apparent
to make it very. dangerous. The world
will prefer to

receive the

evidence,

which

Mr. Lincoln's whole career as a public man
furnishes, that, with a prayerful, trustful,
grateful spirit, he Toy upon the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ for wisdom and
for

strength

in

his trust was

said

duties,

notin vain.

about

simple and

his high

himself,

This is

at any

impressive

and

what he

rate.

words

that

In- the

with which,

as he stood upon the platform of the car at
Springfield,

said
bors,
our
pray

on

hi®#way to Washington,

he

good-bye to his old . friends and neighhe commended them to ¢ the God of
fathers,” he, asked that they would
“ with equal sincerity and faith ” for

nimself,

theistic

If he was a believer in

philosophy

dence into fate, and

that

Pan-

which

resolves.

provi-

denies

the personality

of God, sucha request was a pretence and
sham, and the frequent invocations of the
merciful help of a Divine Father, with
which his public documents abound, were
worse than meaningless.

This man, whose

forgiveness of injury, whose pitying love
for his enemies and the enemies of the
government which he administered were |
80 conspicuously patient and unselfish,
lived and died, Mr. Herndon would persuade us, in the

giveness was

soli

ture;

conviction

impossible

that

such

for-

to the Divine na-

that himself was better

than the God

a eu

whom he pretended to adore. This man
who, in almost the last State-paper which

Eh A

he wrote, fell,

and

instinctive

with

a kind of unconscious

sympathy, into the

very

| SE

words of the Lord Jesus Christ, adoptin
them as if of Divine authority, was a ribal

scoffer at the name and claim’ of the Sav-

mph.

TY

jour whom he quoted! If Mri Herndon
and Colonel Lamon can believe this, we
do not envy them their large credulity.
The question is, not whether Abraham
Lincoln was a subscriber to the creeds of

TL).

orthodoxy,

ing,—that

but

whether

he

was

a believ-

is to say, a trustful,—Christian

man: not whether he was muck accustomed to call Jesus Christ ¢‘ Lord, Lord,” but

he oii died

whether he was used to do those things
~ Which Jesus Christ exemplified and enforced.

He was

accustomed,

as we know well
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enough, to Spat of an Almighty

Father,
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puzzled how

to

answer.

recall

because there have been so many city trag-

almost

equally horrid since

then,

and domestic concerns

then

worthy member

by half-

ly missed

herself,

east. Ata second attempt the stone narrow-

the head of the thrower

who, seeing

that any
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MAINE

who has the misfortune to be{
a public man, it might seem
to expect biographers to wait
break the’ seal of a secrecy in

eouted To

Mr. Lincoln was

un app

in hig, domestic

relations, it is better
that history should
wait for a knowledge of that fact or lose

it altogether, than
that the gossip of backdoors and .the scandal of a not over-serudulous Be fhborhiond should be published
to the worl while the woman is yet living
to whom he was a faithful hus nd fora
quarter of a century, and who, whatever

glary, there would have been no trouble
about serving justice on him; he would be
now working out his term quietly in the
State Prison. But when murder is the
game, the public may deem

itself well pro-

tected if the culprit is not turned loose after
a farce of a trial, or at the worst (for him)
sent to prison ‘‘for life”—to be let out again
in seven years and a half. We mention

may be said of her, has surely
suffered Foster's case, not because we are anxious
safe to say that no one to have him hanged, or would prejudice
much.
It is prett
would have dared
to blazon to the world any effort made by his counsel to save his
the secrets of Mr. Lincoln’s home while he | life, He is welcome to all the resorts and

was,yet

alive.

Isit any

more honorable,

expediencies of legal acumen. = But he supbecause it is safer, to do it, now that it is plies for our use the aptest present illustra~
only a woman who is to be annoyed and in- tion of the delay and extreme difficulty in
jured? A writer who can show himself punishing murderers. There are now in
so reckless of decency and honor ought not the. Tombs, besides Foster, eighteen perto complain if his readers should presume sops charged with murder. Their crimes
him reckless equally of truth. There sure- were committed at times ranging between
ly rests on us no obligation {o believe a July 10, 1872, and December 5, 1871, a magory which is old in such a shameless jority of them dating only from last month.
way.
:
ere is evidence of the alarming frequency
of murder in

Cave-Dwellers.
—

Some~eave
been

made in

explorations

have

recently

Yorkshire. England, the

re-

the metropolis.

The

reasons serve to explain the fact, we can
not help attributing some proportion of the
number of recent murders to the ease with
which murderers escape through the weakness of juries and judges. Every murderer
who evades his just
doom is the cause of
other murderers; and if an example of
strict justice at the end of a rope
is not
made of some one of the assassins of the

relics in the

cave we now speak
of are of a character “We remember hearing a man of high
which establishes, with an approach to business reputation once say tbat he had
definiteness, the time when the men who found a great advantage in giving his
inhabited it lived. 1t is called the Victoria daughters an allowance. It was gratifying
Cave, and was explored by the ‘Settle Ex- to them, It taughtthem the use of money,
hey began their and
ploration Committee.”
it
taught
them
economy.
For
work by cutting a trench from the outside many things which they would not have
of one of the entrances through a layer two hesitated to ask of him, they found they
feet thick of angular fragments of stone, could do without when the money came out
broken away from the cliff above by the of their own pockets.
action of the frost, which rested on a dark
We have opened to us here a subject of
stratum, composed of fragments of bone great importance.
The young man, upon
more or less burnt, burnt stenes which had marriage, finds not infrequently that his
formed fireplaces, very many fragments of wife has no knowledge whatever on the
pottery, and a few Roman coins.
(
subject of money.
Its purchasing power
It was evident that the cave had heen she is quite ignorant of. One.dollar and
inhabited in ancient times and that the five dollars are much the same to her. And
broken bones of the animals strewn about whether she is living upon the scale of one
were the

relics of the

food

of the

inhab-

itants.- As the trench passed into the entrance the talus of stones disappeared, and
the black or Romano-Celtic layer, as it
may be ‘talled, covered the floor, passing
over its inequalities, and lyifg sometimes
underneath enormous masses of rock, which
had fallen from the roof since it was accumulated. - Beside spindlewhorts, beads,
and curious ‘articles of bone, it yielded

brorze fibule of Roman workmanship,
spiral bronze gilt armlets, and a portion of
the ivory hilt of a Roman sword. Some of
the ornaments present a style of art which
is certainly not Roman, being compdsed of
two plates bf bronze soldierd together, and
bearing flamboyant and spiral patterns of
admirable design and execution. They dre
ascribed to the same} school

as

that

which

thousand or five thousand a year, she
no idea.
She knows, it may be, that

has been restricted in the past.

has
she

But she has

probably looked forward to marriage as the

time when this restriction was to be removed. Then she would be independent and
have what she wanted,

thus

the

husband

is in a strait between two. Ie loves his
wife, and is anxious to gratify her every desire. But he finds it will take all he can
earn, more too, to accomplish

of France, from Louis

IIL, Henry

belonging

this.

What

the result is, many a hisfory shows. Often
failure itself, and no end of unhappiness.
Or if success be finally attained, it is only
after much bitter experience, and some of
the best years of life wasted.
We insist upon one thing. The poor girl
in this instance is- but very partially to

blaime.. Why should she have been kept al

XII. to

IV.,

to

etc.

Groilier,

There

with

“Grollieryi et amicorum”;

Charles

were

his

there

books

device,

were

the

to endure

Furnishes College,

this

severe

affliction and

REV.

say, “My

Bible of the sixteenth

century

on

vellum,

and adorned with numerous miniatures; a
manuscript containing
the funeral procession of Anne

of

Brittany;

two

Books

of

Prayers, written by the celebrated calligrapher Jarry; a ‘Portolano” of the sixteenth century on vellumy drawn up by the
master pilot of Dieppe, and some maps of
the same period, prepared for the use of the
French admiralty.

Obituaries.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obit«
uaries published in the Morning
Star, who do
not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to

ten cents a line, to insure

Brevity is specially important.

obituary.

to

WILLIE G., only son of Dea. Joel and Margaret Clark, aged 18 years, 7 months, and JOHN
R., son of David M. and M. A. Chamberlin, aged
21 years, 2 months, residing near Wilton, Muscatine Co., ‘Towa, were both suddenly killed
July 18, by the caving in of a well in which they
were at work.
The well had been safely dug,
walled with brick, and used
several
years.
Water failing, Brother Clark arranged to dig
deeper.
Some twenty feet of brick had been removed, ten remaining to be taken out.
While
young Chamberlin was standing upon a board,
placed across
the remaining brick, a large
quantity of earth fell, breaking the board, and
precipitating him to the bottom.
Though he
struck upon his feet, and stood erect, the well
was filled to a foot above his head, instantly
drowning him in mud and water. . Young Clark
insisted upon going down to the rescue of his
comrade, his father reluctantly consenting to the
dangerous undertaking. He was let down in
the tub, stepped out upon the dirt, reached
down to his comrade, declared him yet alive, and
expressed the hope of saving him.
These words
were scarcely spoken, when another large quantity of earth fell, filling the tub, breaking it from
its fastenings,
crushing and burying young
Clark also. Three faint cries for help and a
Mother and sisters ran for help.
was silent.
Bro. Clark could not delay, and though
alone,
and in feeble health, seized the rope anf went
down to save his son. Finding it impossible,

produced the illuminations of one of theA n- ‘ways a baby in the matter of money ? Why
glo-Saxon Gospels at Stockholm, and the should she have been forced to grow up
Gospels of St. Columbia preserved in Trinity with no judgment, an no intelligent sclfCollege, Dublin.
The bronze gilt brooches control“on a subject so important?
The
and finger-rings, ornamented with enamel, parents are chiefly to blame for many such
in red, blue Land yellow, and green, were an unhappy history.
And until they begin
also of non-Roman workmanship, although to apply the principles of reason, and be
some of the designs boretraces 6f Roman willing to take some pawns in the matter of
art.
The personal ornaments and educating their children, such cases must be
the delicate Samian ware are worthy of the expected often to occur.
villa of a wealthy Roman rather than of the
The young girl should have her allowdwelling of men who lived by choice in ance at as early an age as the boy. By the
caves.
A few coines were found—some be- time she is’ ten or twelve years old, she
longing to Trajan, Constans, and Constan- should be put, under the superintendence
tine, and others being
barbarous imitations of her parents, in part charge of her own
he climbed the rope again #0 the surface. Help
of Roman coins, which are asdigned bY expenses. Some portion of needed things arriving, the son was raised, fortunately, just benumismatists to the time when Britain was she should be entrusted to buy. She shéuld fore another crash- which must have repeated
terrible
calamity.
But
life was extinct.
being evacuated by the Roman legions. be taught how little money will do in these the
several hours the first buried was obtained
These evidences establish the date of the days; and how important 1t is to save, in After
also. These
were both worthy young men.
occupation as between the fifth and seventh pin v4 to accomplish any desired object. Young Chamberlin had made no profession, but
And especially in the case of both boys and had for sometime been quite religiously inclined.
centuries of the Christian era.
These relics in themselves—indicating girls, the use of their allowance should be A few moments only before his death, he was
singing from the deep bottom of the well,
the residence of civilized men,driven prob- .made a means of training in the true prin- heard,
ably to the caves by a barbaric irruption— ciple and spirit of giving.. The Church will the familiar lines,
« Jesus the water of life will give,” &e.
bear no relation to the relics of wholly bar- have greater need of this grace in the future
Young Clark had been a worthy membet of
barous men, upon which the theories of the thun ever.
The early
years are those in
from a
writers on primeval man are based. But which it should be taught. But it’ can not the Free Baptist church of Farmington,
little boy, the church to whichethe- family -bethere are other relics in.the cave, of the be taught effectually :s» long as children long,
been
long
has
and of which Brother Clark
| rimeval man himself, so related with the give away the money of others.
They deacon. He was one of the advanced students
ater relics that a calculation of his approx- must have their own allowance, and give of the F. Bap. College at Wilton, contemplated
the ministry, and frequently, with some other
imate age jis
quite feasible. Our account at their own .expense.
expressed a hope of devoting his life
continues:
‘‘At the entrance, below the
It is too much the fashion in the educa- students,
to the Foreign Mission work. His plans were
Romano-Celtic layer, there was atalus of tion of girls, to sacrifice the womanly to the ‘not
higher than the hopes of his ‘parents. This
angular stones six feet thick, which rested feminine. A female is the counterpart to a is a strange providence. We can scarce restrain
on a layer of stiff clay. At this level the male. But the woman is the partner of the language of the patriarch, ¢ All these things
But the God of Jacob is our
me.”
committee discoved a few rude bone awls man.
Which is the nobler? Let us train are pi
we have known him better, and
and a bone fish-spear or harpoon, along up women, if it be possible, having their God, andhimwhen
further, we may see his wisdom and
with

chipped

pieces

of

flint

and broken
roved that

bones of ox and bear, which
man, in a rude state of civilization, inhabit-

full share of all that is best in our

common

of mind, to good, sound sense, to

practical

humanity.

Let them be educated to breadth

6 months.

restin heaven.
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WATERBURY
C. A. Mooers, A.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

id

per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

BATES

Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics.
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
Rev.J. A. Howe, A. M., Protessor of Systematic
Theology.
Thomas S. Rich, Professor of Hebrew.

Two Courses ot study are prescribed;
one embracing and the other omitting the ancient languages.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

Sec.

Lewiston,

LITERARY
LYNDON

4.00
3.00
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WHITESTOWN

0 10

26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, 1
which students are prepared for college, for teac!
”
.
.
and for business.,
The Music Department had jhst been enlarged,
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments and*"
experienced teachers.
Fhe School is one of the .»
lafgest and best in the State.

‘erms moderate. Send for Circular.
_ J. 8. GARDINER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.
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and Rhetoric.

Mathematics
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ACALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872,
begins Yecember 3, 1873.
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13
of
Winter Term
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.
TUITION :

-

-
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-

-
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French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (extra),
Instruction on Guitar,

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

“

-

-

-

-

-
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Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
ws
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
relying
students
and
children
en’s
Aa-Cle

their own exertions for an education, received at

5

duced tuition.

on

re-

Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; 1d clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
Su——l
LOCATION :

The new, commodious building, ample in its arfor the use of the
rangétiients, recently erected
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
midst of the unithe
.of Lyndon Center, and is in
versally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is ut
trom

the

It is

thus

getivities
attention

and
and

Institution.

ten minutes

walk

at the same
temptations

from the
time removed
which tend to divert the

easily accessible from all Jags

of the country,

and

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
The
good,”
the
and
evil
the
both
**
in
oodness
Lyndon Center, or I W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
nin services were conducted by the pastor,
Lyndonville.
31
Rev. O. E. Baker, and Prof. A. D. Sandborn,
yndon Center, Vt., 1872.
Of the very large concourse of people, made up
of relatives, church members, fellow-students,
associates, citizens, each was a mourner.
May
HILLSDALE. COLLEGE.
(zod’s zrace be sufficient for the deeply afflicted .
FACULTY:
families, and reunite all again where. there will

proved
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«

«

DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.

RANSOM

DUNN,

A. M., Prof.

SPENCER J. FOWLER, A.M.
, Philosophy.
and ‘Nat.
matics

GEORGE

MCMILLAN,

A.

COLLEGE,

This Institution offers to students important aud
peculiar advantages.
For
particular information,
send for a Circular to
EV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

:

-

Principal.

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
:
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,

SEMINARY

The FALL TERM of this institution will 6pen Aug.

J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress, French and NatMiss IDA E. MORRILL,

Aug.,

¥

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R L., July 12, 1872.

Faculty :
ural Science.

INSTITUTE.

Faux TERM will commence on Monday,

9, 1872.

2.00

INSTITUTION,

CENTER,

Me., July 16, 1872.

LATHAM

£7.00

Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding ma be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
:
:
at the regular rates.
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue apply to
0, 18 EED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Md., July 10, 18%
LYNDON

D. D., President.

History and Pastoral Tneology,

1.00
14

—r

SCHOOL.

Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

$10.00

Ladies,

THEOLOGICAL

as follows:
Rev. O. B. CHENEY,

CHARGES.
lessons,

address the Principal.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized

Center,

clubs,

.

B., Principal.

ing at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in Music.

close Nov.

to
$2.00
Room rent, per term, from
Board, per week, in private families,

VT.

SPRING TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Feb. 23, 1873.
Board maybe obtained in private families at $3.50

EXPENSES.

Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,

CENTER,

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.

COLLEGE.

The FALL TERM will begin Aug. 20 and

‘

I D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
i
:
“Calendar:

commence

Foss,

Four terms of

Faculty:

For further particulars,

will

WARREN

EXTRA

eight

~ GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,

Sa
has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal,—
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.

Instrumental Music, twenty

.

with

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E.C, PEWS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872,

H.

Institute, Cumberland

“.

M,, Principal,

Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.

:
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reasonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50
to 23.00.
The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, combine to offer the best inducements to those desirin
a thorough academical education that the schoo

6

INSTITUTION.

A.

‘Winter Term sloses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873, »
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.

Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, under the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently

8, IST.

of a higher rank

_ Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.

ACADEMY,

RIDGE VILLE

students

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term clozes November 1, 1872.

1y48

of Greely

Aug, 12, 1872.

Six regular courses for both sexes.

Location can not be_ surpassed in_healthfulness,

Principal
e.

to

ten weeks each.

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for Colleze year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. HOYT, A. M., Agricultural
College

Institution

from $1.60

associates,

Open to both sexes. ‘Three full courses of study :
AGRICULTURAL,’
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.

The Fall Term of this

De-

LATIN SCHOOL.

tages of association

&c.

CENTER,

....

:

and

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

AUSTIN

Depart-

LG: JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assistants.
:
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness mn doing their work is secured from both teach
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography,
ncient History, Algebra and
Geometry,
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &. The location of the school 80 near
the College antl Theological Sehool, affords advan-

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY,
AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Classical Course, including Greek.
Four years
Prices reduced last year. Music under direction of
DR. EBEN TOURJEr.
Access to all the advantages
of the N. E. Conservatory. Particular attention paid
to common branches. Special facilities for German,
French and Painting. Next year begins Sept. 19th.
Address,
. Rav, CHAS. W. CUSHING.
4wil

STRAFFORD

!

Normal

varies

FALL TERM begins Monday,
Tuition, $28.00 a year.

Albee,

dear

Principal.

Teach er

A. B.MESERVEY,

than a

THOMAS
HENDERSON
died
at Henderson
Prairie, in Fayette County, ITowa,on Tuesday,the
16th of June, aged 82 years
and 3 menths.
Brother Henderson was born in Olddeer, Aberdeenshire, Scotland ; removed to the U. S. about
-25 years since, first settled in I1l., and then removed to this state, where he died.
Perhaps
few persons of foreign birth can with greater
Jropriety be classed in the front
rank
as
American
citizens than Bro. Henderson.
He
was an ardent admirer of our free institutions
and gave a cordial support to the government of
his adoption.
His death seemed to be an exception to the-general rule. Natural strength bein
exhausted he simply gathered up his feet in bed,
and quietly breathed his last, and sleeps with
his fathers.
Brother Henderson was greatly
beloved in the church, and among his numerous
acquaintance.
Hence being absent, he is * ‘missed.” The loneliness which gathers around the
pathway of his afflicted widow, (with whom he
peacefully and happily pursued his earthly pilgrimage for fifty-four years,) seems to exceed
any other, and yet she is sustained by the same
Erace which inspired<his life. Previous to his
departure he talked of death as simply a temporary absence, and gave his dear companion to
understand that their separation would
be brief
and their reunion glorious and everlasting.
He
leaves quite a numerous family to mourn the loss
of a devout, faithful and earnest Christian father.
May the mantle of the departed fall on those
who remain behind.
Funeral services conduct--f
ed by the pastor.
Text, Ps. 90: 12.
S. F. SMITH.

Academ-

erms, To

25

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further pyrticulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfleld, Maine?
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

years old, unider the labors of Rev.G. W. Knapp,
and united with the F. Baptist church in this
lace,of which he was a member at the time of
is death. From the time that Brother Solon
entered upon the new life, to the time of his
death, he was a faithful, earnest worker in the
cause of the Master, and when death came it
found him prepared to
pass in triumph to his

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

Ncrmal,

of 1) awin,
+
ing, Wax-work and Wood or
ving,Pamt
M=s, J. F. STEERE: Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and BookKeeping. «
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
berlunin and middle of the term.

brother gave his heart to God, when only twelve

an insertion

Not more

single square can well be afforded

SOLON M., only son of O. F. and

A. L, GERRISH,

1 ADDIR SAWYER,
Miss

KLLEN, daughter of Joseph H. and Lucy A.
Hall, died in Northwood, June 8, of typhoid
fever, aged 16 years and 10 days.
Her parents
find much comfort in the thought that while she
was in health she became
interested in matters
of religion.
!
L.P.B.

with her device in widowhood,

in

Preparatory,

Full course of study:

» Teacher of French
Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal

friend
of all. He lived well, and we doubt not
is now at rest.
S. WENTWORTH.

aged
20 years and

painted

INSTITUTE.

ment.
MRS, AROLINE M, FILES

Father’s will ‘be done.”
A large congregation
from various towns assembled at his funeral.
Agreeable to his wishes a discourse was
preached from the words, * To die is gain.”
good
man has fallen,
. 8. Moony.

died in Tuscarora,of cerebro spinal meningetis,

enamel on the covers.
Among the rarities were also a manuseript

CENTRAL

so | ical and Ladies’

“Memories” of Martin du Bellay, the copy
that had belonged to Catharine de Medicis,

While other

sults of which are likely to be not at all in
with the theories of the human
harmon
race.
Heretofore it has been the fashion to
take it for granted that the human remains day, the Tombs will have to be enlarged to
found in caves were of an almost incon- hold the murderers only.—Journal of Comceivable antiquity ; and this, notwithstand- merce,
ing there was not a particle of evidence to
show that they ought to be regarded as
Girls Using Money.
more than a few centuries older than the
Christian era, if as old.

es

X. There were books showing the arms
of Diana of Poitiers, of Francis I., Henry

LLL

of Sompstent

happily, and who was so faithful until death, he | Weeks.
willed his property. May the thought that he
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Nov 7, 1872,
loved and served
Jesus and the Blessed hope of Winter term commences
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
one day joining him in Blom enable our sister

semenced on

a disregard of ordinary delicacy and a bru-{ pis cage. coi
Me
BE
iss Open cious bindings. Many of these had belongtal violation of the proprieties of life. If} ginary cringe like pocket-picking or bur- | €d to the kings, queens, princes or princess-

AE

173, ender Board

Per order,

PITTSFIELD, Mg.

ean as
Ma7
20 todispatch
he o%Ju icial
CHARLES W.,s0n of Thatcher Chick, of DixAmong
the
losses
sustained through the mont, died av the residence of his father, July
elicited a "world of plaud ts at the time.
burning
of
the
Library
“of
the
Louvre
dur16,
aged 80 years. For five years diseash,
preyed
But being sentenced to death and being
upon him,and he was a constant sufferer; but he
actually hanged do not follow like cause ing the Communist insurrection, one of the bore
with patience and resignation.
On the
which the widow of Mr. Lincoln had rights and Het in this city. Foster's counsel most important appears to be that of the day ofall his
death, he appeared usually well,
not inferior
to his own. Some men would obtained a stay of
for a while; Motteley collection. It occupied an entire Soon after noon,he was attacked with hemorproceedin
have considered these rights sacred, and then he was lil i
w be hanged Feb- room in the Louvre ‘Library. Bequeathed rhage of the lungs and in one hour was gone.
would have preferred to leave some things ruary 21, 1872; then another stay issued, {o the nation by M. Charles Motteley,*1t'{"Charles was one of that class of young men,
o
in Mr, Lincoln’s history unexplained, if the and now he is summering it in the Tombs was, conspicuous for the number of volumes we occasionally meet, sober-minded, thoughtful, discreet in all his movements, upright and
of Appeals
shall
| it contained that were clad in rare and pre- . judicious
explanation of them was to be had only byby till the Court
in all his intercourse with
others, a

of every one
in any sense
unreasonable
for death to

Dery

M. E. SHEPARD, Pres, Boar of Trustees.

_*

funeral touching his generosity.
Suffice it to
say his heart was large, his hands were liberal
to all benevolent Jjuthoses, and especially to
his minister.
Having no children,
to his dear |

companion with whom he ad always

TERM

Se

for the

loss

=

. Commences
its Fall Term September
2
y
Catalogues sent to Ingairere) sd
i

dear brother is great. In" the church he stood
in the front rank bearing the burdens cheerfully. |
He requested the writer
to say but little at his |

kind would be suicidal, did what she might
have done first,—started after the hen with
an old and familiar weapon.
The moral of

The

until death,

church was deep and abiding.

bearing

by the compass north-north-east

years, was baptized by

joined the 8. Wheelock church,

whereupon

mercy and sympathy
ed the cave before the accumulation of the judgment.
And as the most delicately
with weak and suffering
humanity were talus. And if it be admitted that the debris brought up girl may have one day to earn
characteristic attributes. Who was it that re- has fallen from the cliff in equal quantities her living, and possibly her husband's livvealed to men a God like this? Who was at times, the fact that it is two feet thick ing, let her he taught what money is, what
be no more death,
i
0. E. B.
it that once ‘showed us the Father and it above the Romano-Celtic layer, and six feet it will do, and how to use it.
sufficed us? ‘Whoever it was that made thick between that and this earlier one,
SusAN, wife of Dea. John Sanborn, died in St,
this revelation to mankind, it was of him would prove that the interval between the |
Johnsbury, of lung fever and pneumonia, aged
Stick to. the Broom.
that this man, even though he knew it hot; two is three times as great as that which
about 65 years.
Sister Sanborn moved from 8.
i
ba
46 cmd
;
‘Wheelock to St. Johnsbury but
a few weeks behad learned, and it was in his spirit that separates the formér from our own time—
Did you ever, says the Providence Her- fore her death, She was highly esteemed in the
he acted, Mr, Herndon and Colonel La- the two feet being accumulated in about
8.
Wheelock
church,
and
much
respected by all.
mon may strive to demonstrate that he was 1200 years, and the six feet in 3600. It this ald, see’a woman throw a stone at a hen id
She was a gentle, retiring Christian, who by her
1t
is
one
of
the
most
ludicrous
scenes
in
nothing but a heathen, and a somewhat rude estimate be accepted, the date of the
quiet goodness and meek life impressed all with
vulgar heathen, at the best; that the Bible earlier occupation would be about 5000 everyday life. We recently observed the the genuineness of her pew. She leaves a deepaid more attention ly afflicted husband and four children. Her reto which he Ravaronty and often’ appealed years ago.” The difference between this process—indeed, we
J. tomb, but
was no more to him than the works of Con- date and what has been claimed. for similar than the hen did, for she did not mind it at mains were deposited in the St.Wheelock
cemeto the 8.
all, and laid an egg the next day, as if huve since been taken
fucius, or of Meneius, would have been if remains in other caves is very wide.
|
tery. She sleeps with loved ones gore before.
hen
that
fact
In
nothing
had
happened.
he could have read: thé; that the prayers
This is not all: “The committee have
SALLY, widow of the late Meshach Darling
i the first time, that® she died in 8. Wheelock, May 15, uged 75 years and
which he declared he offered and which hi lately sunk another, shaft, and have, obtain- will now know,
y
solemnly asked men to offer up for him ed evidence of, a still older occupaiion o f served in the capucit ofa target. The pred- 6 months. Sister Darling experienced religion
were directed to a mere unforgiving desti- the cave, not by men, but by hyenas; , The atory fowl had invaded the precincts of a early in life. She was a member of the 8,
choir for many
years, With Sister
ny; but the result of the attempted dem- brokén bones, coprolites, and teeth of those flower bed, and was industriously pecking Wheelock
She sleeps in Jesus. and is blest,
D.it is well.
ing
ous
or
seed
nutriti
the
for
scratch
and
onstration is injurious to no one half so animals show that in ancient times thqy
She leaves three children, who feel their loss.
.much as themselves.
lived there in considerable numbers, and the early worm, : blissfully . unconscious ' of She lived and died with her son Jol, who, with
One. word more. The religion of the the gnawed bones and teeth of the mam -| impending danger. The lady now appears his companion, never ceased to do cheerfully
of whom justice and

J

be

the circumstances of the murder—-difficult,

this is not the only out-. edies

tiny into the private

as experts, to say the

that the question comes back again
new definition and settlement,
What

derer, would

what

Koster, the car-hook mur-

rage upon decency of which the book is They would recollect, perhaps, how swiftly
guilty. To be sure, ‘in these days of 'intru- his trial and convection came after his brutal
sive ** interviewing Vi and impertinent scru- deed. He killed Mr. Putham, May 4, 1871,

is more than doubtful,—to persuade
world that he was an unchristian

is it to

°

competency

Unfortunately

Many newspaper readers, if asked

By an effort of memory they would

of 18

the stone flies into the air, describing a regular elliptical curve, and strikes the surface
west from the same, the hen

O—

paients
:

b

‘WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

the

cer, June 28; aged 60 years and .9 months.
Bro.
Heath gave his heart to God at the zany nge

of the earth ns far from the hen as the
.thrower stood at the time, in a course due

of Murderers.
—

had become of

:

of horizontally,

their
’

HowLvr1s HEATH died in 8. Wheelock,

mnal-

ice aforethought, she makes the further
blunder of swinging her arms perpendicularly instead

honor

May

M., Prof.

Bib.

Theology.

Prof.

.

Ancient

MatheLan-

:
ages.
HIRAM COLLIER, A.M. Prof. Nat, Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
;
+ Belles Lettres. -

tm’nt
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Depar
ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.

SEMINARY.

This institution 18 under the control of the Wiscongin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operacion for three years. The. coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The village of
Evansville is finely located, and few -placesin the

<r

tent to judge

the

Crowd

Then, with

for her comfort.

Proijse to those who
heir reward.

Silurian age, and
then makes her first mistake—they alldo it—of seizing the projectile with the wrong hand.

they could

West

SweeaTs

of whom

Methodist.

A

gi

ushered upon the earth.—

what

she

st

(and

&

Bible, man was

This

228888288

™~

with which Colonel Lamon has concerned enmity, But it is of very great importance
himself, refusesto conformto the. portrait that it should be understood and appreciatas he has painted it. Even on
his own ed, and that an attack upon it, the ignoshowing the attempt to make of Lincoln a rance of which is only equalled by its insidhalf-lunatic infidel is a failure. It defeats ious malignity, should be promptly noticed
itself. If Colonel Lamon and Mr. Hern- and repelled. That such gfl attack should
.don had been content to argue such things be made under cover of
ood name and
of the Lincoln whom they knew fifteen or great. fame. of Abrah: Loh incoln, is an
twenty years; ago in
Illinois, it might have
offense against good taste and an outrage
been difficult to disprove their argument. on decency of which it is difficult to speak
When they assert them of the Lincoln whom with the customary calmness of mere judithe world knew for four years at Washington cial criticism.
)

a broom.

drops, and picks up a rocky fragment of the

than it is in woolly rhinoceros, and the cave-bear, bedanger from the disparagement of a small longto the creatures which formed their
"These remains are assigned to the
one; it ought not unduly to desire the presThe following is from a long review of tige of Abraham Lincoln's discipleshi
leistocene or Quaternary period, the peri.in Scribner's’ for August: any more han it ought to be unduly afraid, od which immediately preceded the time
~ Lamon’s Lincoln,
Fortunately, however, the great figure letus say,of the injury of Mr. Herndon’s when, according to our interpretationof the
the patronage of a great man

with

Fro

.°

Defense of Lincoln,

moth,

—

surpass

it in

point of moral and religious =

fluences.
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof.

JACOBS

partment.

]

will have

:
charge

of the

>
CALENDAR:

Music

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—~continuing
13
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13
losing Feb. 28.

De-

weeks,

weeks,

For particulars, address,
f
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Pringipal.
x

NORTH

PARSONSFIELD

The SUMMER TERM
May

will

SEMINARY

commence

on

Tuesday,

14th, pnd.continue ten weeks.

:

“ M. K.MABRY, Péincipal.
Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
Will the friends send us some students for this
term.
:
M. E. SWEAT,

NORTHWOOD
The

SPRING

SEMINARY,

of this Institution

TERM

6, 1872,

mence on Wednesday, March

13 weeks
SAVAGE,

Sec.

under the continued

charge

A. B.

will

and

[2

com-

continue

of ALBERT

da

All the usual facilities offered to those Jurduing
studies in any branch of an Academic Education.
Charges moderate. For further information or Circulars address the Principal. »
The Trustees take this opportunity of publicly acknowledging the recent Gift of ‘a Library and Chemical Apparatus,—amounting in all to about $500,—
from te Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham,N. H.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. J», Pres.

}

E. 8. TASKER, Sec.

Northwood, N, H., Feb. 19, 1872.

AGENTS! QUICK iz

yor you will
miss choice

PEO LEW AS’ last anc
4 (there is a rush for ityon
.
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and ’| greatest work.
Painting.
MELVILLE W. (HASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
or, MX JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRE
JENNIE de la MONTAIGN, Teacher of French.
1t is by odds the most’ taking and saleable book n
CALENDAR, 1872,
the field. 1. tis on a vitally important subject
tis by Amerigi's most popular ‘writer on health. :
1t is, for the pricd; the largest and handsomest book
March 20—Spring Term begins.
peoples:
ever sold by subscription. Agents, the
June 20—Commencement.
urge you to bring
eager for such a book, and will
September 4—Fall Term begins,
free.
&o.,
terms,
for
egins.
Write
them.
Tey,
to
December 4—Winter
CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,
For College Catalogue app y to
3 SCHOOL
ST., BOSTON, MASS,
9
1y
Lop. RE NOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas. .
W. A, DRAKE,

Instructor in Penmanship.
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It is a New York manufacturing

"Liberal republican and democratic State
ventions were

held

purpose of nominating
governor and

con-

in Iowa, Thursday, for

the

State officers except

lieutenant-governor.

A

for

coalition

was effected and a joint ticket put in nomination.
Mr. Emerson will build a new

cord, upon the
«week.
exact

site

of the

The new mansion
copy of the former

house

one

last

will be nearly an
structure, and will

;

Spotted Tail and the delegation

finished

Con-

destroyed

cost about $4500,
him

in

their

business

accompanying

in

Washington

Wednesday, and will now visit Philadelphia and
New York, and then return to their reservation.

The public

debt statement

for July shows

comparatively a very low reduction, in consequence of the small receipts and extraordinarily

large expenditures of the month.

In the San Joaquin Valley is a grain patch
thirty-five miles long and eight miles wide, covering an area of 179, 200 acres ; the average yield
is estimated at sixteen bushels, which will give
a total of of 2,867, 200 bushels} or 86,015 tons.

Mr. R. H. Isabelle

of New

Orleans, colored,

has recovered $1000 damages from the

board

of

directors of a white school, because they refused
to admit his children as pupils,

his purpose

of making a stay on Long Island, and has now
determined, in company with his family, to visit
his old héme in New Hampshire, where he will
remain a month or more.

SSE

The governor of Arkansas has issued a proclamation to the people of Pope county, telling
them that if they continue to resist the authority
of the law and its officers he will declare martial
law, and if necessary employ the whole military

preservation

of peace

EAN C—O

A

Riotous doings are reported from Savannah. A
few negroes were on Monday ejected from street
cars by white fellow-passengers, and in retalia-

tion for the wrong, a mob collected and throughout the evening fired into the cars as they passed

along,wounding several persons but killing none.
The police finally dispelled the mob.
In addi-

tion to the ahove, there was a serious
Grant meeting,

riot

at

a
:

+

The liberal republican and democratic Rtate
Conventions of Vermont were held in Burlington, Thursday. A coalition was effected and a State
ticket agreed upon made up in about equal parts
of representatives of the.two parties.
A. B.
Gardner of Bennington was nominated for Governor, and W, H Bingham of Stowe for lieuten-

ant-governor; the former being a liberal

repub-

lican and the latter a democrat.
When the conventions adjourned an out-door ratification meet-

ing was held,

;

The labor reform conference in New York last
Week was

a noisy

and

disorderly

affair.

The

delegates were struggling throughout the day,
and more than half the night, for different ends,
and the result appears to be complete disorganization.
It was finally agreed, however, by
those who attended the evening session, to hold
a convention at Philadelphia, August 13, for the
purpose of making
straight-out nominations fo
take the place offthe Columbus candidates, who
had the good sénse to decline.
Speaker Blaine of Maine has written a letter
to Senator Sumner in reply to the latter’s recent
document.
Jtis a forcible letter and will do
much to counteract whatever effect for the benefit of the Greeley party the Senator’s words may

_ have had.
The

market.

The

Inde-

pendent indignantly asks: “ Is there mo Chris.
tian man connected with this company?”
The rats of a certain locality in Hopewell, N,
J., recently migrated in two consecutive nights
to another neighborhood.
Hundreds of tracks
were visible where they crossed the road. How
they prearranged the time of starting, the going
in two distinct crowds,and some other questions,
are more easily asked thun answered.

*

eighteen inches long around his

ankle,

a chain which reaches up to the

held

by

graist. This con-

trivance keeps them from running.
They trip
and fall whenever making the experiment.
The
contractors feed, clothe and zuard the convicts,

and pay the State 40 cents a day for each

man’s

labor. For every six months they faithfully
work orn. the road a month is taken from their

term of imprisonment,
Thirty-two years ago the Philadelphia Ledger
published its first article on * The Money Market.” A recent issue of the paper says: * The
same heading has been continued daily in each
successive issue of the paper since, and the hand
that penned that article furnishes this, and has
steadily and without intermission of a single day
on which the paper was printed, furnished the

matter

under

that , peculiar

Ledger's Money Articles
monetary circles. They
Joseph Sailer.

are
are

heading.”

The

highly valued in
prepared by Mr.

In the twenty national cemeteries in the States
of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia and
Mississippi, there are buried 114,647 Union soldiers. The graves of nearly half of these, or
48,457 in all, bear that pathetic legend, * Unknown.”
Out of 18,704 buried at Andersonville,
only 400 are unknown, but of 13,961 lying at
Memphis, 9029 are unknown,
and of 12,664 at
Vicksburg, 9413 are in the same sad list.
The Railroad Bridge between San Francisco
and Goat Island will be a novelty in architect-

ure,

It is to be run through

an

immense

tube

of boiler iron, supported in the water by its own
buoyancy, and held thirty feet below the surface
by a complicated system of cable, anchors and
buoys.
The tube is twenty feet in diameter, and
strengthened by an internal iron framework:
The principal problem with thgengineer was to
have the buoyancy of the tube équal the weight
of a train of cars, so as to require the minimum
of anchorage “or support.
Should the bridge
prove a success, submarine railroad tubes may
become quite common, as they may
be used
where regular tunnels would be impractieable,
or at least very expensive.
The French government has paid 14,700,000
francs for the compensation of Germans expelled

from France during the war.
~The intercourse between German and American sojourners in Paris has never been so close

and intimate as during the past season,
The new

Paris

opera

house

will

cost

eight

millions.
The sculpture and painting alone will
cost two hundred and twenty thousand dollars,
and the ornaments three hundred and sixty

thousand dollars.

:

The University of Zurich seems to be contributing its mite to solve the problem of university
education for females.
Out of some 400 students
now in attendance, it is stated that 80 are ladies
—most of them students of medicine.
Anton Rubinsten wil] sail for this country on
the last day of August, and his concerts will begin in New York in the middle of September.
His season in this city will begin early in ‘the
fall. He will have the accompaniment-of an orchestra, and be assisted by a concert troupe at
the head of which is the violinist Wieniuwkky,
now probably the foremost representative of the
romantic school.

indications are that the election in North

A woman named Thwaytes, who had properCarolina has resulted in favor of the democrats.
ty, has lately died in England, who it was said
No actual returns have been received, but nearly
considered herself as a part of the Trinity, and
all the reports tend to show that the republicans
fitted up her drawing room in Hyde Park with
have been defeated upon the State ticket and
the view of having the last judgment held in it.
that they have elected but a small proportion of Her will has been disallowed, on the finding of a
Congressmen. - The demoerats claim the State | jury against her sanity.
by from 6000 to 10,000 majority, but the official
A process of wood carving by machinery has
figures, when they come, will probably indicate |
been introducedSn Paris by one M. Lanteigne.
-a lgss eomplete victory for them,

It is adapted to all kinds

1]

;
FOREIGN:
The

population of Russia is 81,500,000 souls.

The American residents of Paris gave a br
quet in honor of Staniey on Wednesday evening

The Czar will leave St. Petersburg toward

the
close of August, on a visit to the Emperor of
Germany.
Ife is expected to arrive:in Berlin cn
the 6th of September.’
I

of wood,

the

harder

and drier the
better.
The
wood
is passed
through rolls or matrix cylinders, whereby any’
desired pattern is impressed upon the surface
with a delicacy and eflect that compare
favorably with the wark of skilled carvers, and at a
nominal,
The pr
is rapid, as
n
su
1] feet of finished work can he pro-

luced per second.

fr

“A traveler” wrifes to the London News,
t ** the petrification of corpses is not a new
{ art in Italy. At the commencement of the presThe Salvadorian troo
ent century, it was practiced by a medieal man
demorstiz d condition and the
it Florence, and in one of the’ hospitals of- the
~ are threatened, The British and Sj
essels
| town, the bosom of a woman was shows, ‘which
suls have asked for war
sels for
fi
was petrified by him.
Tt
all the appearance
tion of subjects.
of ivory and is in a perfect
state of preservation.
The Vienna indastrigl exposition for all naIn the hospital, there is a table apparently of
tions will begin May 1, 1873, and close October
pietra dure.
The different stones, however, of
dl. A strong desire is expressed by the Austrian
which it is formed, are petrified slices of human
authorities that the industrial productions of the
flesh.”
United States shall be fully represented.
Capt. Cerfbeer, a gentleman of good position
The difficulty in the Aiherican-Mexican scomin society, has been. tried by court-martial at
mission continues, but Senor Guzman, the new
commissioner on the port of Mexico, says he is Versailles and sentencedto death for ‘deserting
to the enemy when in command of a si. Tig
not responsible
for the trouble.
of Mobiles at Pfalsburg, on Nov. 6, 1870. His
The report last week of the disposal of certain | defense was that he had taken the oath of allecases by the board of arbitration at Geneva,
giance to Napoleon IIT,, and that when the |
which was not generally believed, is repeated Emperor fell he did not consider himself bound
by a Geneva newspaper, which claims to be in a to serve.
Moreover, at the time when he went
position to confirm the statement.
away, Metz and Strasbourg had been taken, and

The new French loan is represented to meet
with remarkable favor.
Six or seven times the
* amount offeredby the government is said to

have been covered.

The Colombian government, being in funds by
the resumption of the payment

of the

liabilities

of the Panama Railroad Company, it has forwarded a large part of the balance due our goverent for claims awarded by the joint commission. The transaction was wholly unanticipated in Washington.
:
Senor Guzman, the recently
ber of the Amerfean-Mexican
r

appointed memcommission, de-

nies that the difficulty in the commission

and

the
consequefit indefinite suspension of its
business is due to him. He distinctly demanded
that the board should go on with its labors, and
refused to refer their differences to the umpire
until they had first earnestly endeavored to ar-

rangesthem,

Whatever the cause of the trouble,

the present activity of the commission is at an
end, and Judge Otto, the American member, has
left the city.
:
h

Something like peace and order prevails in
Mexico once more.
proclaimed, and all

General amnesty has been
who have been engaged in

the revolution are restored to their civil and po-

litical rights. Insurgents are laying down. their
arms in submission to the government, and the

whole country is quiet.
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Dr. Webber has observed that the sensibility
of the skin is very much increased in those parts
of the body which are always exposed to the
light. This factis specially noticeable on persong’suffering from small pox, the eruption and
pitting being incréased if light is admitted into
the room. The excretory power of the skin is
also greatest in the dark,

.

Perhaps no work ofits size ever written has
afforded as’ much material for the scholar, artist,

and musicianas Goethe’s * Faust.” Ary Scheff:
er among other artists, has taken * Margret” as

part, has been set to

sers, Gounod’s

ful, the

music

music

by

different

accompanying

the

text

ers and critics.

The poem has been .transiated

into twenty-nine different languages. Among
them we assume that Bayard Taylor's transla
tion into English, ranks with, if not above, any
other,
’

acid, which

unites

gréat problem
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about

violent it would

threads,

this is effected
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SHOW.
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and Piano-
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PEARLS.
.
Full of the best Vocal Duets. Or,
OPERATIC PEARLS.
Full of the best Opera Songs, Or,
PIANISTS ALBUM.
Full of the best Piano pieces, Or,
PIANO-FORTE GEMS,
Full of the best Piano pieces.
Each of the above five books costs $2.50 in boards,
or $3 00 in cloth. Has more than 200 large pages full
of popular music, and either book is a most entertaining
companion to a lover of music.
Specimens of the STANDARD sent, for the pres-

of

ent, post-paid, for

$1.25, and

of the

com.

with
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cate

from

e
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Considerable has lately been said in medical
Journals concerning the value of milkas a remedial agent in certain
diseases, We notice an
interesting article upon this subject that lately
appeared.in the London Milk Journal,in which
it is stated,on the authority of Dr. Benjamin
Clark, that in the East Indies warm milk is used
toa great extent as a specific for diarrhea.
A
pint every four hours will check the most violent
diarrheea, stomach ache, incipient cholera, and

dysentery,

The

milk

should

never be boiled,

says:

‘“ It has never
hours,

failed in curing

and T have

tried

me in six
it, I should

think, fifty times. T have also given it to a dying
man who had been subject to dysentery eight
months, latterly

accompanied

diarrhea, and it acted on him

by

one continual

like a charm.

In

‘evely one of which its great value was

apparent,

beneficent, has furnished a food that in all diseases is beneficial,~in some directly curative. Such

food is milk.
The

oy

writer

in

the

journal

last quoted,

Dr,

Alexander Yale, after giving particular observations upon the points above. mentioned, viz,,
its ‘action in checking diarrhoea, it: nourishing’
properties,

and

its

action

in

cooling
the body

says: “ We believe that milk, nourishes in fever,
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Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrhea, arising from

mternal ulceration,
and uterine diseases and General
Debitity, VEGE {INE acts directly uponthe causes

of these complaints. Tt invigorates and strengthens
the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bowels, _
.

For Catairh, Dyspepsia, Habitual
Cos
tiveness, Eaipiation of the Heart, Headache, Piles.
Nervousness, and General prostration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever

given guchp erfect

satisfaction as the

VEGETINE

It purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
Jossesses a controlling power over the nervous 8y&-

em.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
induced many Jhysioians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact. VEGETINE is the best remedy
yet discovered for the ahove diseases, and is the only reliable
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two days his diarrhoea was gone, in three weeks
he became a hale, fat man; and now nothing

that can hereafter occur will ever shake his
faith i1 hot milk.”
A writer also communicates to the Medical
Times and, Gazette, a statement, of the value
of milk in twenty-six cases of typhoid fever, in
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by clothiers of to-day, as by the Romans, being
the hook-like growths of Dipsacus fullonum,
The" parted and loving heart opens to the disor fulder’ssteasel.
This plant in growth is some=tant one, as those flowers which expand in the
thing like
a thistie, though botanically it differs
rays of the sun will unfold their blossoms even | §
from a thistle. If bears round heads, each about
on days when clouds Qe between.
*
the size of a smail apple, and studded all over
AR
cl
with fipe-hooked protuberances,
Many. of these
Let prudence always attend your pleasures; 3
teasel-heads, being packed together and bound
it is the way to enjoy the sweets of them, and
up tight on a flat surface, make a sort of comb,
not be afraid of the consequences,
or eurry-comb, and this was the invariable way
of packing teasels for use in cloth manufacture
ey
once.
They may also be packed on a cylinder,
A
A
purely
but however arranged, their use in getting up
sphepsia,
Cathartic and, Tonic—For 1
i
Con
nap out of threads will be obvious,
Caused to |
i
Siek-headache,
Ml
Attacks; ar
s of Liver, stomach ahd Bowels.
rub against the. incipient cloth, they sgerateh out
your Draggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
B= Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the *
little odds and ends of wool, and produce a
1yeows
3
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the
[Tymns onl
stage
our
hairy . surface. - One
further, then
woven ‘material has advanepd on. the road to
Send
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ect cloth, but it is not cloth yet.
The
nap
‘Sy
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just seratehed up by the teasel-hooks is of all
£, OF 32 DROMFIELD
STREET, BOSTON.
18, within certain limits, The manufacturer
ts an, even. length, which he accom; Ish
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: is made exclusively from the juic
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should be 1,000 tacks,~and so on up to twentyfour-ounce, which likewise is equivalent to one
and a quarter inches long, and 1,000 tacks.—

by little hooks incomparably finer than the claws
of any cat, finer than any hooks man’s ingenui=
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be; for although map is really teach * full-weight ” package thus labeled there

scratched up out of the

ty has enabled
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For Vestries and Prayer Meetings.

the volatile but fertilizing alkali, and it is also
fixed when brought down by the rains. We
must confess that we can not see where there is

any

Olive, ¥ gal

Bb...23

¥

Sootaf

Take with you, for entertainment at Summer Re-

It is simply composed of sulphuric acid and lime H
as we already know, and but for their serrations,
the first unites with all the
ammonia it can
all looking one way, they would slide_gpon
find, the second, having
part
with its sul.
each other in various and irregular directions.
phuric acid, takes up carbonic
#nd water and
Practically, however, they can only slide one
aids to dissoive the silica in the soil. We think
way, namely, with the
roots foremost.
The
it is the cheapest and at the same time ond of
result is that the saw-like teeth catch. among each
the best instruments for giving fertilityto our
other, at every catch making the wool-fibers
soils, and its use can not be too gemeral. Ifit
shorter, whereby the entire textureis shrunk,
ever fails we believe the cause to be more the
and of course
proportionately
clgsed up and | fault of the
user than of the plaster. -In itself
thickened.
This result: being accomplished, the
it has no elements which ean be called fertilizers,
workman clears away the soap by means of
and it only acts through its own destruction as
fuller’s-earth and water, the fabric remaming
an individual substance. Hence, to be of value,
still in the trough, and still wrought upon by
it must come in contact with those substances
the fulling hammers or piles. Being taken from
which effect a separation of the chemical elethe fuller’s-mill, the shrunken material has next. ments
which compose it; any decomposing or
to be dried. This is done by hanging it on_tent- fermenting
vegetable or animal matter in a soil
er hooks stuck into the margins of the texture will
afford these.
If they are absent in a soil
at convenient distances.
Obviously, this is an
or an atmosphere, plaster is of little value; but
operation that
would
admit of considerable
we believe they are séldom absent, and if supdeceit in dishonest hands.
The wet fabric might
posed to be, a crop of field peas or clover turned
be injuriously stretched,~made broader and under will soon give food for the plaster
to work
longerto the prejudice of material. Formerly
Sr.
upon.=N. ¥. World.
the exact amount of stretching to be used was regulated by Act of Parliament, so important did
the matter seem. Well, our material, woven, fullSome Facts about Tacks.
tl
OO
ed,and dried, is not cloth yet, though a consideraThe length of tacks, as understood and given
ble way advanced on its way to cloth. It has no
by the manufacturers, is:by the *“ ounce,” which
nap, so the next process will be imparting a nap
is printed on the label, and stenacilled on the box
to it. Let us suppose, now,by way of introducing
or package in which the goods are placed for
the nap-imparting process,that a piece of our material having been laid flat on a board, a cat gets | transportation. * Three-ounce ” (3 0z.) meuns
on it and scratches it. Puss would get a sort of that the package so labelled contains tacks threeeighths inch long, and that for every
nap on our material though she would deal with
three
it somewhat roughly. If the scratching effect of oubces of tacks of that length there
should be
1,000 tacks: Four-ounce
cat’s claws were such as the clothworker rewould be seven-sixteenths inch long; six-ounce, eight-sixteenths ;
quired, he might imitate the operation by some
sort of wire-tooth machinery. Altogther too eight-ounce, nine-sixteenths inch long; and for

certain diseases is rejected by the stomach, and
even loathed by the patient; but nature, eve

tion, To penetrate into the depths of Goethe's
philosophy, and meaning contained in this work
has beeh undertaken by many of the first vyrit-

an excess of carbonic
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our fields with the plaster it loves to embrace,
Nature, more generous to us, gives in our air

the quality of felting, what happens will easily
be understood. The wool fibers are well soaped,

sympa

thetically, though it fails often as an intérpreta-

from the constant

Season.

THE

also that when we are too thoughtless to spread

each stroke being delivered on a fresh portion.
Now, bearing in mind the saw-like teeth and
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